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ABSTPACT 

Building roofs have many shapes depending on the 

individual choice of the owner or the designer . Among 

the many roof shapes available is a flat shape, 

though not completely flat . To achieve the flat 

shape a designer has several different decking naterials 
to choose from among which concrete slab and timber 

boardi ng have been commonly used . The deck provides 
a continuous support for the water-proof material 

to be laid on . Among the commonest waterproof materials 
used are bituminous roofing felt and mastic asphalt . 

However, wherever there are flat roofs water leakage 
problems abound almost consistently. This has been 

the case in many flat roofed public buildings . Among 

the troubled organizations has been the Ministry 

of Works, Housing and Physical Planning in the Rift 

Valley Province. The complaints have occurred despite 

frequent repairs to these roofs, both by departmental 

and contractor labc~r . 

The research was focused on Nakuru and Eldoret 
towns in the Rift Valley Province to try and understand 

thP. flat roof maintenance phenomenon. Several approaches 
were taken in the study. Firstly, building maintenance 

records kept by several public institutions were 

heavily relied upon. Secondly, interviews were carried 
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out with the maintenance staff and any other people 

connected with maintenance of buildings in the different 
organizations . Thirdly questionnaires were sent 

out to maintenance officials in other districts 

of the province . Finally, the flat roofed buildings 
were visited in the area of study so as to learn 

their maintenance condition and possibly any past 

remedial actions taken to rectify defects . 

The study has come up with several findings 

in connection with flat roof construction and flat 
roof maintenance. It has been shown by statistical 

tests that flat roofs are not all that expensive 

in cowparison to pitched roofs . Further an attempt 
has been made to explain why flat roofs have caused 

so many leaka~e problems resultin~ in hue and cry 

over maintenance cost . Among the major findings 

is that the knov1ledge of flat roofs maintenance 

and construction is too general and not technical 

in the least. Knowledge \laS found to be minimal 

vis-a-vis materials , at times, specification for 

construction and repair and mainly m&intenance of 

the whole roof covering element. As a result 

malpractices have abounded in maintenance and repair 
of defects in flat roofs. Another finding was in 

connection with the desjgn of flat "':"oofs . It has 

been shown that certain aspects of flat roof design 
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have contributed to early failures of flat roofs in 

several instances . The significance of these findings 

lies in thP. fact th~t they play a major pa17t in the 

maintenance and repair of flat roofs. Unless they 

are rectified the flnt roofs are doomed . 

In concluding the research, s0mP reco~nPndetionP 

have been put forward mainly to help reduce expenditure 

on flat roof maintenance . It has been recotnMended 

that the knowledge of flat roofs should be increased 

in all districts. It has also been r ecommended that 

certain design details of flat roofs should be improved 

to meet the existing knowledge of roof maintenance. 

Without adopting s0rious steps towards flat roofs 

they will continue to haunt the maintenance ~cams, 

and ovmP.rs of the Many flat roofs in existence. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A building needs a roof for it to be comfortably 
occupied and to be pronounced complete . Therefore 

roofs of different shapes, siz~and materials are 

available at the discretion of the architect or designc~ , 

mmer or user of the construction. Cost is also another 
reason for selecting a particular type of roof. In 
addition , different countries have had their own 

different types of roof styles depending on their 

environments. Two of the most popularly used types 

of roofs are pitched roofs and flat roofs. These 

have been in buildings for many years, especially 

the pitched type , in many countries world over. Flat 

roofs may not have been as popular as pitched roofs 
when the reinforced concrete and other means of effectively 
supporting the roof structure and covering \'lere unknm·--n. 
But with the advance in technology flat roofed structures 
became increasingly in use . Since flat roofs are 

of relatively recent appearance there is a fceljng of 
modernity manifest in the architectural look of 
flat roofed buildings. 

Apart from fulfilling their basic rcquireracnt 
of keeping out weather extremes, flat roofs hav~ nthe~ 
advantages . Some flat roofs may be used as upper 

floors if th2 building is extended up~ards at ~ la~cr 
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date after initial construction . They may also be used 

for such diversified activities as relaxation business 

operations, even fixing equipment \vhich might need 

safety nnd frequent attention. 

Due to their designs , and materials used for 

their construction flat roofs tend to give an impression 

of solidity and stability. 1his is particularly so 

for concrete deck roofs . As a result of their modern 

look and assumed stability when they have problems 

of leakage there is caus.e for a lot of concern to 

the bui 1 ding m·mers. This is mainly because whereas 

ordinary artisan such as a mason or carpenter can 

easily ~~agnose and repair a leak on a pitched roof 

with simple materials, the opposite is the case with 

flat roo1g, The problem diagnosing is technical, 

the best repairs need experience and expertise , and 

buildin~ specialists are not readily available. 

Traditional waterproofing materials used on flat 

roofs have been bct;·Teen impregnated felts and mastic 

asphalt. These 1aaterials are supposed to be impervious 

to water. Ho·uc~er i.nC'idents of flat roof leakages 

are faL·l y corm:lt n in many countries, even in those 

which have used and supposedly have the knowledge of 

working \d th the <.::~·lc coTT'.monly u&ed materials. Flat 

roofs hnve been in use for some t~ne now and those 

I 
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covered \lith either of the \-7aterproof .i.ng materials 

have been _subjected to many research~~ . Findings 

have been documented , but studies will still continue 

to be undertaken 0.1 flat roofs. The countries of 

Europe and North America have done many studies on 

flat roofs to try and understand them fully . Britain 

for example, thrcugh its building research centres , 

notably the Building Research Station at Garston , 

has carried out extensive research involving flat 

roofs. For example , in one such research carried 

on 500 defective buildings a half of them had defects 

due to dampness . Over one third , mostly flat roofed , 

had defects due to dampness caused by rain1. Yet 

another research on flat roofs revealed that out of 

130 mastic asphalt roofs only 65 were conside~ed 

satisfactory, while out of 200 built-up felt roofs 

only 88 were considered sa~isfactory2 The above 

findings occured despite the guidance by the British 
? Standard Code of Practise , CP 144 part 3J which says 

that in the case of built - up roofs "no routine maintenance 

is required or envisaged when roofs are laid in accordance 

with recommendations of the code". Part 44 of the 

same code which deals witb mastic asphalt states the 

same for asphalt covering 3 . 

The above examples are a few out o£ the many 

studtes carried out \vith the hol•t! of fully undcrsr.anciing 

the flat roof problem. Hany btd ldine O\mcrs i'ave been· 
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left with the impression that flat roofs are extremely 

difficult to deal with . But some of the experts still 

feel that the situation is not all that bad. This 

is summarised by the British Bituminous Roofing Council 

Chairman in a statement that: 

Understanding of advance in material 
and techniques for flat roofs had fallen 
behind their application and consequential 
faults and problems had occurred whir.h 
tended to give flat roofs a bad name4 . 

Statement of the Problem 

As in other countries Kenyan roofs take many 

shapes and sizes . The materials used on roofs are 

desiened to suit the pitch of the individual roofs . The 

pitches range from above 30°, medium angles between 

10°-30° and flat or low pitched roofs below 10° . On 

small buildings, especially dwelling houses, pitched 

roofs are favoured - whereas above two storeys flat 

roofs seem to dominate the desigr. . Flat roofs are 

especially favoured where uses other than keeping 

out the weather are required. However, it is not 

the usage or the appearance that make the flat roof a 

problem. Rather it is the maintenance of the flat roofs 

that is usually a problem . 

Flat roofs have an elegance \·7hich is hm·1ever, 

eroded by the problems of leakage. The concern they 

cause is r1ore than fer pitched roofs probably because \·mereas 
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a defect in a pitched roof is easily dealt with 

without much fear of a future complaint , the opposite 
is true for flat roofs . Once a defect occurs on flat 
roofs it heralds the onset of seasonal but non-solvable 
repair complair ts . The maintenance teams in many 
depots of the Ministry of Works , Housing and Physical 
Planning (MOWH &PP) have battled wjth roof leakage 
everytime the rainy season sets in . These problems 
of leakage occur in all sizes of buildings, from the 
least important to the most important in many parts 
of the country . 

One of the areas plagued with the flat roof 
problem is the Rift Valley Province . Most of the 
flat roofed buildings here he..ve leaked . Some h.;.·"e 
been repaired , but at very high costs to the Government . 
Unfortunately these costs might be duplicated before 
ten years are over. Problems of flat roof leakages 
have been experienced in such buildings as the Nakuru 
Law Courts, Kitale Law Courts, Naivasha Prison Hospital, 
Agricultural Research Stetion Kjtale, Nakuru and Eldoret 
Veterinary Research Laboratories, Eldoret Police Station, 
Moi ' s Bridge Police Station, Nakuru Medical Training 
School , Doctors ' Flats and Mess , Kishen Sigh Block 
of flats in Nakuru and other less important buildings 5 . 
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Repair to some of the buildings has been very 
expensive representing a significant portion of building 
maintenance funds allocation. However , because of the 
persistent complaints from users of flat roofed buildings 
unorthodox ways of solving these roof problems have 
been resorted to. 

Asan indication of how problematic flat roofs 
have been to the m&intenance teams the following are 
some of the repairs done to flat roofs in recent years: 

- Re-roofing to Doctors' Mess and Kishen Sigh 
flats in Nakuru; Shs. 224,775.85, 

- Roof repairs to Kitale National Agricultural 
SLation; Shs. 75 , 168.00 , 

- Roof repairs to Molo Police Station, 

Shs. 61,567.00, 

-Re-roofing to Lanet Defence Buildings; 
Shs. 22,805 . 00 , 

-Re-roofing to Doctors' Flat, Nakuru ; Shs.51,711.00, 

- Roof repairs to Large Scale Farmers Training 
College, Eldoret; Shs . 58,500.00, 

- Re-roofing to Nakuru Veterinary Investigation 
Laboratory; Shs . 268,589.00 (a further 
Shs . 150,000.00 i3 estimated as the minimum 

necessary to complete the re-roofing) 6 . 
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With this type of expenditure occuring after every 

several years sooner or later those concerned might 

decide to do away with flat roofs . 

The interesting thing is that most of these 

flat roofs are covered with either bituminous roofing felt 

or mastic asphalt. Of the two bituminous roofing felt 

is the commonest . Due to the frustration of repairing 

the roofs on and off without succeeding permanently 

the Ministry of Works, Housing and Physical Planning 

maintenance teams are almost demoralised to a point 

of loosing their confidence in the eyes of fellow 

civil servants. This has lead to these teams undertaking 

almost irreversible and unorthodox ~easures in dealing 

with flat roofs. It is as if they have had E>nough. 

These measures are aimed at reducing or doing 

away with flat roofs. \·Jhat these maintenance teams 

have decided to be doing is to construct pitched roofs 

on top of· the problematic flat roofs. At the edges 

the parapet8 are either extePded upwards or new ones 

built where they never existed. This move ensures 

that the false lm-1 pitched roof is hidden from any 

observer . This in effect amouuts to having t'l.-10 roofs 

instead of one doing the same thing . As a metl~d 

of solving roof problems it is both co~tly and ~·:asteful. 

For example one of this reno-.. ·1tive repairs Has carried 
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out to a roof of 609 square metres at a cost of 
Shs . 345 , 784 . 00 . During the same year a 536 square 
metre flat roof was repaired with roofing felt at a 
cost of Shs . 109,784 . 00 7 . If all the leaking roofs 
are to receive this renovative repair apart from 
loosing any advantages they may have had as flat roofs 
they will cost quite a lot of money. Already three 
of the quoted roofs have been accorded these types 
of renovative repairs as recently as 1983/4 government 
f . . - 8 1.nanc1.a1 year . The ot4er flat roofs mentioned might 
received pitched roofs as soon as money is available 
to the maintenance teams. With the cost of materials 
and labour going up frequently pitched roofs on flat 
roofs will be very costly indeed in future . Plate 
1 . 1 shows a section of a false pitched roof. 

To many building owners and public officers a 
building or part of it which has to be attended to 
frequently or requires special treatment is regarded 
as a nuisance . Maintenance of a building is generally 
viewed as v7as teful as it consumes mm c "="' s income. 
Therefore a flat roof whose leakage pr oblems occur 
even once a year is detested by all. Thus a false roof 
has been viewed with much hope as a possible solution 
to the flat roof problem . So discoJrRged have the 
maintenence authorities been uith flaL roofs that false 
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PLATE I FALSE ROOF OVER A FLAT ROOFED BUILDING 
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roofs are being incorporated on flat roofed buildings 
right fro~ the drawing board . For example the recently 
constructed Ninistry of Works, Housing and Physical 
Planning Provincia l Headquarters in Nakuru, Maji House 
and Ujenzi house in Nairobi have all got false roofs. 
They could be the herald of the end of flat roofs, 
unless there is a better and cheaper solution to dealing 
with flat roof problems . At pre~ent the m~intenance 
advantages of the false roofs vis-a-vis the attractive~ess 
and possible advancages of having a plain flat roof 
have as yet to be known . 

The biggest question is: why do the flat roofs 
show such a high incidence of failure? Yet apart from 
flat roofs being capable of lasting for more than 20 

years either with asphalt or buill-up felt as the 
covering9 some experts are of the opinion that th8y 
are capable of lasting the life of the buildings t~ey 
protect10 . This ascertion vmuld seem too theoret·~cal 
to maintenance te~ms who battle 'i-lith leaks 0:1. :1nd off 
the year . 

Literatur0 Review 

Many authors have written on Lhe subject of flat 
roofs all trying to advice or to explain tne expecLed 
behaviour of flat roofs . They have especially tried 
to explain the behaviour of the vlaterproof co•·erings and 
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how to avoid the possible problems which often accompany 

them . 

l l L. A. Ragsdale and E . A. Raynham have tried to 

explain how to get rid of entrapped moisture in the 

slab . They say that vent pipes may be used to help 

the moisture escc·pe but that these may not be very 

effective . They suggest that brick ventilations could 

instead be used as they proved through experiements 

that they help a lot in the removal of the entrapped 

moisture . However , where extreme weather is experienced 
the ventilation is not very useful . A better solution 

is to drill holes into the slab to drain the entrapped 

or construction moisture . 

I t is important to get rid of entrapped mojsture 

as it causes blistering to the covering. This occurs 

when moisture trapped under the waterproof membrane , 

within the ·felts, within the insulation materials or 

in the roof structure is vapourised by heat from the 

sun. 

The surface of the covering should be reflective . 

The authors say that this reflective treatment should 

be evenly applied on the roofing membrane so that the 

sun ' $ heat is evenly distributed . This will avoid 

uneven stress on the roof structure and at the sam2 

time.it will help reduce pre~atu~e ageing of the ~~terproof 
mat~rials . Less heat is ~bso~bcd into the structure 
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if the surface reflectivity is good . Excessive heat 

could cause movement in the roof slab which will be 

communicated to the roof covering with disastrous results . 

Paul Marsh12 states that mastic asphalt, though 

the best of flat roofing membrances, is vulnerable 

to the smallest of movements in the roof deck. This 

can be reduced by the use of a sheathing f~lt being 

laid first over the d~ck . However he says that any 

projections existing on the roof will cause a cerlain 

amount of strain to the asphalt because il would be 

directly bonded to them . 

To reduce the effects of solar radiation he says 

that the recommended practice in Britain is to use 

a layer of stone chippings of at least lOmm thickness 

over a bitumen dressing . This thickness of chippings 

compared to the practice in the rest of Europe where 

it is SOmm·would look inadequate. 

The ~uthors of the Principles of Modern. Building13 

have identifled several causes of deformation in a 

roof slab . The most common are thermal movement and 

the reversible and irreversi :11e movements in the structu"t"e . 

Some of these movements are difficult to stop or control, 

furthermore the mqterials used on flat roofs react 

differently to various forces such as drying shcink~ge , 

moisture or thermal effec-cs espt·cially in the concrPte 
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and its reinforcement . A measure to control some of 

these forces is by having sufficient and efficient 

expansion joints. Another important factor is t·7ind 

speed and directic~n . It is pointed out that a strong 

wind will raise ~ater up joints and upstands of roofs 

up to a possible height of 50111IIl if it is a 97 kilometres 

per hour wind. Therefore roofs should be designed 

with such factors in mid . Also the size, position 

and shape of gutters and downpipes may affect the efficiency 
of a roof in disposing off rain water . The length, 

shape, slope and cross section of gutters are importan~ 

for their efficiency throughout . The sizes should 

relate to the location of a building due to possible 

blork11ge from rubbish. Maxtvel] - Cook14 suggests that 

a roof can improve its water tightness if it is constructed 

into structural panels . The panels will each react 

without affecting the others; the expansion joints 

will make this possible . The roof should also be de~igned 
to have one adequate ventilator on every 70 square 

feet (5 . 67 square metres) to reduce the risk of 

condensation. 

R. Hanson15 advices on 5ome criterion to be expected 
of an efficient waterproofi~g roof covering. Firstly, 

because of expected movements it should be able to 

withstand str.etching ; secondly the waterproof material 

should have a minimum thickness of 7mm; tltirdly, the 
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bitumen top layer should not be more than lmm thick 

because of possible effects of heat ; fourthly, if the 

felt is applied at a temperature below 50° it should 

be less than 2.5re~ in thickness . He further advices 

that a bitumen layer between the felts should be at 

least 1 . 4mm thick , and that cutting the felt during 

a cold weather is detrimental to its efficiency. Fin8lly 

he says that the top layer should be of a quality not 

likely to rot or be corroded . Good workmanship is 

of great importance. He says that bad workmanship 

accounts for a high percentage of failures in flat 

roof efficiency . 

Joints on the roof structural deck are usually 

sources of leakages if they are not properly tr~ated. 

Different authors have advocated different methods 

of dealing with joints . Philip Wilson16 advocates 

that a fe~t should be fully bonded on the deck. He 

says that if a felt piece is left unbonded over a joint 

any subsequent movements of the roof deck, which might 

no~ be fully restrained, will form ridges. If there 

is moisture in the joints it may lead to blistering 

around the unbonded section~ . Ridging and blistering 

could encourage ponding on roof and therefore become 

a potential source of leakage. He supports the British 

code of practice which restricts the use of mineral 

surface felts on very low pitches because of th~ dangers 
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of the granules becoming dislodged leaving bare patches. 
This will mean that the felt is fully exposed to the 

sun ' s effects. A correct choice of materials is 

extremely important. 

Where the felt is unprotected the sun's ultra-

violet rays attack the felt leading to its embrittlement. 

Efficiency is affected, firstly, by the repeated wetting 
and drying thus reducing the visco-elastic properties 

of the felt; and secondly when embrittled the felt 

produces water soluble materials which are easily leached 

out by the rain and therefore exposing the fibres to 

further deterioration17 . 

William Kninniburgh18 states that in the tropics 

the first layer on timber deck should be a self-finished 
felt which is nailed to the deck. However, if it is 

fibre based it should be allowed to condition itself 

by laying it on the deck for several days before nailing. 
He advices that on a screed surface the first layer 

should be a perforated glass-fibre based. The same 

should have coarse grit on one side which is bonded 

to and faces the screed . T~,e second layer, also 

preferably a glass-fibre based is bonded over the perforated 
layer . The perforations and the grit enable moisture 

to escape .and also enables relative movement between 

the.screed and the felts. 
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An alternative method to the above is where the 

under-felt . is bonded in a frame pattern so that only 

one third or a quarter of the whole is bonded . This 

also permits esca·1e of moisture from the screed . He , 

however, advice , that instead of bonding the felt 

over cracks a strip of waterproof material should be 

spot bonded over the joint. The whole process should 

have in mind the wind velocity so that uplift due to 

suction does not occur later . 

E~tending the life of a felt has been a big problem 

to the building mmer s . Kinniburgh advices that for 

a well lai d built-up felt if a mop coat of hot bitumen 

blinded with sand is applied at between age five and 

ten years the felt will last th~ life of the building . 

This does not exclude the maintenance of a ~eflective 

surface at all times. 

In the tropics surface reflectivity is particularly 

important because of the high temperatures and more 

sunny hours compared to the temperate climates . Sperling19 

points out that bituminous products are not particularly 

durable in the tropical clirn4les. He advocates the 

spraying of a diluted Hhi te paint on to any opaque 

granules used as protective covering . He goes on to 

say that opaque gravel chippings can aosorb more solar 

radiation than a white surface. Whitewash is however 
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the best reflective surface. It is harmless 
to bitumen or asphalt surface, compared to the frequently 
prefered aluminium paint which is not as effective 
as claimed . 

Because of he< vy downpours in the tropics Sperling , 
~uggests that the roof fall should be twice that found 
in the tempera te zones . Where the felts or aspha l t 
is exposed a slope of 1 in 30 is advisable . Gutters 
should be deep and wide enough to allow cleaning , with 
downpipes being at least lSOmm in diameter . The Building 
Research Establishment digest 14420 on the durability 
of asphalt and built-up felt roofings says that the 
various types of felts have different properties 
according to cheir base . However, those felts are 
only capable of stretching up to 5% and will split 
where fully bonded on a deck which cracks. Unfortunately 
these wate~proofing materials have a limited life . 
Asphalt can last 50 to 60 years but may fail at any 
stage of its life ; the built - up felt may only function 
for about 20 years . 

It has been thought that pending in the roof 
is harmful to the roofs but digest 144 says that it i s 
not all that harmfull. However, this vie~v is contradicted 
by George Atkinson21 when he says that pending i s &n 
added weight to the roof. Apart from that he says that 
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the temperature differences between the dry and wet 
edges of the ponds could even be higher that S0° c . 
There is therefore a lot of stress to the covering 
as evaporation slowly takes place. The longer the 
water remains on the roof the more harm it does to 
the coverings . 

Atkinson22 refers to findings from the Aachen 
Technical University of Germany who did some studies 
on flat roofs. They came up with recommendations that 
\vhere the fall is so the· gravel protective finish should 
be at least SO~~ deep . They also recommended that 
where the roof slopes inwards from the edges these 
should b~ raised at least lOOmm above gravel finish . 
Some ~rriters on the maintenance of flaL roofs claim 
that if a proper maintenance programme is instituted 
the roof could last the life of the building. Bob 
Tibbitt 23 is of this opinion. He says that planned 
preventive maintenance could reduce the cost of roof 
maintenance . He advocates that qualified staff should 
be used in the repair of roofs since they understand 
the materials, the.possible failures and their treatment . 
Granger Brown24 \vho supports the above views further 
advices that professional roofers should be used as 

·much as possible in roof repair. He is of the opinion 
that a roof should be inspected semi-annually and imminent 
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defects dealt with immediately. 

Still on maintenance it is suggested25 that a 
roof should have a surface which can be kept clean 
by sweeping . Wind frequently deposits a lot of dirt 
on the roof whic l-, accumulates to eventually cause 
blockage of roof outlets . The author goes on to say th~t 
with grit embedded in bitumen it is difficult to detect 
the source of leaks . This increases the cost of maintaining 
the roof . 

Gerald Jones 26 suggests that the felt used B. S. 
747 of 1977 is no longer effective and needs to be 
updated . He says that certain bodie3 in Bri~ain 
experimented with felts B.S . 747 type IB or 2B and 
found ~hat they were not very effective barriers. He 
goes on to say that bituminous hessian reinforced with 
a thick core of continuous aluminium foil is more effective . 
~ecause of t h e nature of a felt roof he says that it 
requires hi.gh performance products . For example , timber 
joints are capable of moving 7000 times over a period 
of 20 years and that this will cause a lot of stress 
to the roofing felts \vhich may eventually losP. their 
~atertight qualities . 
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From the foregoing it would seem that the Kcnvan 

case needs a careful study. Host of the past st1;dies 

have been centred on the European climates . The specifi

cations , the standards of materials and recommended 

workmanship are 1ost l y based on the assumption that 

the climates are not very different from those found 

in countries like Britain. The climate of Kenya is 

so diffprent from that of Britain that probably a silllilar 

committee decjding on the correct standards of materi~l~ 

and their application would recommend a completely 

different type of material for Kenya. This is because 

for exmaplc, in Kenya , the sun's rays are direct through

out the year - Lemperatures are also evenly high at 

all times of year compared to Britain's seasonal variations 

of hot summers and very cold winters . \\TatPrproof materials 

and the adhesives used might fail at an earlier date 

or possibly more frequently in Kenya than in Britain . 

Kenya is a relatively young country in many fields , 

one of which is maintenance of buildings . Unlike many 

other factors of the economy money is not generously 

issued for maintenance of buildings because no positive 

revenue or tangible commodities axe received . Maintenance 

is regarded as a consumer of the available and vften 

badly needed resources which could be utilized in the 

consumption or purchase of something popul.:1 rly regarded 
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as being more urgent or useful than maintenance . As a 

result it is possible that there is lack of proper 

understanding of the requirements of the flat roof 

and its maintenance problems. Thus costs incurred 

from badly constructed or maintained roofs may wrongly 

influence the ov,T.ers or managers into disfavouring 

flat roofs on their buildings . From the abov~ studies 

it has become clear that generally there is a poor 

understanding of the flat roof and the maintenance 

of its watertight condition . Even where specialists 

have been given the roofing work one encounters defects 

earlier than should be . However the biggest question 

still remains as to whether within the Kenyan environment 

and ueather conditions we can be able to cope with 

flal roo£~ without wasting money trying to repair them. 

The study revealed that in ruost cases those charged 

with supervision are either indifferent of their duties 

or did not fully understand exactly what steps are 

necessary in laying the flat roof. In addition , even 

those charged with the maintenance of the roofs did 

not know what is required to keep the roofs watertight 

or to prolong thejr Jives. Moreover the defects are 

'tvrongly diaenosed and inappropriate corrective action 

is taken. As a result v1rong measures are taken at 

first which lead to future expensive repairs. In 

recent years people irrvol vcd t·:ith the ma:.ntenC:.~nce of 
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buildings in the private and public sectors have concluded 

that flat roofs are expensive to maintain but instead 

of trying to find out why this is so they have opted 

for the simplest way out, constructing false pitched 

roofs over the flat roofed buildings . A better solution 

to the problem is therefore urgently required if flat 

roofs are to be saved. 

The objectives 

There \o~ere several objectives to the study of 

the problem; 

1. To find out \o~hy flat roofs of Government 

. . 
buildin~s show such a hi?h incidence of 

leakage , especially in the Rift Valley 

Province. 

2. To find out wh~ther or not thP. cost of 

maintaining flat roofs is significantly 

higher than expected and if so what 

contributes to the cost o[ maintaining them . 

3. To try and come up with a more efficient 

solution "to the flat roof maintenance problems. 
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The Hypothesis 

The study hypothesis is that flat roofs are no 

more expensive to maintain than pitched roofs. The 

alternative hypothesis being that flat roofs are too 

expensive to maintain and should be done away with 

from Government buildings, especially in rural urban 

centres. 

Study Area and Scope 

The research was focused on Eldoret and Nakuru 

towns. Both of these towns are in the same geographical 

zone although the rainfal and temperatures are slightly 

different . Nakuru has slightly higher temperatures 

evenly distributed throughout the year but slightly 

less rainfall . The climates are not however at extremes 

to one another such that is was assumed that the effects 

are the same in both places . 

The 'study area had added advantages over other 

Ministry of Works, Housing and Physical Planning depots 

in the province in that over the years the system of 

record keeping has been better . The smaller the town 

the fewer are thP buildings and the simpler are the 

constructions found there. This resulted in less 

attention being focused on maintenance operations in 

the smaller tovms . 
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Anocher advantage has been in che quality of 

the staff manning the two depots. They have always 

tended to be more senior and therefore more qualified 

than in the othe1 depots. Therefore it would be expected 

that they would jndcrstand all the maintenance problems 

associated with t he buildings . Nakuru, being the 

Provincial Headcuarters, had the lion ' s share of the 

qualified staff. Eldoret is the second l ar gest tmm 

in the prov~nce and had for along time been treated 

as the headquarters of the North Rift Valley Province . 

The officer heading the Eldoret depot's operations 

has always been senior and visited and advice d the 

other officers in the North Rift depots. 

more knowledgeable than thev were. 

He was therefore, 

These depots had another advantage in t hat th0y 

have always been allocated more money to s pend on 

maintenance. On top of that they have acted as the 

focal points for the distribution of materials for 

the South Rift Valley. Money wa s a llocated t o the 

two depots with the knowledge tha t at least most of 

it would be well spent. 

The choice of the study area was al so influence d 

by the fact that the author has worked in the two areas 

with the building mainten ance teams found there . A~ a 

result of this involvement the frus t r ations exner i en~ed 
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from trying to reaintain ~pparently unmaintenable roofs 
aroused his interest . Therefore a genuine reason 
existed for really wanting to find out why flat roof 

leakages occur even after numerous attempts of 

repairing them. 

Research Methodology 

The study was confined to two approaches only . 
The main approach relied on the past maintenance records 
kept by the maintenance officers. This ~11as the main 

source of data and the base of the research. The second 
approach was through visits to the buildings tmder 

study. No materials testing experiment of any kind 
was attempted during the process of research . These 

experiments \vould have required nuch more time than 
was available for this study . Also much money "t-lOuld 
have had to be used to employ the staff and the necessary 
equipment for the experiments . It ,,,as thought necessary 
to confine the analysis to data obtained from office 
records and field investigations - \·lhich \-7ere adequate 
under the circu~;:stances . 

Within the study arPa roofs of several differPnt 
coverings \tlere selected for comparison. It ~vas necess~ry 
to compare pitched roofs and flat roofs becausP the 

maintenance costs of only oPe type of roof may no~ have 
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given a conclusive indication of how truly costly it 

is to maintain such a roof . \fuen compared statistically 

the costs were expected to indicate which type of roof 

and covering is more problematic . Due to the limited 

number of flat r oofe d government buildings available 

all of them were studied . This gave an open range 

of seeing at which age the roof became problematic 

and '\vhat part the various elements of a roof play in 

causing or minimising the roof problem . The available 

pitched roofs are mainly covered with corrugated iron 

sheets, tiles and asbestos cement sheets. The number 

of asbestos covered roofs was too small to constitute 

a good sample. Therefore to avoid arriving at a wrong 

conclusion they were omitted from the study . 

Stratified random sampling was done to the tiled 

and corrugated iron sheeted roofs . It was learned 

from the government officers of Ministry of Works , 

Housing an~ Physical Planning that in most junior staff 

houses ceilings were omitted at the time of construction . 

As a result a leakage problem might take time before 

finally being attended to since there is no worry of 

incurring extra costs such as replacing damaged ceili~g 

materials. Also where a maintenance programme is 

irregular the junior quarters receive minimal attention. 

At the same time the junior staff have tended to ignore 

dcf~cts in their houses till a defect is out of hand. 
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The inclusion of these houses in the sample would 

have definitely lead to a wrong conclusion . 

The samples therefore included office blocks, 

high and medium grade houses occupied by senior and 

medium cadre of±icers. Forty five out of 154 tiled 

roofs and forty-one out of 94 iron-sheet covered roofs 

were selected. The list on which the samples were 

drawn was compiled from past maintenance records of 

individual buildings 'vhich were consistent and well 

kept. For comparison of-the maintenance costs, past 

records were analysed. A period of (10) years was 

used as the study period and only the costs incurred 

within that period v1ere considered . However , all the 

flat roofs , both young and old , were taken . Thi~ was 

for purposes of finding out whether or not age was 

a significant factor in t h e cost of roof repairs . To 

fulfil the stated objectives if only government buildings 

were to be studied the conclusions arrived at would 

not be satisfactory for they woul d be biased towards 

government maintenance practises . Therefore, buildings 

from other public institutions were included in the 

study. The institutions selected were Kenya Railways , 

Kenya Posts and Telecommunications , Pyrethrum Board 

of Kenya, Munici?al Councils of Eldoret and Nakuru , 

Waren 'g County Council and the Kenya Milling Corporation. 

The main advantage ,,.i th such bodies ~vas that they were 
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ready to disclose the costs of maintaining their 

buildings. The information was evaluated in relation 

to flat roofs' performance. 

The type of data required was the cost incurred 

in carrying out repairs and renewals which may have 

arisen in the course of time . The prevalent practice 

for finding the cost of a maintenance job is to find 

the cost of the labour and materials used . Then to 

the figure ?btained is added some percentage of it 

to cater for overheads. In many cases small repairs 

which do not involve outside labour the cost given 

may be slightly erroneous in that the time taken to 

do the \·lOrk is not a real reflection of the time which 

should have been taken by an efficient worker. Therefore 

the costs involved are only indicators of the existence 

of problems and not the actual costliness of the works. 

The data r~flecting the maintenance costs was obtained 

from individual record sheets for each building. The 

day to day costs of maintenance work are especially 

well kept by the Ministry of Works, Housing and Physical 
Planning . 

Apart form the records on maintenance \vorks other 

information on the buildings was necessary. The shape 

of the roof and its height from the ground were factors 

observed . It was only possible to know these facts 
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and also the type of covering and protective finish 

by visiting the individual sites . This was a very 

informative undertaking . 

The damages or defects currently visible were 

a good indication of the particular probl~of the 

individual roof. The roofs were visited in the company 

of a member of staff of the maintenance section who 

would state the problems usually encountered . The 

visits to the roofs also revealed the practices of 

roof repairs exisitng in different institutions . The 

explanations given on site regarding past repairs 

told their part of the maintenance story . 

Another source of information in relation to the 

materials was the manufacturers . They monitor closely 

the performance of the patent materials for the purposes 

of maintaining the quality of materials because the 

the constancy of such quality boosts their business 

as well as their image. The investigator therefore 

took advantage of their experience . 

In Nakuru town a very important factor whose 

effect could not be ignored was the geology of the 

ground . The town is built at the foot of an extinct 

volcanic crater. In many places the ground is not 

very firm . Vibrations are usually felt when heavy 
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heavy vehicles drive by . At times even the small vehicles 

cause those vibrations. The exact effects of these 

conditions can only be fully appreciated if experiments 

are set up to monitor the effects of the vibrations 

on the nearby bui~dings . No time was available for 

these but as an area of further study results of such 

experiments woulJ be very interesting . 

A final but most important source of information 

was the maintenance practices of the various institutions 

as far as flat roofs are concerned. Quest i onnaires 

(Appendix I) were sent out to officers of the various 

depots of the Ministry of Works , Housing and Physical 

Plannjng in the province . The a i m was to get their 

opinions and practices concerning flat roofs. Intervie>lJS 

were also conducted to those who were near , including 

from the the other Public institutions . Since the 

staff within the province have operated in many districts 

over the years their knowledge of the roof coverings 

and their requirements may had a strong influence on 

the performance of the roofs. The interviews and talks 

with them, for example revealed that it is not the inspectors 

of works, 'tvho happen to be mo~e knmvledgeable, 't-1ho 

usually supervise the repair works. This is usually 

done by the chargehands. A chargchand is a grade one 

artisan of any trade who has been promoted because 

of his experience. It vias found that at times these 
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artisans supervise contractors doing work. 

Tools of Analysis 

In analysing the data a statistical method was 

used . The statistica l method which was found most 

suitable was the one-way analysis of variance. This 

was suitable in that within the study three different 

data relating to three different types of roof coverings 

were being analysed. The aim was to find out whether 

or not their maintenance costs were different such 

that a preference could be developed for one specific 

type. For analysis the means of the costs of maintaining 

the roofs over the same perj od of time was used. It 

was hypothesized that these means were not different 

and that they belonged to the same population. The 

alternative hypothesis was that these means belonged 

to very different populations . The hypothesis was 

tested at 99% confidence level beyond which the hypothesis 

would be rejected. That is to say if the means were 

found to be different at 99% confidence level then 

the null hypothesis would be rejected in favour of 

the alternative. If the F-calculated was greater than 

F expected as obtained from standard F tables, then 

the conclusion Fould be that the means belonge d to 

differertt populations. Therefore one type of roof 

covering would be d~clared too expensive compnred to 

the others . 
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CHAPTER II 

DEFECTS DUE TO ROOFING NATERIALS 

Introduction 

The buildings under investigations are situated 

in two towns of Rift Valley Province . The two t·m·ms, 

Nakuru and Eldoret came up originally as centres to 

meet the needs of the farming community of the colonial 

Kenya . Later on they developed into big to\vns of 

Provincial and Divisional status. Thus the buildings 

have developed from small, simple buildings to big 

multi-storeyed structures . Nakuru is situated 1850 

meters above sea level while Eldoret is 2JOO meters . 

They are both situated in the highlands of Kcny;,. They 

enjoy a fairly warm to hot weather conditions throughout 

the year . Rainfall has tv70 peaks; during the second 

quarter , parts of the third and forth quarters of 

the year. However , Eldoret has a higher amount of 

rainfall at 1250mm compared to Naku-::-u with mean rainfall 

of 866mm. The temperatu"Les in Eldoret are at a maximum 

of 22 °C in some months of the year . l'!al·uru i s slightly 

h · h 1 · of· 7.6°C1 . otter WJ.t mean annua mrunmum temperatures 

HO\o/ever there are individual day temperature s recor ded 

at 33°C on some hot days and 1.6°C on so~e cold nights . 

January to March record the hot~est day LCrnper~cures 

while June to August have the colder dnys 2 . 
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The only slightly differPnt feature between 

the two towns js the geological =ormction of the soil. 

As for most of the Rift Valley the soil formation has 

resulted from Volcanic action which lead to the deposition 

of volcanic lava and ash of various types such as 

phonolites , trachytes, agglomerates and tuffs . They 

are believed to have been formed "during the final stages 

of the formation of the Rift Valley"3. However whereas 

Eldoret lies on a plain of phonolites , Nakuru is situated 

at the foot of an extinct volcano . The soil fornation 

was therefore affectP0 b~7 the activities of the volcano. 

Nakuru to·~ soils are generally formed of superficial 

deposits and volcanic soils . Deposits i nclude gravels , 

silts and pumicious beds to name but a few of them. 

The main deposit, however is the greyish volcanic ash 

or travertine whose thickness is not well known4. 

These volcanic soils , being the ash which ~'las ejected 

by the Menegai Crater when i t was active are not yet 

hard . As a result deep excavations can be done but 

no hard rock will be encountered . Purnicious beds which 

are some of the firmer deposits to be found are still 

in the hardening stages and as such are still not hard 

enough . Nakuru town and ics environs seem to have 

some hollow underground faults and dykes through which 

ash may have been ejected during the crater ' s active 

period . Recently a section of a road near Nakuru town 

cracked and parts sunk on thcdr o-;.·m. The crack ~1as 
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roughly 5 . 0 x 0.5 metres but of unknown depth . There 

are claims that this was not the first time that a 

portion of the earth near a road sunk on its ovm. Because 

of the above mentioned factors quite a numbP-r of buildings 

situated in Nakuru town experience small to appreciably 

high vibrations when vehicles pass near them . A very 

good example is the Standard Bank whose certain service 

lines have been displaced slightly from their original 

locations . Other big buildings know to experience 

these vibrations are the headquarters of Kenya Grain Growers 

Co-operative Union and the National Bank of Kenya . 

There are smaller buildings which also experience the 

same vibrations. One of the po~sible results of the 

vibrations coulc be premature c:acking of the flat 

roof slab with the cons.-::qucntial over - s tretchiug aLld 

possibly crackir.g of the waterproof materials . 

Fur thermore possible vibrations causing sJight 

movements of the downpipes , outlets ' connection '>vith 

downpipes , or even waterpipes ..,.,hich may be projecting 

through the slab, will create nore tensio:t a:td stress 

to the coverings. This may lead to possible weakness 

and ~efects occuring in the covering and the bonding 

compounds . '.Jhen these vibrations are experiencc:c J.a:!.ly, 

chen their accumulated effects ~~11 be a cr.eaticn of 

fatigue or failure some\·:here in the roo£ slab &nd 

pos~ibly to the covP.rings. Bouevcr it is only c::pc:: irr.ents 
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which can reveal the daily or annual effpcts. The 

volcanic soils are, therefore, what form the bases 

upon which the two towns have been built . The differences 

in the soil bearing capacities of the areas have , for 

one, determined .he sizes and hence the heights of 

the structures to be found. In other words, engineers 

and builders have taken into acocunt the safe bearing 

capacities when ciesigning the b11ildings . 

The Roofing Materials 

All flat roofs have to be protected against 

penetration by rainwater , since, as a result of the 

design, water tends to flow slowly out of the roof . 

The material which protects the roof structure is, 

therefore , expected to be impervious to moisture at 

all times . There are many types of ~aterials which 

would fulfill this duty , however , the materials covered 

here are those which were encountered in the area of 

study. This bias towards only the encountered roofing 

materials arose because it would have been difficult 

to assess the performance of those materials v1hich 

were not encountered, vis-a-vis those being used . The 

only type of waterproofing materials encountered were :-

l"18s tic asphalt 
Bituminous roofing felt 

Burnt hollow clay tiles 

Colas, and 

Butyl rubbc:c. 
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By far the commonest type ~vas bituminous felt followed 

by mastic asphalt . 

Mastic Asphalt 

Asphalt is a natural occuring bitumen which 

has mineral matter in it . Bitumen , itself being a 

mixture of hydrocarbons and occuring as a viscous liqu~d 

or a semi-solid state, forms the main waterproof element . 

Asphalt for roofing is either rock asphalt or 

Lake asphalt , according to its source. In the British 

Standard, asphalt is described as "a natural or mechanica l 

mixture of bitumen and inert mineral matter"5 . The 

more bitumen there is in asphalt the better it is . 

Lake asphalt's best source is Lake Trinidad. Lake 

asphalt may contain 50 to 607. bitumen whereas natural 

rock asphalt which is limestone impregnated with bitumen 

has a lm·1er percentage 6 . vThen any of these types of 

asphalt is mixed Hith a ml.neral filler its quality 

as a roofing material is improved . Such a mixture 

of ~sphalt and a mineral filler is known as Mastic 

Asphalt ;-;hich is suitable for roofi ng . Mastic asphalt 

is defined as follows : 

A type of asphalt coillposed of suitably 
g ... adc.rlmineral matter and asphalt cement 
in such p~oportions as to form a 
coherent, voidless , impermeable ~ass , 
solid or ~emi-solid under normal 
tPmp~~ature conditions b~t sufficiently 
flu:· J, v:hr;:-. i: :cought to a suitable 
t0mp. ratuY~ . to be spread by means of 
h::.nd toCtls7 
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Mastic asphalt for roofs falls under two British 

Standards according to the B. S . 1162 ; Mastic asphalt 

for roofing (natural rock aggregate) and B. S. 988 . 

8 
Mastic asphalt for roofing (Limestone aggregate) . 

Asphalt is regarded as the best roofing membrane 

available because of its qualities. As a thick liquid 

it is capable of being s~ead to fill in all voids 

and dents on a roof. It can be dressed around any 

roof projections or into the gutters and outlets. Due 

to its nature it forms a jointless membrane \vhich is 

impervious to liquids such that it becomes a perfect 

v1aterproof covering. Its watertightness will hm-1ever 

be subject to its compat i bility with the roof deck . 

It can accommodate movements of the deck as long as 

they are not sudden . This is because though it is 

a liquid it hardens after drying into a brittle solid 

which can ' crack under suddenly applied stress or 

cold weather ' ~ However, though it is a thick liquid 

with good qualities as a roofing membrane and capable 

of a span of life of up to 60 years, it is ~aid that 

; t f . J . d . . 1 . f l O Th h h ..... can al. at any· tl.l'ne ur~ng 1. ts 1. e . us t oug 

it is a good material it is not free from failure. 
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The asphalt is storedand, when needed, transported 

to the site in a form of blocks which are then heated 

to a suitable temperature of up to 2l5°C (412°F) 11 . 

This temperature renders them viscous and workable 

yet not too liqui d a s to run easjly . Overheating also 

interferes with the properties of the bitumen in the 

asphalt. Mastic asphalt is usually laid in two coats 

to a total thjckness of 20mm over a sheathjng felt . 

The sheathing felts being more dimensionally stable , 

are used as isolating membranes between the deck 

and the asphelt . The suitable sheathing felts are 

type 4A (1) of bitumen felts to B.S . 747 which is a 

bleck felt made with either fluxed coal tar pitch or 

b
. 12 1.tumen . It is laid loose over the screed or insulation 

base. The sheathing felt allows relative movement 

between the deck and the asphalt to take place without 

any damages occuring to the asphalt. It also helps 

bridge discontinuities in the roof deck . Asphalt is 

l aid, while still hot, in bays over the base or earlier 

coat and spread out to an even thickness of 20mm except 

a t the angle fillet which should be ISOmm thick . Clean 

sand is rub bed over the v1arr.a asphalt on horizontal 

and Sll..gllt slope~ 13 . Th ad ak the th b·tumen _ e s n rn es smoo 1. 

sur face rough and improves its resistance to crazing 

or ~urface cracking due to sun's heat . When the work 

of laying the asphalt is over , a reflective finish which 
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minimises the sun ' s effects over the roof as a whole 

is applied·. In a simplified way the above process 

is the procedure of rendering a roof impervious to 

water using masti c asphalt . The work is best performed 

by a specialist asphal ter . Figure 1 shows a section 

of an asphalt roof with a 13mm skirting Hhich is usually 

painted with aluminium or other reflective paint. 

Bituminous Roofing felt 

The other material which has been used as a 

waterproof membrane was the bituminous roofing felt . 

The material has been in usage as a flat roof covering 

for a long time . Its suitability arose from the fact 

that after it has been well laid it gives a jointless 

roof covering which is impervious to water . Although 

transported and laid from rolls of spP.cific lengths, 

when jointed with bitumen they form one large sheet 

of covering . Felts are, however, manufactured uncter 

certain standards . The first standards for felt in 

Britain "Y7ere issued in 1937 but subsequent revisions 

have been instituted from time to time . Roofing felt 

consists essentially of a sh~et of matted fibres rendered 

partially or completely impervious to water14. Whereas 

all felts are bitumen - impregna~ed , differences in 

them are in the bc.se materials . The base c~m c~ither 

be or.ganic or inorganic . \•Jhere it is organic they r.1ay be 
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derived from either vegetable or animal materials . 

The inorganic types arc derived from a mineral source 

such as asbestos or glass . The bases have different 

thicknesses before the bitumen is applied to strengthen 

them. Each base has its own specific properties relating 

to strength and durability. After impregnation with 

bitumen a final surface treatment of sand, coarse sand 

or mineral aggregate is applied15 . 

Bitumen felts are packed and sold in classes 

according to the base. Thus they are described as 

Class I Bitumen felts (fibre base), Class 2 Bitumen 

felts (asbestos base), Class 3 Bitumen felts (glass 

fibre base) and Class G sheathing felts and hair felts. 

The last class is however not used as a waterproof 

covering . The other three classes are further divided 

into various types according to individual finish . The 

felts are classified into types 

A. Saturated bitumen felts. 

B. Fine sand surfaced bitumen felts. 

C. Self finished bitumen felts. 

D. Coarse ' sand surfaced bitumen felts. 

E. Mineral surfaced bitu~en fel~s , and 

F . Reinforced bitumen felts . 
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Not all classes of felts have all these types of felts . 

Class I alone has all the types, class 2 has got types 

A, B, C and E, and class 3 has types B, E and G16 . 

The oldest type of felt to be manufactured was the 

fibre base type \vhich is organic based. Though strong 

when new it is not dimensionally stable and can rot 

where there is too much moisture . It is the cheapest 

type on the market. The asbestos type was later introduced. 

It is 80% inorganic but 20% organic in composition . 

It is dimensionally stable and has higher fi~e 

resistance qualities. The last type to be introduced 

into usage was the glass fibre based felt which has 

a high dimensional stability, is free from rot, and 

is t•on -absorbent. It is howe vel:" expensive , and i~ 

suited only for high class work17 . 

These felts when manufactured l ocally follow 

the same lines as the British types. The only difference 

is in the bitumen used in the impregnation process . 

The bitumen for impregnation of the felts is blown 

bitumen ; so called because it contain~ more air than 

the British type . This air makes it tough and more 

resistant to the high temperatures up to ll5°C . Previously 

the Kenya manufacturers have been producing all the 

three classes of f e lts, i . e . fibre based , asbestos based 

and glass fibre based. However in the past two years only 
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fibre ond glass fibre based have been produced . This 

followed the discovery in Europe that asbestos is harm-

ful to human beings . Of the two classes being manufactured, 

fibre based felts are by far the commonest because 

they are cheaper and therefore , highly demanded. Even 

the government specifiers of cuilding materials seem 

to prefer the fibre based felts, though the best are 

glass fibre felts 18 . The felts produced by the Kenyan 

manufacturers are referred to ss ~ ply , 2 ply and 3 

ply according to the thickness. They also have different 

weights with the heaviest being mineral surfaced type . 

As mentioned earlier the felts are manufactured in 

line with the British recommendations . However, i~ 

was reliably learned from the manufacturers that th~ 

Government of Kenya is in the process of making or 

establishing the Kenya standards for the manufacture 

and use of bituminous roofing felts. 

The felts are bonded together and to the roof 

deck with hot bitumen. The Kenyan manufacturers recommed 

type 115/15 . The bitumen should be heated to a temperature 

not exceeding 230°C after which it should be applied 

at200°C19 . At these temperatures the bitumen is 

workable . However overh~ating of the bitumen could 

interfere with its qualities as a waterproof bonding 

compound. The term built-up felt roof is given to 

a roof when several layers of bituminous felts are bonded 
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together with bitumen to form a composite thick 

impervious layer. The first layer may either be fully 

or partially bonded or nailed to the deck depending 

on the type of deck . The subsequent layers are bonded 

to the earlier ones to form the composite thick impervious 

layer. Three layers are usually considered adequate 

if the workmanship is good . The felts must be laid 

breaking joints with SOmm side and 75mm end lap as 

the minimum requirements. The manufacture~s recoMmend 

lOOmm at all ends 20 . The top layer must be protected , 

as for mastic asphalt roofs , against harmful weather 

elements. Ultra-violet rays cause embrittlement of 

the felt . Exposure to the weather element may cause 

a deterioration of the felt such that the fibres rot, 

crack or tear , anong other defects . Repeated wetting 

and drying therefore is d i sastrous to the felts 21 . 

Therefore protection from exposure is imperative for 

a good performance of a built-up felt roof . 

Though the felts are flexible they are nevertheless 

fairly inelastic. They are only capable of stretching 

up to but not more·than 5% before they split. Therefore 

if the deck expands, cracks or shrinks appreciably 

the felts are likely to fold or split. However by 

carefully choosing the correct first layer and correctly 

bonding it to the deck relative movement is possible 
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between the deck and the felt . This may be achieved 

by using a perforated layer as the first layer . This 

first layer is not fully bonded to the roof deck but 

it is laid loose and bitumen bonding compound is poured 

on top of it during the bonding of the second layer 

to the first 22 . The best type of felt for underlayer 

or first layer is class 3G glass fibre base venting 

layer . This felt is perforated and then coated wi~h 

coarse granules on the side which faces the deck . This 

felt also allows entrapped air or vapourisP.d moisture 

to escape . Entrapped moisture or construction moisture 

if not allowed to escape will cause the lifting or 

blistering of the felt initially and if this uplifted 

portion is torn jt allows in water which leads to leakaees 

and further deterioration . From the many available 

types of felt the British Code of Practise CP 144 : 

Part 3 recommends a combination of types lB , lC, 2B, 2C 

3B and 3G in forming a three-layer built-up felt roof 23 . 

But since asbestos based felts are not being produced 

then types 2B and 2C may be eliminated from these 

recol!D.llendations . .However, in Kenya this is not the 

ca3e. Type 2A has been a co~on component of built - up 

roof specification v1hile class 3 glass fibre based 

felts are wholly not in any recommendations . 
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In countries \vith very rold climates some materials 

arc used as a vapour barrier on the roof . The vapour 

barrier \vhich is laid below on insulation material , 

helps keep any no i s ture which may arise from the rooms 

below or from within the slab from reaching the area 

just under the felt . If not checked condensation t akes 

place and this condensate may be vapourised by the 

sun ' s he8t there-by causing blistering of the roofing 

felt . Alternatively it may seep back into the rooms 

below causing staining and other damages . However , 

such problems are solved by havingad~quate ventilation 

in the rooms below as well as extPrnal vent i lators 

fixed on the roof deck . This later ventilation takes 

the form of breather vents , brick ventilators or holes 

drilled into the slab to release construction moisture . 

Since the temperatures experiencedin the tropics are 

not extremely cold, dangers from interstitial 

condensati on are not taken as seriously as in temperate 

countries . Prevention of leakage from rainfall is 

the chief concern of the designers, builders and owners/ 

occupiers of the buildings . In temperate countries 

a va~our barrier is alw~ys incorporated on the roof . 

Vapour barriers are therefore not a common feature 

in buildings here . 
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Burnt Clay Tiles 

Several roofs were roofed with burnt clay tiles 

of 50 x 150 x 150 . They were jointed with cement and 

sand mortar finished flash with the surface . No other 

surface finishing had been applied so that these burnt 

tiles acted as the watP,rproof ~overing to the roofs. 

The surfe~.ce was not smoothened complete>ly . As a 

result small spots may retain water but not in very 

large quantities . Table 1 gives the individual performance 

of the roofs for the period under study . For a roof 

which has not got any rneterial regarded as a water

proofing covering the performance of the roofs as 

s hown in the table is fair . Three of the roofs have 

f ailed while three have not . 

On these tiled roofs the deck may not have 

suffered from shrinkage due to drying which usually 

i s communicated to a roof covering . Since the tiles 

h ad been burnt until all moisture was driven out, they 

should no~ therefore suffer shrinkages. Also because 

the oPly parts with some water arP thP Mortar joints 

their shrinkage is ·minimal. ThP tile v1ill not communicate 

heat from the sun to cause the concrete slab to shrink 

suddenly or frequently . Therefore the deck remains 

stable for along time with mini~al cracking . Though 

the tile is laid flat and is exposed to rainwater (some 



TABLE l ROOF FINISH: BURNT CLAY TILES 

Building Plinth Age Height of 
Distribution of Maintenance Costs by ycnrs fShs.) 

No. Area(m 2 ) yrs. building 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 198: 

MG/97V 117.57 16 2 storeys 

MG/97L 117.57 16 2 storeys 

MG/97J 117 . 57 16 2 storeys 32 . 79 76 . 50 3793 . 70 - 125.05 -

MG97/H 117 . 57 16 2 storeys 

MG/97F 117.57 16 2 storeys 115 . 45 173 . 55 - 98.40 994 

MG/97B 117.57 16 2 storeys 418 . 50 

• 

- so -
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of which takes time before reaching the outlets) it 

is capable of remaining impervious . When the tile 

is burnt water is driven out and any gases vlhich might 

be in it . This process creates pores within the tile . 

If these pores arc separate and not interconnected 

24 then the absorption of water is very much reduced . 

The water will therefore remain initially on the surface. 

This therefore minimises the area on the roof susceptible 

to lPaka~<=> unless cracks cuP to large movP.ments within 

the roof slab occur . 

The main advantage observed in the case of tiled 

roofs was that it is easy to diagnosP the source of 

any leakage. No specialised knowledge is required 

to locate the cracks. The repairs which follow are 

also not likely to be difficult. Therefore if the . 

roof is laid with a slope it will give few problems . 

Also the slope will help keep the roof clean when the 

r ain 1;-.1ater runs down the roof . However if the slope 

is poor dust from the air will accumulate on the roof 

and reduced flow of water will result . If water fails 

t o drain it will definitely seep through to the rooms 

be l ow. 
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Colas 

The colas products consist of several mastics 

and membranes which are applied together to form a 

waterproof membrane. Colas mastic is a product c:·f 

bitumen . It is produced in various thicknesses 

for use on different surfaces . It can be used on new 

works on different surfaces ; it can be applied on felt 

roofing as a sealant if felt is cracked ; if pending 

causes leakage on felt roof colas product can be used 

to level and seal the cracks, thus eliminating the 

depressions. WhPre mastic asphalt roofing is cracked , 

wornout or blistered colas mastics are used to rectify 

the situation . After the colas is applied to the roof 

and reinfoLced with a glass membrane it should be protected 

by white reflective colas product. This reflective 

treatment may be grey , white or aluminium coloured . 

Because the colas water-proofing materials are dark 

coloured they should always be protected against the 

sur.' s heat: 

The manufacturers advice that several coats 

of the products be applied according to their specifications. 

For example , on a new concre~e slab the following are 

applied, in an ascending order: 
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1 . Slurry coct (Colmastic 30.013 rr~ thick 1 . 25Ljm2 

2. Adhesive (Colmastic 21 . 06) 

3 . Slip sheet (Colas membrane 88.11) 

4. Waterproofing (ColasKote 70. 02) 

5 . Waterproofing (ColasKote 70 . 02) 

6 . Reinforcement (Cola~ membrane 88.08) 

7 . Waterproofing (ColasKote 70 . 01) 

8 . Waterproofing (ColasKote 70 . 01) 

0 . 51/m 2 

l . l2m 2 

0 . 751/m 2 

0 . 75 lm/ 2 

1.12 m2 

0. 75 l /m 2 

0. 7 5 l/m2 

This is finished with either two coats of grey or white 

colaseal 72 . 05 applied at 0 . 15 litres per meter squared 

or an aluminiuM finish i n two coats of cola seal 7J . . 04 

applied at 0.12 litres per square Meter 25 . The 
~ 

manufacturers claim that t heir product ' s properties 

of being ' honeycombed ' in structure enables them to 

stick on a slopy roof without flowing . Ultra-violet 

rays usually affect the durability of b itumen but colaskotes 

are claimed to withstand these effects very well . Further , 

the surface , though smooth, does not craze unlike 

other bitumen surfaces26 . 

In the area under study there were no flat roofs 

whi•:h had been originally waterproofed with colas products. 

Therefore it would seem that the colas products only 

·started to be regularly used on repair works very recently . 

Cola's is not yet in the specification of building materials 

for go~rernment projects. The material is however cormnonly 
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used for repair works on felt roofs by government 

maintenance officers and a few parastatals . In the 

government sector one roof was completely roofed with 

colas products t~o years to the study . However at 

the time of this study the roof was being re-roofed , 

and changed into a pitched roof. ~~ether all the 

recommended steps were followed it \>10uld be difficult 

to find out. It was learned thac colas adhesive was 

commonly used together with roofing felt . In the case 

of other bodies colas was used in the repair of both 

asphalt and felt roofs. However not all steps or 

requirements were followed . For example , on a felt 

roof the surface was left completely black although 

only small patches had been repaired. Furthermore 

proper jointing between t he colas and the felt was 

not well observed . One of the main reasons why it 

is preferred by the maintenance departments i s the 

fact that it can be applied by unskilled labour. If 

well supervised by one who knows the recoromended practice 

the outcome can be good . The material is easy to apply 

because it is applied when cold . This is a definite 

advantage in that there exi~ts no danger of overheating 

the product or even choosing the wrong grade . When 

it is fully laid it presents a jointless covering. This 

ensures lha t no danger of vrr.ong laps or 't·1eak joints 

occu~s. It can be easily dr.esseci around projections and 
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upstands, ensuring that all corrugations and 

depressions are well filled or covered . Even if it 

is easy to apply it is likely for those working with 

the product to omit some of the coats, since the steps 

to be followed are many. Furthermore , there is a feeling 

among the maitenance departmem:s that even with some 

of the materials a durable surface would be obtained . 

Another disadvantage observed with the material is 

that some parts tend to remain soft after sometiroes 

especially when warmed by the sun. If people walk 

on such spots they will cause depressions which will 

be potential weak spots . Despite the foregoing this 

product was preferred by all maintenance officers 

interviewed . It is possible that a seminar organised 

by the manufacturers several years back may have 

influenced the maintenance staff. On the whole its 

success or shortcomings are as yet to be experienced 

in the study area. 

Butyl Rubber 

This is a synthetic rubber material which is 

ust,ally imported into the country . It is usually packed 

in 1.6 x BOrn rolls which are jointed on site when laying. 

Being a rubber product its flexibility is high compared 

to other roof sheeting materials . Anong the qualities 

the manufacturers claim it has are that it is resistant to 
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to Acids . This quality is important in its !"lore vridely 

use as a waste wat~r reservoir or watertank lining . It 

is further said to be resistant to wear, age and weather . 

This would imply that it is not easily damaged by the 

sun . Experts in laying it claim that it is trouble-

free for at least the first ten years . Its use es 

a roof covering , so far , has been confined to a few 

buildings only , may be bec ause it is not very well 

known for that use . At the same time potential investors 

in bui ldings might be afraici of tryi ng nelv materials 

on the strength of adver tisements . It i s also an 

expPnsivP material to lay . ThP pr0cPr.s of layjng it 

needs ~n eKpcrt . This woul d mean that no ordinary 

contractor who may be well versed with building 

construction can install the butyl sheeting . Engaging 

an expert to do the job would be expensive, although 

the job would be well don e . Unfortunately Most investors 

in buildings prefer engagi ng small contractors or even 

grade one artisans in various trades to do the job 

for them . This ~pproach therefore narrows the field 

in which butyl rubbP.r can be easily used in roofing . 

In the ~ield only four roofs were encountered 

which had butyl rubber as a waterproofing material . 

Two of them \vP.re ndatively nev1 a$ thE>y had been re - roofed 

lvith the but-.rl cmlv three vears to thP. tirnP of thi s " . . 

stud, . They had as such not given any trouble to the 
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occupants . In any case the work was done by the exp~rts 

and on their own buildings. The third roof was roofed 

with butyl in 1972 . The roof was a timber deck. The 

performance of this roof has been very unsatisfactory . 

The roof leaked so Much that it was eventually dP.cided 

that it should be coverted into a mangalore tiled roof. 

The main problem 'tvith the butyl rubber was that it 

seemed to have lost its elasticity, so that when the 

roof expands in hot weather it does not stretch as 

required . Moreover due to the hot temperatures at 

times experienced in Nakuru,the timber decking became 

so distorted that even the positions of the outlets 

had to b~ changed several times in order to discharge 

water from the many ponded sections . Despite the 

quality of being waterproof 'tvidesprearl leakages ocr.ured. 

The fourth roof gave a different picture of maintenance. 

It was fixed on the roof over fourteen years ago (nobody 

could reme~ber the exact year). The roof is a concrete 

deck which has a very definite fall. Despite having 

blocked outlets nos t of the year no leakage was reported 

from this roof. It ~as never been finished with a 

reflective treatment . Except for a small tear which 

was not causing any leakage anyway, the covering was 

completely efficient and no signs of wearing \'Jere vis ibl.=.. 

From the above roofs it is very difficult to draw a 

good c~nclusion on its true efficiency ur-tler all conditiuns 

and on all types of decks. 
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ProtectivP. finish 

A protective finish to the roof covering is 

the ~aterial which is applied aft~r all the work of 

laying the coveriPp. is over. This finish performs the 

important functio~ of reducing the thermal effects 

from the sun's hc~t on the roof in general &nd the 

coverings i~ particular. The duty of the finish is 

to reflect as much heat as possible . 

The bitu~en compound, as an important coMponent 

in the roofing materials for flat roofs is badly affected 

by continous exposure to the sun and rain. The sun 

has the harmful ultra-violet rays ~vhich attack the 

organic compounds of the bitumen in the roof covering 

causing crazing and premature ageing of the covering . 

Simply stated ultra-violet radiation encourages 

embrittlement of the matE>rial vlhich when attacked by 

. t 1 d f. 1 d d d 1 . d . 27 ra1n wa er _ea s to 1na ecay an e ap1 at1cn 

To materials such as mastic asphalt and bituminous 

roofing felt, heating by the sun destroys certain 

volatile constituents . As a result '~hrinkuge,loss 

of flexibility and ·crackin~'will occur 28 

The other duty of keeping the roof deck cool 

is of it!lportcmce in that if heat is absorbed by the 

roofing material~ it is transmitted through the deck 

itself . This results in a certain amount of expansion 
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to all materials of roof. Since all the materials 

of the roof are different , for example, concretr , 

reinforcement bars , timber joists and boarding and 

finally the covering, all of them react at different 

speeds to the heat from the sun . This would lead to 

the creation of different stresses at various points 

within the roofing materials . 

Several materjals are used as reflectivP finishing 

to roofs . Some of the common ones in Kenya are opaque 

stone chippings, marble chips, aluminium paint, mineral 

finish to felts, concrete tiles , minute white grave l , 

asbestos cement tiles and cement and sand screed . Also 

recommended are coloured granite, white limestone, calcined 

flint , limewash and \vhite spar30 . Al l the fin ishes 

have different effecieincy in reflecting the sun's 

r ays . In an attempt to find out the effeciency of 

the roof protective finishes, the reflection coeffic i ent 

of several materials was measured . The performance 

of each type is given in Table I . Only a few of t h e 

mentioned finishes were hm,,ever encountered during 

the investigation . These vlere stone chippings , aluminium 

paint , miner~l finish, whitP. gravel , concrete tiles , 

Jllerble chips. 
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TABLE 2 SOLAR REFLECTION COEFFICIENT29 

Material 

Brmvn concrete roofing tile 
Asbestos Cement : 
White 
After 6 months exposure 
After 12 months exposur~ 
Washed with soap and water 
After 6 years exposure 

Red 
Iron: 
New 
Very dirty 
White washed 
Copper: 
Polished 
Tarnished by expourse 
Lead sheeting , old 
Bitunen-covered roofing sheet : 
Brovm 
Green 
Asphalt : 
Ne\v 
\-leathered 
Harb1e , 'tvhite 
Cellulose paint v7hite 
Aluminium paint 

Solar reflection 
Coefficient 

0.12 - 0.15 

0 . 41 - 0 . 58 
0 . 39 
0 . 29 
0 . 60 
0.17 

0 . 31 

0.36 
0 . 08 
0.78 

0. 82 
0 . 36 
0.21 

0 . 13 
0 . 14 

0 . 07 - 0.09 
0 . 11 - 0.18 
0 . 56 
0 . 82 

0. 46 
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Stone Chippings 

Stone chippings are hard and opaque . They cannot 

be weathered by the weather elements . ThPy are 

therefor~ durablP. as protectivP. finishPs . They 

were however ~r.countered only on built - up felt and 

mastic asphalt surfaces . The efficiency of the chippings 

on the two different materials merits a separate 

analysis as each of the materials has its own 

different qualities which may have influenced the 

overall performance of the chippings . 

Stone chippings on mastic asphalt 

Stone chippings were found on only eight buiJdings . 
ThP. chippings were not reflectivP at ~11 and had 

been given no reflective treatment after the initial 

app l ication to the roofs. According to the British 

Code of Practice CP 144 rart 4 : 3 . 10 and 3 . 11, the 

protective finish is supposed to be embedded in a 

bitumen aressing compound immediately the roof is 

1 f h . . . 31 c ear o ot er act1v1t1es . The point of importance 

here is the embedding process. In all the above 

roofs the chippings had been spread loosely over 

the asphalt . This means that one can sweep off the 

chipp~ngs easily with the hand. Unlike the F.uropPRn 

recommendetions for the chippings of &t least lOD~ 

depth . the Kenya sit•1ation doPs not have such specific 

reconmendations. For government buildings the stone 
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chippings should be a size to pass a sieve of lOmrn 

but retained on a sive of Smm ; the chippings should 

be bedded at a rate of 16kg per meter squarea32 . 

The surplus d1 i ppings are to be swept off . The 

manufacturers recommend that the chippings should 

be embedded in bitumen 300mm around the outlet . Thi~ 

will stope the chippings from accumulating around 

the outlet as a result of being shifted by water 

and wind. In all the buildings visited the chippings 

were loosely laid over the whole asphalt roof. 

On the government roofs the chippings were so 

loosely spread that they have tended to shift towards 
the lower parts of the rocf \olhich is generally \-1here 

the outlets are positioned . As a result the \o7hole 

roof surface is badly protected from the sun ' s heat . 

As a roof protective coating they have performed 

poorly . 

In the case of public but non- governmental 

buildings the same case had happened. The chippings 

were not deep enough to protect the asphalt and also 

they were not embedded in a bitumen dressing . Thus 

it has been easy for them to shjft, thereby exposing 

the surface . 



TABLE 1 ASPHALT POOFS : MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE 

Building No . 

l1ED/ 2/126 

M::D/2/127 

MZD/2/128 

MED/2/129 

HE.D/2/130 

Plinth 
.Area (m 2 ) 

5251 : 4 

1451 : 8 

1451 : 8 

1451.8 

1451 : 8 

Height of 
building 

2 storeys 

4 storeys 

4 storeys 

4 storeys 

4 storeys 

Distribution of MaintePance Costs by years (shs) 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 198: 

23 . 60 

781 .80 

- 63 -
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The performance of this type of protective finish 

has been fair in the circumstance. In the government 

buildings three of the five roofs had not failed during 

the period under study (See Table 3) . However the 

condition of the asphalt surface was bad . Many deep 

cracks have occured even though the buildings have 

been in existence for only 1~ years . The impression 

is that the cracks will lead to leakage much earlier 

than the 60 year period which is the expected life 

of an asphalt roof . The case of non-governmental 

buildings was even worse . Asphalt on the building 

aged 13 years had already been hacked off due to leakage; 

it has been replaced with a different material . On 

yet another roof aged 10 years the chippings too had 

been laid loose. This roof has failed and water leaks 

at sev~ral places. The chippings have not been successful 

in that the mastic asphalt tvas found to have cracks 

even though not all have started leaking . 

Since the reflective finishing is supposed to 

protect the waterproofing material as well as reducing 

the transmission of heat to the roof deck the stone 

chippings loosely laid, may not be as effective as 

expected. In the first place they appeared as if they 

had not been evenly spread on the roof deck . This 

might have had the undesired effects of unevenly 

heating the mastic asphalt . The uneven heating creates 
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stress between the protected and unprotected 

sections of the asphalt; this may explain why, may bA, 

many cracks had been forMed on all the roofs, Pspecially 

of the government buildings. Seconcly, the stone 

chippings were not very reflective. This fact alone 

ensured that a lot of heat f r om the sun found its way 

to the asphalt and possibly into the roof slab . With 

age obviously the little reflective qualities which 

may have existed are reduced further . Thirdly , when 

these chippings were laid loose they tPnded not to 

remain in o~e place. On roofs of government buildings 

they showed a tendency of shifting towards the lower 

parts of the roof. Some of these parts contained the 

outlets . Where the shifting had been excessive the 

outlets looked strangled; as if blocked . One of the 

possible consequences of this shifting is that the 

speed of the water flowing towards the outlets is reduced . 

This would result in dust and other fine particles 

in the air, which are deposited on the roof, silting 

on the roof deck 1i'hPn it rains. This silting is 

especially harmful when it occurs near or around an 

outlet . Here it further reduces the flow of water 

due to its accumulation and may raise the level of 

the area surrounding the outlet . This in turn leads 

to water remaining longer on the roof than envisaged. 
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The possible consequences would be uneven heacing of 

the asphalt because the higher parts of the roof will 

have little or no moisture V.'hereas the lower parts 

will remain wet. Stress may occur between the wet 

and dry patches resulting in cracking of th?. asphalt 

which will let in the water s~oner or late~. The 

cooling and heating with the consequential expunsion 

and contraction accelerates the cracking end fast 

ageing of the asphalt . 

The stone chippings could have one maiu 

advantage . The fact that they are hard stones means 

that they cannot wear out due to age . Once they are 

on the roof they could remain there for a lcr.g time . 

However this .1.dvantage cen only be enjoyed if they 

arP. embedded in the recomm~nded bitumen dressing. If 

evenly spread and well bondPd their performance might 

be slightly enhanced . Their lack of reflectivity renders 

them less efficient in reducing solar effects . This 

means that they will eventually speed up the decerioration 

of asphalt earlier than anticipated. Therefore despite 

their durability .they are not very efficient. 

An ite~ used in a building should be repairable 

or maintainable in one way or another to prolong its 

life or enhance its efficiency . In the case of the 

stone chippings as a protective roof covering they 
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present some difficulties in roof maintenancP. Firstly, 

when a defect occurs in the waterproof material the 

defect may not be easily seen. This is especially 

so where the chippings have been well embedded in 

bitumen as recommended by the code of practice quoted 

earlier. At the same time it is not ~asy to investig~~e 

the condition of the asphalt if one wants to arrest 

a situation before it eventually goes out of hand. 

This means that it is only when the defect has become 

a failure that it can be noticed. Another problem 

arises if the roof has to be kept clean. Cleaning 

dust and debris from a roof can help maintain a smooth 

flow of any water falling on it . However, on a chippings-

f . . h d f 1 . . . 33 H 1n1s e roo , c eanLng 1t 1s not very easy ence 

the possibility of accumulation o£ the fine dust and 

small leaves on the roof and around the outlets is high. 

Stone chippings on built-up felt roof 

There were seven buildin~s whose roofs had this 

type of finish; fiv~ of thPm govera~ent and two belonging 

to municipal councils. The performance of those roofs 

was not satisfactory. Only one of the municipal 

council roof had not given leakage problems . All the 

others had. The chippings on the roof of the municipal 

council building \·lhich ha::; not leaked had been firmly 

embedded such that at no place was the felt visibl~. 

The=e wPre no loose chippings either. This showed 

thAt thP roofer had at lea~~ f0llowe~ nne o~ the basic 
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requirements of protecting the roof with stone 

chippings ; that is, embedding them in bitumen . The 

other Municipal council ' s roof had its chippings laid 

loose . Their size was 8pproaching the size of sand 

rather than the recommended chippings . These chippings 

also hed many impurities such as soil and sand . They 

were however evenly spread on the roof so that the 

felt was fully covered . Despite this protection from 

the sun ' s rays the roof has been repaired at several 

places at different times. The government roofs ' 

performance was bad as all of them had failed . Table 

4 gives the figures for th~ cost of maintenance of 

the government roofs. One had been completely re-roofed 

after only 9 years of existence following so-we very 

expensive repairs. The other roofs had also leaked 

at one time or another . Building number VET/5/7 had 

the second highest roof maintenance costs . Its stone 

chippings had not been embedded firmly , and , at the 

edges of ~oof no protection was given to the felt . It 

showed signs of ageing. The leakage on thi s roof was 

traced to only one section which experienced ponding 

when it rained . The attempts to repair the section 

has raised its level, thereby interferri~g with the 

flo~1 of raimvater and consequP-ntly CP.using TTIOn~ ponding 

and leakage to thP roof . Leakages stPrte~ in the fifth 

year after construction . The roof -.;:as regaL"ded as 
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TABLE 4 PROTECTIVE FINISH : OPAQUE STONE CHIPPINGS 

Buildirg Plinth Age Height o= 
Area( 7) Yrs Building 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 19 

P&I/3/1 74 : 77 29 1 storey 104.25 108.15 

P&I/2/34 119:55 14 1 sto:rey 60.2 446 
MET/1/1 48.59 10 1 storey 78 . 0 410 . 0 
VET/5/7 95 . 50 11 1 storey 251.20 1102. 35 559.33 121.40 
LG/414 254 . 59 10 4 storeys 2826 . 00 1566 .80 68.50 50.000.00 

- 69 -
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the most troublesome by the Eldor~t depot of Ministry 
of Works, Housing and Physical Planning maintenance teams . 
The other roofs with this type of finish had not been 
troublesome after some repairs once or twice. It 

can be concluded tentatively that built-up felt roofs 
protected with stone chippings are not very successful 
in their first 10 years of existence and that they 
are more likely to fail than to succeed . 

Aluminium paint finish 

The second type of protective finish to a flat 

roofing material encountered ~·as bituminous aluminium 
paint. The aluminium paint is suitable as a protective 
finish on both mastic asphalt and built-up felt roofs. 
Each of these surfaces had different efficiency level . . 
when treated with aluminium paint and therefore, each 
has been treated separately. 

Aluminium paint on mastic asphalt 

This is one of the other protective finishes 

encountered in the field. On all the asphalt roofed 

I 

buildings encountered only one building had been finished 
with bituminous aluminium paint. The paint is supposed 
to be applied to the surface a~ soon as the surface 

cools dovm. The alumini'Jm paint should not contain 
substances harmful to the asphalt accord~ng to B.S. 
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code of practice, CP 144: Part 4: Section 2.9(2) 34 . 

Aluminium paint is fair in its r~flectivity. 

The roof with the aluminium paint had ripples 

on the whole surface . The roof had also many small 

cracks which~ re however not deep to cause leakages . 

The roof had nPver leaked though it has be~n in 

exist~nce for over 20 years. 

Aluminium paint is not a durable finish because 

the paint has to be renewed regularly. It is not a 

permanent treatment as such . The aluminiuM paint as 

a finish is not the best for its efficiency in reflecting 

solar radiation i s li~ited. As can be seen in Table I 

aluminium surface was found to have a reflection 

coefficient of only 0 . 46 as compared to marble whose 

coefficient was 0 . 56 while limewash had 0. 79 - 0 . 9135 . 

This means that it absorbs quite a lot of the heat 

waves. However it is better than leaving a surface 

unprotected . 

If the aluminium paint is not renewed it will 

grow dull and eventu~lly wear out. Therefore it will 

allow even more heat co penetrate the h 1 asp _a t. The 

asphalt will become hard and brittle . Small cracks 

will expand and allow some water to enter into the 

asphalt but eventually it will be able to reach the 

\ 
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concrete slab . In the above mentioned building some 

of the s~all cracks showed signs of expansion. This 

was because the aluminium paint had grown old without 

its reflectivity being incrPased. AgP will therefore 

greatly recuce t he reflectivity of alur.1inium paint . 

One of the advantages of aluminium paint is 

that it is easy to maintain . This means that once 

the old coat of paint has grown dull a ne'v coat can 

be easily applied. Another advantage of having the 

paint as a finish is that it is easy to clean . This 

is to say dust , leaves and any other debris falling 

on the roof can be stopped from interfering with the 

efficiency of the roof either in slowing the flow 

of water or in reducing the reflective qualities of 

the paint. Aluminium paint provides a clear view of 

the surface of thP roof covering . Therefore the 

reaction of the covering to the weather are easily 

monitored . This is to s a y that the deterioration 

of the covering is visible at all its stages . Therefore 
any remedies to arrest the situation before the roof 

fails can be implemented easily and accurately. The 

above advantages can only b~ realised if the roof is 

inspected regular ly and renewal of the aluminium paint 

done at the right t i me. 
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Aluminium paint on built-up felt roof 

The aluminium painted roofs encountered did 

not show any specific failure pattern . One roof of a 

building belongin~ to a parastatal organisation 

completely fail·~d and most of the felt had been pulled 

off after existing for less than 8 years. Only one 

layer of felt had been used on the roof however. The 

portion which had not been replaced showed imminent 

defects form blistering . One notable local factor 

which the initial contractor might not have taken into 

account was the vibrations. The locality is one which 

experiences vibrations when heavy vehicles pass by . 

Unfortunately it is located at the unloading and loading 

~rea for lorries carryin~ maize and maize Meal . The 

vibrations may have been responsible for the early 

failure of the roofing felt . The felt failed after 

only six years . 

Two public buildingsbelonging to ounicipal councils 

also had aluminium paint . Although they \vere less 

than 10 years old one of them had failed while the 

other had given no leaking problems. The part which 

had failed had problems relating to workmanship at 

the parapet junction. Originally the parapets had 

no angle fillet and this may have lead to cracks 

occuring to the ::elts. From \·lhat the o::ficer concerned 

with maintenance said the rest of the roof had no defects . 
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However , from the time r~pairs wPre done no leakages 

occurred . The aluminium p2int on the roof which had 

failec was found to be in a bad reflective condition . 

It was hardly fulfilling the function intended for 

it . 

There were six government builcligns which had 

been protected with aluminium paint. Their maintenance 

expenditure during the period 1974-83 is shovm in 

Table 5 . Their perfo~ance cennot be blamed solely 

on the protective coating. However the table shows 

that it is more likely for this type of roof to fail 

than to succeed. The Most troublesoMe roofs arc those 

which had two clifferei'.t levels , that is there are one 

storeyed and double storeyed levels . I~ was obse rved 

that the upper levels drained onto the lower levels 

in most cases . These lower levels leaked at more than 

one place. For example : 

(1) L&J/1/7 : has several levels at different 

parts of the roof. At the abutments le&kage occured . 

The reflective coating was not uniformly shiny at all 

levels. At one s~ction which leaks the dmvn pipe 

from the higher levPl does not project fuJly front 

the column. No proper treatment was accorded that 

detail . As a result some of its contents usually go 

under the felt at that point . The outlet serving this 



TABLE 5 : PROTECTIVE FINISH : ALUMINIUM PAINT 
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part of the roof had been blocked for a long timP. such 

that due to the airborne dust which may have silted 

there , weeds had sprouted around the outlet . More 

ponding occured and caused th~ reflectivP-ness 

of the paint to be reduced. There were other sections 

of the same roof which had cnly one felt covering . 

The same section had not been fully protected against 

the sun ' s rays . This had resulted in the felt being 

completely worn out and allotved leakage to occur. All 

the outlets were situated at the edges of the roofs . 

Leakage was vi~ible on the ceilin~ under the ar~As 

arouttd some of these cutlets . However most of these 

outlets had been blocked for a long time. There were 

sections which had gutters , either iron sheet gutters 

or those incorporated within the roof . \·lhere the metal 

gutters existed the area served by the gutters had 

not leaked . 

(2) HG/96: Again in this case the higher level 

discharged water on the lower level . The lower level 

\vas found to have spots where pending occurs \vhen it 

rains. It woul~ seem that though the roof failed it 

was not providP.d with a good slope. At the time of 

the study a contractor was in the process of constructing 

a fc.lse pitchP.c roof on the same buildinS?". Fe obser-ved 

that the roof actually lacked a good slope so that \-later 
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remained for too long on the roof . This further 

interferred with the reflectivP qualiti~s of the roof. 
This happened despite the fact that this roof had been 
re-roofed 2 years earlier. 

(3) P&I/2/24: This building h~d fBi l cd auite 
early after construction. Many·repairs had been done 
without much success . FroM what the man in-charge 
of maintenance works stated the sections which were 

very troublesome were around the outlets. Though the 
roof was supposed to be troublesome the leaks occured 
only on two square meters . The slope was observed 
to be very good but repairs may have interfered with 
the free flow of water. The nu~ber of felts used 

initially were less than three. No complete re-roofing 
had bef'n donf' with new felts . 1-lov1ever an estimate 
had been done to erect a false pitch on top of the 
roo~ as a result of failing to stem the leakages . 
The continuous problems were observed to have been 
enhanced by the methods of repair of the roof . At 
the time of study the whole roof had been treated with 
a coat of bitumen: This bitumen had been left black 
without solar reflective finish. The previous repairs 
were of a similar nature . As pointed out earlier a 
black surfnce absorbs maximum heat from radiation . 
This heat is communica ted to the deck. The sun ' s effects 
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would be as was pointed out earlier. Therefore the 

repairs done were not long lasting. On the same building 

sections which had not leaked had never been re - painced 

with aluminium paint to ret~in the reflectivity. As 

a result thP felt fibres were fully exposed to the 

weather elemencs. 

~,fhitP- Gravel 

This type of finish was in the forM of minute 

gravels, the size of sand. They were light in colour 

being completely white and also lighter in weight 

such that the wind could easil~ shift them anyhowly 

on the roof. They were also softer than either opaque 

stone chipping or marble chippings . 

This type of finish was found on one built- up 

fRlt ronf only . ThP building was only one year ol d 

but had yet failed. The reflective finish had been 

loosely laid covering the whole roof . Unfortunately 

the particles had been shifted by wind and water such 

that only 207. of the roof still retained sparsely laid 

gravels . Quite a lot of particlPs had been washed 

down the outlets by rain water. The felt therefore 

was not protected. The best way of using the gravels 

of course would have been to embed them in hot bitumen. 

The problems discussed for white marble chips equally 
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apply for the \vhite gravel. Unfortunately Hhen laid 

loosely the effects of wind and rainwater are even 

more pronounced because of their lightness. And if 

fully bonded detecting defects bPcomes difficult and 

maintaining the reflectivity is even more difficult. 

This results in the material being laid on the roof 

and being forgotten until there are leaks. 

Mineral finish 

Several government buildings had been finished 

with a type E felt . This is the type of felt that 

has been finished with mineral granules on the side 

which becomes the external face. \fuen such a felt 

is userl no other finish is edded . This type of finish 

was unfortunately found on governmPnt buildings alone . 

Table 6 shows the maintenance cost over tiTilP. of the 

roofs with this type o~ finish. At once one can see 

that in their first ten years of eY.istence miniMum 

mainteni.Lnce cost \vas incurred. Except for LG. 361 all 

the other roofs may be said to have given .a satisfactory 

performance so far, 

The roo~s were found to have a good slope such 

that no signs of pom.ling were noticed . The mineral 

granules gave a d:ff:ercnt story. They had almost all 

come unstuck so that the roofs 'tlere no longer protected. 

Only on ~orne patches \Jere the granules noticed. The felts 



TABLE 6: PROTECTIVE FINISH: MINERAL GRANULES 

Building 
t\o. 

LG/365 

LG/364 

LG/366 

LG/367 

LG/368 

LG/363 

LG/362 

LG/361 

LG/413 

LG/412 

LG/4:..1 

LG I 10 

LG/409 

Plinth Age 
Area(m 2 ) Yrs 

114 . 86 11 

114 . 86 11 

114:86 11 

114.86 11 

114.86 11 

114 . 86 11 

114 . 86 11 

114 . 86 11 

165.70 9 

165.70 9 

165 . 70 9 

165 . 70 9 

165.70 9 

Height of 
building 1974 

3 storeys 

3 storeys -

3 storeys -

3 storeys -
3· storeys -

3 storeys -

3 storeys -

3 storeys -
4 storeys -
4 storeys -
4 storevs -

4 s tore~rs -

4 storeys -

-

Distribution of Maintenance cost by yea~s (Shs) 

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

- - - - - - 80.55 42.15 

- - - - - - - -

- - - 78.0 - - - -
- - - - 59.30 - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - 1404.35 43 .30 ]01.30 

- - - - - - - -
. - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- so -

1983 

440. ~ 

-

-
-

-
·-
-
-

Jllt 

-
-
-
-
-
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were obsPrved to have become dry and were slowl~ decaying. 
The action of water and sun has stretched and leachPd 
the felts. The conditionof the top coverings was 
found to be approaching the end of their physical lives . 
They were worn-out ; and 80% of their surfaces had 
cracked . 

The use of mineral surfaced felt as the final 
layer was discouraged by the British Coce of Practice 
141 . 101 . Only roofs with a 3lope of 10° and over could ' 
have a mineral surfaced felt as the last layer. The 
reason for the restriction is that when the granules 
come off , water may be held on such a space , especial ly 
if it is iarge , and the consequences would be detrimental 

36 to the life expected of the felt . Al though the Ministry 
of Works General Specification r efer to the bitumen 
felt as being to B.S . 747 Part 2 , they go against the 
advice of t he specifications of C. P. 144 and the British 
Standards Ins t itutions on roofing with mineral surfaced 
felts. Type E in every class of felts is recommended 
as being suitable for sloping roofs and vertical 
surfaces such as flashing and skirtings37 . 
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The manufacturer~ of roofing felts in Kenya 

however :i.n their specification recommend that a type 

IE mineral su~faced felt can he used on flat roof acting 

as the finishing layer end at the same time the only 

roofing layer on the roo£. The colours of the mineral 

surfaced felts manufactured jnclude white, green , grey , 

red, yellow, blue, brown and black38 . The solar 

reflective coLfficient of some of these colours would 

not be to the advantage of tte felt . For example , 

in Table 2 : a bitumen covered roofing sheet of brown 

colour was observed to have a reflection coefficient 

of 0.13, while a green coloured one has 0 . 14 . Obviously 

the above colours of the felt would not reflect enough 

harmful ultra-vj_olet :ay~ to lcn£then th~ lives of 
' ' the felt . At the same time one layer of felt , though 

it be mineral surfaced, cannot really be expected 

to last for twenty years, leave alone the life of a 

building . The strength of a built-up felt roof increases 

with the number of layers of felt 39 . Therefore it 

is difficult to see how the one layer , even mineral 

surfaced one, would achieve where a minimum of three 

layers is the lowest recommended number. The same 

manufacturers advice that one layer of 3 ply felt 

fully bonded to the deck would be adequate ; and that 

if protected ngainst the sun •s rays with aluminium 

paint or other ~eflect~ve colour thi s would be enough. 
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Bitumen in the felts is usually the compound which 

renders the felts impervious to water . When bitumen 

is used in between the layers it increases the 

impermeability of the covering . Therefore the more 

felt layer s the higher the resistance qualities of 

the felts to water penetraticn . When only one layer 

of felt is advocated thi s would mean that only the 

bonding bitumen between the fe l t and the deck is 

involved . Moreover if the felt is type IC, which is 

fibre based , even if the felt i s 3 ply , if a crack 

I 

occurs on it water would reach the deck sooner than 

when the l ayers are many . The situation is made worse 

by the sur face treatment accorded the felt . The reviewed 

reflective coating such as aluminium paint showeci t:hat 

not enough is being done to retain the reflectivity 

of the finish . Similarly the type IE mineral surfaced 

felt fibre based when applied alone on a flat roof 

should not be expected to l ast longer than average . 

When the mineral granules become· loose and expose the 

felt it becomes a matter of a few years before it fails . 

It would ·appear tbat the specification of the 

manufacturers cannot ensure a long lasting built - up 

felt roof . 
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Concrete Tiles on Asphalt Roof 

This is another form of protective treatment 

to a flat roof . Concrete tiles are tiles made from 

a cement-sand mix. The recommended size is 

225 x 225 x 20wm to British Standard 1197 : Part 240 . 

The concrete tile should be light coloured. The concrete 

tile is bedded in hot bitumen which is anplied to a 

surfacP which has a lrP.ad~7 beP.n primed '"i th a bituMen 

primer. They are laid in bays of 9m 2 with a 25mrn open 

joint but with a 75mm space between the bay and the 

upstand or wa1141 . No excess bitumen is to be allowed 

between the tiles . 

In the buildings they were used on, they were 

on some portions of the roof while the rest of the 

roof had mastic asphalt finished with chippings . It 

was observed that in one building belonging to a 

parastatal organization the sections which had the 

concrete tiles as the protective covering did not leak 

at all . The other parts had leaked from several places . 

On government buildings a strio of 1 . 5m wide was covered 

with concrete tiles whil~ the rest had stone chippings. 

No leaks could be attributed to the part covered with 

the tiles. However the buildings which had failed 

and where the asphalt covering could be held responsible 

dici not have concrete tiles on their roofs . 

/i 
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The tiles appreared to be light coloured even 

after existing for the 10-year period under s tudy . 

The joints still looked watertight . Though at the 

time of inspection the sections of the roofs which 

had stone chippings still held water at some places, 

the sections which were covered with the tiles held 

no rainwater as all had flo~m to outlets. The concrete 

tiles are durable. Once laid they cannot be easily 

weathered. At the same time they are easy to maintain 

because if one tile breaks it can be easily replaced 

by pulling it off without disturbing the waterproof 

membrane . 

. ~ 

: White marble chips on asphalt roof 

: 

During the survey several roofs ,.,ere encountered 

which were built less than the 10 years of study interest . 

As a result of this, records of their performance cannot 

help one conclusively state their actual efficiency. 

However, in trying to find out the performance of the 

roofs age is an important factor whose effects cannot 

be ignored. None . of the mastic asphalt roofs which 

were built during the last 5 years had failed . There 

were six of them and all had the marble chips as the protective 

finish . 
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The white marble chips used were in the form 

of small gravel sized stones . When being used on the 

roof they can either be spread loosely or embedded 

onto the asphal t . For best heat reflection the 

chippings shoul d be spread to a minimum thickness of 

19mm42 . As pointed out earlier on marble was found 

to have a reflection coefficient of 0 . 56 which is 

better than most . The chips should be evenly spread 

for maximum efficiency . 

On the roofs which had chips the surfaces were 

still young compared to those considered earlier . It 

was observed that , first l y , the chips had not been 

embedded to the roof on any bedding compound . This 

had the bad result of having them being shifted about 

by the wind and rainwater . It was noticeable that 

at the area surrounding the outlets the quantity of 

the chips was more than on the sections of the roof 

which were slightly higher . Also it was difficult to 

believe that the whole roof was once covered with the 

chippings because of the many bare patches existing. 

On the whole the asphalt looked dry , and very tiny 

cracks had occurred but they were still too minute 

to be considered significant. Secondly, the chippings 

were observed to be darkening in colour. All the 

sections around the outlets had chippings which were 
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slightly dark coloured. · The dark colour was the 

result of the accumulation of impurities which had 

started to be coated on the marble chippings . The 

dirt originated from the dust in the air and also that 

which was with the chippings at the time of laying . 

As a relective treatment its efficiency was reduced . 

Since this resulted in them bhifting and therefore 

not being evenly spread , uneven heating is bound to 

have undesired effects in the long run. Eventually 

the asphalt will crack.· The dust and other impurities 

in the air v1ill reduce the efficiency of the marble. 

This is so especially when they become dirty-white, 

then ev~ntually become completely dull . Therefore 

the reflectivity qualities of the marble chips are 

not very durable once they are laid . Their efficiency 

diminishes with age . Though they are hard and are 

not weathered by the weather elements keeping them 

reflective is not easy . If they are embedded in bitumen 

then the difficulties envisaged v7ith the stone chippings 

will also be experienced.' That is, it will not be 

easy to detect either the sources of problems or 

potential defects . Unless well fixed with a coat of 

bitumen they will eventually be blown by wind and sv1ept 

by water towards, and into the outlets where they will 

cause the same problems discussed earlier on in connction 

with stone chippings . Since they were even soaller in 
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size than the stone chippings this problem would be 

even more acute. 

Unprotected built-up felt roofs 

Despite the dangers existing in using bituminous 

roofing felt without a protective finish the number 

of unprotected felt roofs was very high. In all cases 

the felt had not been on the roof for more than four 

years and repairs were common . The performance of 

such roofs starts by oeing temporarily good but sooner 

or later total weathering renders the roof useless 

as a watertight structure . 

At the time of the study the roofs which : 

were unprotected against the weather had defects at 

that particular time or had their leaking spots repaired 

prior to the visits. However , none of the repair 

work instituted involved making the roof reflective. 

Infact the new patch applied was left as black as 

the other sections . The potential defects of an 

unprotected felts could be seen all over the roofs 
. 

visited, worn surfaces, worn upstands , lifting 

of joints or even at the sections surrounding the 

outlets . This means that defPcts are only prevented 

temporarily . If pending occurs at any place the 

consequential drying and evaporation strcsces occur L~ediate~y 

and speedily increase with failure resulting thereafter. 

Pla ce II shows the effects of the sun on unprotected roof 

surface . 
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PLATE II BUILT-UP FELT ROOF SHOWING THE EFFECTS 
OF EXPOSURE DUE TO LACK OF REFLECTIVE FINISH 
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CH.APT£R III 

DEFECTS DUE TO HORKMANSHIP 

Workmanship is a very important factor in building 

construction. The fact that many different types of 

materials are put together by wockers to form one 

structure which must work a& on~ whole, places 

workmanship high on the ladder of importance. Workman

ship becomes even more important 'ivhen one bears in 

mind that a building is an expP.nsive coilli.fl,'dity which 

must ;ast the period it is expected to stay. The least 

problems it givesthe better it if>. Among othet effects 

of workmanship is safety expected from tht• building. 

Since a building may be uaed fer many purposes it must 

be safely occupi~d ~y those using it . Briefly therefore, 

even with a good spec~fic~tion or the best matc~ials , 

\\'Orkmanship ultimately decides the per formanc~ and 

the type of a building and its components. 

The above statement is very applicable to the 

r<::pair and construciton of a flat roof and its covering. 

To most workers, the work of cov.ri~g a flat roof looks 

si:nple especially 1;.1hen it involves felts . None \lill 

admit of being isnorant of laying a f:elt. Even these 

charged ,,...ith the &uperv:!.sion and directing the work 

involving f!~t roof r~pairs, the fixing of che covering 

is ta:~en as any ordinc.ry main tE:na:lCC! {vo- ·'<. An a r.csul t 
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the care 'l.vith which Cl flr.t t roof ~hould be given duriug 
repairs and fixing of the waterproofing material and 
its reflective finish is never exercised . In thP 
organizations visited and whose employees we:ce intervjew~"d 
work on flat roofs was found to hove three aspects . Those 
aspects were be ievcd to influen~c the performance 
of the flat roofs and th(!ir coverinr.s . P(..rformance 
dC'pcnded on : 

(a) Horkma:1shjp from oY.rn labour 

(b) Vorkmanship from contractors, and 

(c) Supervision rluring execution of new and 

old works. 

(a) 'Wod<mc:msbip from own labour 

In th~ course of trying to understand the flat 
roof problem, several public organizations were visited. 
During the vir.it.s the members of staff. involvPd wit:h 
repairs ot buildings were interviewed . The people 
actually dealt with were mostly inspectors , charge h&nJH 
and fore~cn . This b~ased approach was based on the 
understQnding that the repai::- and diagnosing of defects 
is usually done and supervised by any of these people. 
On top of the intervii"WS uith thl"se officers the visits 
on sites wns &ccompe:ulied oy olscu:;sions on the nethods 
0f rr~~~~ pract~ced in the spetific organizations. 
Therefore t(J undt:rstnnd t.he c;fiE:cts of the ''7orkmanship 
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of a particular organization it was found best to 
discuss each organization separately. This is hoped 
that it will throw some light on the causes and 
solutions to prob]ems experienced by the individual 
organizations nd how each has striven to meet the 
challenges passed by the flat roofs . 

Nakuru Municipal Council 

This organization was found to have 12 flat 
roofed buildings . Of these only three were ten years 
and over. The others were less than five years old . 
Roofs for the three buildings were covered with 
bituminous roofing felt, mastic asphalt and butyl 
rubber. All the three types of materials had failed. 
Suspected areas had been repaired prior to the author ' s 
visit to the buildings . It was found that in one building 
'O·lhere the felt roof had failed part of it had been 
replaced with a pitched roof. This was an indication 
that their attempts at repairing had failed. On the 
roof which was still covered with a felt or mastic 
asphalt it was observed that when a section leaked 
the felt or mastic asphalt and the screed were removed . 
Instead of repairing with the same materials , colas 
roofing materials were used. The screed and felt or 
mastic asphalt were removed and then a new screed was 
laid over which the colas mate1 i als were app l ied . Firstly 
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the debris from hacking out the scr<;ed \vcrc not all 
cleared from the roof . Sand was left in heaps . A~ 

some sections an attempt had been made at levelling 
the sand on the roof . The observed consequences \vas 

that che level of the roof and the s l ope were slightly 
raised . Also at the time of mixing cement-sand for 
the screed the operation was done on top of the roof . 
A patch resulting from such operations was left on 
the roof at a section v1here it \11o.uld easily interfert. 
with the smooth flow of rainwater . Secondly the repairs 
with colas \·7er·e slightly belcH par . It did not merge 
\·Jell with the roofing felt such that ·Hater could easily 
get to the roof slab at the junction of the two patches . 
1& some places the colas re1nforcement membrane was 
visible instead of being smoothly covered \-lith the 
product colaskote 70 . 01 . However, the bi~gest mistake 
they committed was leaving the repaired sections completely 
dark . The colas product manufecturers have their 
specification for working with their produces . One of 
these is a finishing coat which is supposed to be a 
protective coating. It is in white , grey or aluminium 
colours. These are applied in two coats. Without 
either of the protective coats the colas roofing work 
can hardly last more than two years . 
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The roof which had been covered with butyl rubber 

the problems were even worse . This particular roof 

was built 12 years ago . The roof deck v1as tongued 

and grooved boarding . The butyl rubber may have been 

treated with some bright reflective paint but at the 

time of the study this pa.i.nt looked dull grey . The 

reflectivP qualities of the finish must have failed 

quite early after construction . The roof deck had 

responded fully to the weather . Boards had curled 

in almost all parts . Apart from excessive pending 

the curling had greatly disrupted the flow of rainwate~ 

such that the slopes had shifted. The former outlRts 

had to be shifted by the maintenance officers to the 

the new ponding areas. Dow-ripipes hatl 'to be repositJ.oned 
too . In the process softboards on ceilings had either 

come off or were badly stained by leakage . After many 

attempts of stennning the leakage, the solution \·las to 

install a pitched mangalore tiled roof. Due to too 

much heat the butyl rubber seemed to have been dried 

until its elasticity was reduced. As a result when 

the boards curl, the rubber gets torn and so allovlS 

water to seep through. 

From the foregoing it is obvious that the officers 

cannot hope to cope with flat roof prohlenttl. Their 

current attempts have either f~il"d or are o~ly temporary 
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measures. The flAt roof defects could have been dPalt 

with by using an experts advice or even following the 

manufacturers specificnt ions accurately \·lhen repairing 

the roof. This would have reduced the woes of those 

doing the repairs. 

Eldoret Municipal Council 

At the time of the investigative visit t0 the 

maintenance officers and buildings of the above 

organization no roof was giving problem~ of leakage . 

One roof covered with s1:one chippings, though over 

10 years of age , hcd not given any roof leakage. All 

the other fo~r roofs wer e 3till not aged enough to 

be fully troublc&omc . HoHcvcr one of them had leaked 

from several places and the i~lt had to be replaeed. 

The source of leakc:.ge \oms not established . On thz 

remaining 'three roofs reflectivity was not maintajned. 

In fact one roof had none vlhile another had granules 

\·Ihich v:ere sparsely diRtributed . 

On the whole the ·Horkmanship in connection \vith 

this organization was not possible to gauge as their 

roofs had not given them opportunity to do repairs . 

Hov:evcr from what the maintenance officer tal ked Pbout 

in connect ion ~1i th e>: is t i ng , his L 10\ ledge of :cool- rep aiLs 

was not very good. 
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Kenya Railways, Nakuru 

Their flat roofs had given them problems 

frequently . At the time of this study some were being 

repaired . Firstly the repairs were beine rlone during 

the rainy period .. This would mean that repairs are 

necessary only when a failure occurs . Any repairs 

with a felt , \vhether involving the laying of another 

layer on top of an old one, patching torn sections , 

or even laying the felt for the first time ~hould not 

be done during the rainy period . 1his is because moisture 

entrapped in between the felts will be vapourised by 

the sun and then result in blistering. When all the 

roof is wet , as was the case, the worker~ would be 

doing a temporary job because deterioration -.;vould bE' 

very fast leading to leakage within lc~s than two years . 

All thos~ roofs \vhich leaked did not have a protC'clive 

finish; they were all black . Troublesome r;pots ·were 

observed to be at the outlets, expansion joints and 

abutments. No special care ~oJas taken :in bonding those 

sections . Further to the above, three roofs were 2/3 

covered \·!ith concrete tiles to fac' litat~ use as a place 

fc~ hanging wet clothes. The felt was applied 1 meter 

~ide at the perimeter of the roof and as the others , 

had been left black. Theseroofs leaked terribly. 

However, on interviewing those workers responsible 

for repairs it was discovPred that the concrete tlles 
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had been fixed on the screed. In other words it had 

been assum~d that the tiles would be waterproof on 

their own . The very fact that they '\-mre joined with 

cement mortar increased their likelyhood of failing . 

The screed overlaid by the tiles, it was learned , was 

a very poor mix. It was appaLently possible to dig 

into it easily because it was already loose. This 

defect could have interfered with the slopes of the 

'tvholc roof. Some smali repairs had been done over 

the concrete tiles. Instead of placing a bituminous 

roofing felt under the tiles, it was placed on top . 

It was not very effective because water was able to 

pass under it and onto the tiles. Moreover at the 

parapet walls there was no flashing nor was the felt 

dressed :into a 25 x 25 mm chasis dug into th~ Halls . 

It was left loose . This allowed water to seep between 

the wall and the felt. 

In the course of interviewing the officers 

responsible for repairs it was found that flat roofs 

covered with bituminous roofing felts were never 

expected to stay for long before renewal . It was assumed 

that after a maximum of six years a new covering would 

definitely be required,. because the old one v10uld be 

worn out. In vie'tv of the fact that a felt, as pointed 

earlier on,can last for twenty or more years, the Kenya 
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Railways case is unfortunate. Noreover painting the 

top of r6ofs with aluminium paint was regarded as a 

waste. Painting was done only at the verges . The 

verges being the reost visible parts of the roof , 

were nice] y "decorated" 'tvith aluminium paint. The 

paint was merely for decoration and not a protective 

coating . 

It was learned that whereas one foreman ~3s 

of the opinion that (a) a higher slope 't'lOuld have 

minimised the leakag~s, and (b) more than one layer 

of felt \·10uld enhance performance he \vas nevertheless 

overruled by the his superiors. Firstly on grounds 

that to increase the slope the added weights would 

be detrimental to the stability of the buildings. 

Secondly, that having more than one layer of felt 

would be too expensive and unnecessary . A slope of 1 

in 30 is regarded as being fairly efficient; if it 

can be incorporated in the roof deck the better. It 

has already been pointed out earlier on that 3 layers 

of felt are the minimum for maximum efficiency and 

long life . A knowledge of the qualities of the materials 

'tvould help one prolong theiL· lives and also enhance 

their efficiency . It was found that those responrible 

for maintenance \·10rk did not know the difference between 

a roofing felt and mastic asphalt; felt and asphalt 
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were assumed to refer to the same thing . This ignorance 

of the materials Has fairly common in a number of 

maintenance departments. From the above it can bP. 

concluded that the blame of roof problems cannot be 

laid on the roof or its coverings a] one. The quality 

of workmanship on, and knowlenge of flat roofs and 

its coverings is quite low. This has resulted in the 

organization being unable to cope \vith the flat roofs. 

Milling Corporation, Nakuru 

This organization has only tlrree flat roofed 

buildings but all of them "have been leaking terribly 

though they wcr.e built as recently as 1976. 

the buildings contain the ever active milling machines 

for grin-ding maize . During their active time, which 

is most of the time, the machines normally cause vibrations 

though minute to be felt within the buiJ <.lings. These 

vi bra ti ons waul d definitely cause s lo"tv fa tj gue to the 

roof slab and its coverings. In the long rci1 the coverings 

would loose their bond with the roof slab. Furthermore 

vehicles deliveri~g maize also cause vibrations to 

all the buildings in the locality. Upon investigation 

of the bl.tildings it -v1as found th<'lt the roofs ~ .. ~ere in 

a sorry state. On some of the roofs the felt had been 

removed completely bcca<· se the 1 cakage ·Has too much. 

llowev ~r by renoving the fe 1 t pending the arrival of 
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ne\v mntcria 1 s for replacement thP. sc1·ecd was 1 eft open 

to absorb any water which might fall on it. Those 

who are responsible for the maintenance of buildings 

did not £eem to knot;l how to deal \vith these roofs. On 

roofs \vhich still had the felts they were so \vornout 

that they had exposed the slab. On others the felt 

was covered with so much debris from the maize that 

it was not clearly visible . It seemed posssible that 

the accumulated rubbish could act as a sponge in 

absorbing and retaining moisture . This can cause some 

stress on the ronf covering because some parts will 

dry up faster than those covered by the debris . \\Then 

own labour had done some repairs the surface had many 

blisters - a clear indication that repairs had been 

done when it was still wet. 

Generally from \vhat ~vas observed even the 

administrators do not know much about the materials 

for flat roofs or the repair work using the bituminous 

roofing felt . The situation would have been slightly 

better if the artisan who occasionally does the repairs 

knev1 something bout repairing flat roofs. Unfortunately 

he was as isn01 n'l"lt as the adminis tra to:cs. These roofs 

therefore will _ tinue giving problema as long as 

the kno.·1edge i 1 Lhe organization reraains at the 

existing level. 
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Pyrethrum Board of Kenya 

This organization has many buildings, but it 

was only in flat roofed buildings that leakage problems 

were considered significant by those charged \oJith 

building maintenance . They have three flat roofed 

buildings . Two of these hav•~ aspha 1 t as the waterproofing 

membrane but one is only four years old . The felt 

roof is more than 10 years old . When the buildings 

v1ere visited it was found thc1t dcfc::cts had occurred 

and were already repaired but in some buildings problems 

still existed . The felt roof had been a big problem . 

Hhen attempts to repair it failed the maintenance people 

decided to raise the slope. A. good slope \v<JS created 

which facilitated the rapid run off of rainHater. A 

new felt \•.ras also laid . The workmanship as \vas obaerved 

left much to be desired. It alr;o indicated \vhat so1·t 

of repair work must have ex is ted. Only one layer of 

roofing felt was put on the roof. Therefore it was 

fully bonded to the deck. The felt was 3 ply fibre 

based without any reflective treatment . Th reforc 

even if it was well laid and with the cor ect type 

of bitumen it cannot be expected to last long at all . 

According to the manufacturer£ a on~ layer coverj n~ 

is for temporary buildings only. Unfortunntely th~ 

above roof was supposed to be trouble free for a pc.iod 
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of six or so years. Even though tbe slope is good 

ultra-violet rays will attack the blackfelt causing 

embrittlement to it, rainfall and sunshine would further 

enhance decaying of the felt quite fast. 

The mastic asphalt roof which was over 10 years 

old was also troublesome . It was observed to have 

problems in many places . Pending was a cominon phenomenon 

on that r.oof . An attempt was made to drain the water 

by cr.eating a trough through the chippings for the 

water to follow. In the process the asphalt was expose~ 

on many sections . Upon shifting the chippings they 

Here lefL in heaps . This createL sections of con,plete 

protection on some sections and total exposure on otherG . 

If this conditio, become~ pc>rm;ment it ~Jill ::tffcct 

the covering 's life . Also notice< on the roof was that 

at a number of expansion joints the roof leaked. At 

such a joint the outlet was just across the joint . 

There was no special treatment of these joints . At 

such an expansion joint the best treatment would be 

tu build a kerb on each side at he joint. The gap 

between the twin kerbs is proteCLCd with a metal hood 

which allows expansion and contraction of the deck 

\vithout any dcl·nage to the asphalt o:- causing any leakage. 

On the same roof some abutments of roof and \·7all allO\ved 

v1ater to pass through. This indicated thtit the workmanship 

at that dct..ail \Yas wrongly applied. An attc·mpt was n adc 
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at repairing a leakage near one outlet. Unfortunately 

the officerin charge of maintenance did not know the 

difference between asphalt and felt . This ignorance 

resulted in repairs being instituted which were not 

very effective . Bitumen was poured at the suspected 

section in an attempt to seal the cracks . In the 

process of doing so leakages were stopped, but because 

a thick coat of bitumen had been applied on the area 

the level was slightly raised. It therefore interfered 

\vith the sm::>oth flO\v of raimvater. Pending started 

occuring . Furthermore this patch of bitumen was left 

black and unprotected against the ultra-violet rays . 

This conti nt1ous exposure is found to cr.ea t:e some stresses 

between the the patch and the surrounding section of 

the roof. 

Wareng County Council 

The office block of this public body was built 

as recently as 1978 yet its leakage problems were 

numerous . The deck is a tongued and grooved timber 

boarding which was designed to drain towards the centre 

section . \-.There the tvm slopes meet there is a one 

meter trough into \\7hich the outlets are situated . The 

visit \·7as made \·lith the officer in charge of maintenance. 

It Has observed th~t the boards had <..:urlcd somehow 

due to the ~ffects of the sun 's h~at followed by 
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subsequent cooling . This had interfered with free 

flow of rainwater. The whole roof which v7as once painted 

with aluminium paint had very little of the paint left . 

Rainwater had l eaked from several places . The middle 

trough 't,7here the outlets 'tvere situated was the v7orst 

in the whole roof . Due to th~se failures of the roof 

and its covering some ma i ntenance repair works were 

instituted . What 'tvas done was that bitumen was applied 

over t he leaking parts uf the roof . This however had 

not stopped leakages completely. The bitumen had been 

left completely black . The consequential reaction 

to the weathPr had not. he l ped the performance of the 

roof . In fact it had helped raise the level of some 

sections of the roof causing some local pondine . After 

many such a tempts which failed to cope with leakages 

it was decided that it should be re-roofed with 

galvanised iron sheet over the felted roof . The conclusion 

arrivedat in regard to t his organization was that nobody 

concerned was aware of what steps were best to take 

to minimise the leakage problems. Therefore these 

problems m~y never be solved in any other easier way 

for them except constructing a fals~ roof . 

Kenya Posts & Telecommunication. Nakuru 

The organization \·las found to have several flat 

roofs whirh had been repaired of the few defects at 

the time of study. Their flat roofs included two mastic 
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asphalt roofs, two felt roofs and four concrete tiled 

flat roofs . The roofs with the concrete tiles were 

built only two years prior to the period of investigation. 

The four roofs were however leaking. The tileB had 

been used as the waterproof covering over the screed . 

The leakage problems her~ we~e blamed on the rontractor 

for no fixing the tiles firmly with mortar. The 

envisaged remedial action was to re-fix the tiles properly 

to the roof with cement and sand mortar. As a waterproof 

covering the concrete tiles may need regular attention 

because of the mortar used at the joints. Cracks due 

to drying shrinkage of the mortar may allow water to 

penetrate . 

Of the t\vO asphalt roofs one was buill over 

twenty years ago while the other one was built only 

four years before the study. The younger roof was 

finished with marble chippings loosely laid. Its only 

source of problems was an expansion joint . This was 

not well done in the manner described earlier on . 

However , the oldest flat roof had never experienced 

leakage problems either. It \vas f:i nished with aluminium 

paint . The surface had many small but harmless cracks 

or surface crazing . This indicated that the paint 

finish hPd not eliminated the sun •s effect though it 

had reduced it. Joined to this roof was a felt ro0fed 
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extension . The joint between the two roofs was the 

only sourc? of leakage problem. At the time of 

investigntion it had been repaiJ·ed shortly. The 

procedure follO\ved was that short tHin kerbs we:re built 

and then tightly covered with several layers of roofing 

felt fully bonded to the kerbs . This treatment of 

the expansion joint may not be a permanent solution 

to the leakage from that point in that the expa~&iun 

contract:i on action of the decks will tear the felt 

layers and so possibly let in water. 

Tlte felted roofs had been built only four ye<n·s 

before the study. Unfortunately the \·~or.krnan~hip of 

thP contractor was not good enough nnd the rc~f leaked 

two years after construction. The repairs done by 

departmental labour involved raising the fnll which 

was neglib~e. A very good fall was created and three 

layers of fibre based type lC self-finisheo b~tumen 

felts were laid. The first two layers beinv L ply 

while the third, layer was 3 ply . The firs L 1;-,yer 

·Has fully bonded to the deck. To ensure th~ w leks 

occurred later a 300mm lap \1as made instead 0; the 

50 to 7 Smm usually advocated . The de ::ail <.t t • .!:' edge 

was however not to the standard usually rcr ·~-~ dPd. 

Instead of forming a \·lelted apron or using · · !.uminiu 

trim the felt 't·las stopped flush \·lith the ed, : n 
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example of the correct treatment is shm-m in figures 

2 and 3 . Furthermore no finish to protect the roof 

was applied . It was considered unnecessary . This 

decision of course reduces the life performance o[ 

the felt roof . From the interview and investigation 

of the work done the mainteNmc<..: officers of this 

organization were found to be the best of all encountered 

as far as knowledge of the flat roof was concerned . 

What made their work even better was the fact that 

they have the interest of eliminating the problems 

of leakage . Thus when laying the fe 1 t, for examp lc~, 

the lap chosen was the best . In case of the roof 

shovJing signs of wearing out the remedy , according 

to tl.c;a is to add Ct.n extra one or two layers. Tt1is 

manner of extending the life of the roof coverings 

is recommended by the manufacturers as w3s learned 

during an interview with them . 

Kenya Grain Growers Co-operative Union 

This organization has only three flat roofed 

buildings within the study area. Tvw of these roofs 

had b~en re-roofed with butyl rubber three years before 

the study . Apparently the felt had failed thereby 

making way for the butyl rubber . At the time of site 

visit, the remaining roof was about to be re -roofed 

wit~ outyl rubber as it was worn out already. On the 
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roofs already roofed with butyl rubber no defects 

had occurred. The organization also deals with all 

work involving butyl rubber . Thus they are the expert 

butyl layers . Accordingly they were of the opinion 

that the roofs would do 10 years without requiring 

any maintenance . Though the officer in charge of 

maintenance seemed to knmv what to expect from a felt 

roof t he failure of the above roofs implies that improper 

methods of laying and repairing may have been rampant . 

Ministry of Works , Housing & Physical Planning 

By far , the government had more flat roofed 

buildings than all the others put together . It also 

had a share of troubles from its flat roofs . At the 

time of this study the most troublesome roofs had already 

been given to building contractors to re-roof them . 

Therefore very little departmental ~·lOrkmanship was 

noticeable in Nakuru area especially . The little that 

was seen indicated that the knowledge existing in the 

or ganization was just average . On one mastic asphalt 

r oof '\'Ihich '\'las leaking for example, the action taken 

to stop leakage was very harmful to the rest of the 

asphalt. A section which had cracked was hacked out 

exposing the slab . But instead of covering it to stop 

water going under the asphalt and into the rooms below, 

i t was left uncovered . At the time of the site visit 
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the portion had been open for almost a year. Since 
no immediate repairg we1~e possible it should not have 
been hacked out at the time. The hackine could have 
tvaited until thl? time the repairs v1ere about to be 
undertaken. OnL other co~~on practice on the asphalt 
roof has been to pour a bituminous product known as 
Swepco on the surface of the suspected area. It scaled 
the cracks , but since it is a black material if left 
without a reflective finiGh it would not last . As 
it was always left unprotected the end results of the 
repairs was that it dried and cracked thereby increasing 
the cracks of the asphalt. Therefore using Swepco 
was only a temporary measure which was mistaken for 
p~1.wanent repairs .. The questionnaires revealed thnt 
asphalt was not popular. Few had dealt with it except 
may be pouring Swepco to cracks. The interviews also 
revealed that care in fixing the felt was not exercised. 
Thus a colas product will be used to bond felts onto 
the other felt s instead of the recommended bitumen . 
This colas product is applied cold whereas the recomm,nded 
bonding material is bitumen 115/15 heated to 115° which 
is a suitable temperature. A felt bonded with colas 
products and then left unprotected against the sun 
would breakdm·:n too soon thereby reducing any efficiency 
in stopping leakages . On several roofs visited wl1ich 
had given minimum problems the felts v1ere fou-.1d to be 
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wornout and needing an extra treatment of a layer of 
felt or a coat of bitumen and sand fini.sh. In the 
depot therefore leakages arc attended to when they 
are serious . It was the belief of those interviewed 
that a felt roof cannot be completely \-latcrproofcd 
and that it must leak , no matter how well done . 

I n Eldoret Ministry of Horks , Housing and Physical 
Planning depot repainmrk to stop leakage \•las a matter 
of trial and error. On one felted roof, for example, 
repair works done involved removing the existing felt , 
applying bitumen and returning the same felt to the 
roof follov1ed by morP bitumen on the top. This top 
bitumen was left completely black . Since the felt 
had failed in the first instance , re-applying it could 
not be hoped to perform better . The top layer of bitumen 
when left blRck would aid in the faster deterioration 
of the fe l t because of the heat absorbed and transmitted 
to the felt and hence to the roof deck . On yet another 
roof repairs had involved applying a cement/sand mortar 
over the suspected part of the roof. Tn the first 
place the mortar raised the level of the covering at 
the section which resulted with the interferance with 
the flow of rainwater. Secondly, a cement/sand mortar 
left exposed would crack due to drying shrinkage aetion 
and result in water seeping into the already cracked 
felt . Bitumen had also been applied over stone chippings 
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at the areas which leaked. It also interferrcd with 

the free flow of water. In the process of applying 

the bitumen over the leaking spots, a pipe laid on 

the roof \vas haJ f hurried with it . The half that 

was not covered by the bitumen stopped rainwater from 

reaching the outlet . The water therefore had to change 

the direction of flowing because the level of the roof 

at the point was raised . Some pending occurred but 

at the time of this study leaking had not been experienced. 

The impression was that no sure method of repairing 

the failure "t-las knmm but it was trial and error all 

through . 

(b) Workmanship from contractors 

In most of the above mentioned organizations 

it is rare for own labour to be engaged in the construction 

of new bui.ldings. New "t'lorks are normally done by 

contractors . In a big project involving large flat 

roofs,specialist sub-contractors would be nominated 

to do the work. But where a project is a small building 

the flat roof waterproofing will depend on the contractor 

who may choose to have a domestic sub-contractor or 

uo the v1ork himself with his own labourers . The lase 

two options unle~s closely supervised , will do a very 

shody Hork . Hhat makes the workmanship suspect is the 

system applied when choosing the builder or roof repairer . 
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With the aim of safeguarding che public funds public 

bodies are encouraged to tender a job and in the 

process take the lowest tenderer. Were the tenderers 

to be all specialists, as in the case with such 

specialized work as electrical, then taking the lowest 

tenderer would be in public interest. However , where 

the building work involving flat roofs is given to 

any builder to bid then the lowest tenderer may be 

anybody whose speciality may not be flat roofing. In 

the Ministry of Works , Housing and Physical Planning 

for example , where a project is not regarded as a 

big project of millions or multi -million shillings 

size a specialist roofer may not be sought . In tenders 

for flat roof repairs a specialist's sum is normally 

higher than non- specialists . The choice as to who 

will be invited to tender is usually a haphazard process 

which does not require on e to have done roofing work 

before. The same can be said of the other organizations. 

In some cases where an organization has only one or 

two flat roofed buildings even those selecting a 

contractor may not know good workmanship from bad. 

Therefore, to them any contractor can do a good job. 

Unfortunately when bidders are invited to bid for jobs 

few of them will ever fail to bid on reasons of not 

knowing how to do the work . Rather all will respond . 

Those organizations which invite tenders and know good 

workmanship from bad sti l l accept the lowest tender even 
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if they know that doing a good job \vith tender sum is 

not possible. Thus a contractor may insist on doing 

the work even though his tender sum cannot allow him 

to make a profit. In such a case the tendency will 

be to huy the cheapest materials and to spend as little 

time as possible in doing the work . If not correctly 

supervised the outcome of such work will be renewal 

of the roof covering prematurely . 

From the observations of the new and old repairs 

which had already been done, one could see some obvious 

omissions . HoHever it was not easy to knmv \vhcther 

the omissions originated from the drawings or specifi

cations or from poor workmanship . For examplf>, in 

111anyof the roofs vis1ted very fe-,;.; roo£!5 had angle fillets . 

An angle fillet reduces the chances of the \·laterproofing 

material splitting or lifting at the abutments of parapets. 

But there were obvious defects \·lhich \·7ere related to 

the original contractors . The asphalt roof belonging 

to the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya gave problems mainly 

because the roof had a very negligible slope. There 

was too much pending. On one government asphalt roof 

also the original contractor failed to provided a do\m 

pipe to drain the roof. As a result all rain water 

was being retained on the roof . The reflective coating 

on a roof to protect the covering is efficie-nt if \?ell 

applied . Hm'lC'\·Cl if the contractors rlo not know the use of 
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it,the application will be detrimental to its efficiency . 

On some roofs where marble chips were applied the 

inadequacy of the chippings would eventually lead to 

different weathering rates of the asphalt due to uneven 

heating . At times even the workmanship of specialists 

leaves a lot to be desired. For example, at an expansion 

joint on an asphalt roof, a reflective coating applied 

to material covering the joint was further covered 

with bitumen . This of course defeated the Hhole purposes 

of having a reflective coating . 

It is fairly common for major repair of flat roofs 

to be given to outside contractors. Some contractors 

did some roof repair works at the time of this study 

wlai le others h ari done so several months earlier . Some 

of these contractor!> had bid for the work ~vhile oL11ers 

the contract had been negotiated with them. However, 

t hey all did substandard work. For example, in one 

case which required repairing of the aspha l t roof which 

was leaking a roofing felt was bonded with cold bitumen 

over the asphalt top. The asphalt had been sanded 

after laying. The bond with bitumen between the two 

canno t stop water for long from slowly penetrating 

bet,veen the felt and asphalt. The bond was not tight 

as t he felt had been placed on top of the asphalt . 

NO\\'here wa s the felt tucked in a 25 X 2Snnn groove. The 

S<lffiC contra c t or had fixed a f elt at anotlier part of the 
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roof where the upstand was neither covered with a 

flashing nor was it pinned into a groove as per 

specifications. It was left bonded to the parapet 

wall. In such a case water gets in between the felt 

and the wall and eventually into the roof slab. 

Manufacturers advice that the felt should be continued 

up the parapet wall to a height of SOmm and covered 

with a flashing which in turn should be bonded over 

the roof for a width of lOOmm and tucked into a groove 

which is pointed with cement - sand mortar . Figure 4 

gives the recommended data at an abutment . The 

specification to the above repair is shown as Appendix 2. 

In yet another roof a contractor was given work to 

repair a badly leaking roof. In this particular job 

his knowledge was of paramount importance because 

those owning the building were laymen. His work was 

pathetic . The roofing felts were laid without a lap 

at the sides and only along sections he thought leaked. 

These felts were left completely unprotected from 

ultra-violet rays. The results were that the felts 

shrunk and left gaps of upto 75mm between, and so 

exposed the roof slab . As a result, the felts were 

worn out within one year and actually needed replacement. 

In the job which was negotiated, proper worknanship 

was expected since the rates of payment were reasonable. 

It was learned from the maintenance officers being 
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interviewed that the roof leaked approximately one 

month aftar the new felts were laid. Upon 1 visit 

to the site it \vas observed that the workmanship was 

shody at all details culminating in general ridging 

of the felt all over . Even the materials had started 

to crack eight months after th(: repairs though it had 

been finished with aluminium paint . 

Not all poor workmanship can be blamed on the 

contractors. The contractors in most cases work 

according to specifications. Where the specification 

is poor even the workmanship will be poor . The specifi

cation tells the contractor what type of materials 

to use, the type of work and workmanship expected of 

him . In small repair work it is quit~ coruwon fur iL 

to be undertaken by small contractors . It has been 

the author ' s observation that most small contractors 

in the area under study are not very educated . They 

therefore need frequent checks so that they follow 

the specification strictly. Therefore where supervision 

is lax the v70rkmttnship is usually very poor, ~vhere 

specification is wrong or unclear then the work 

will be even worse. For example, appendices 3, q and 

5 are samples of specifications for \.Jork including 

flat roof repairs . In Appendix 2 Item(c) directs 

the contractor to lay a screed 30mm average thickness 

to a fall . The fall is not specified. It is at the 
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discretion of the contractor. It is noticed also that 

this screed will be on top of the existing one since 

no item for hacking of any screed is provided. But 

of great interest is item (d) . This refers to the 

application of 3 layers of asphalt roofing jointed 

with bitumen . It is completely unclear what covering 

was intended but assuming that it is a roofing felt 

the contractor will buy bjtuminous roofing felts; the 

choice is his . 'Yhat bitumen to use as a bonding compound 

is also up to him; it could be hot applied or cold 

applied. But assuming that the waterproofing membrane 

is asphalt , then the required layers will make it an 

extra thick covertne. The grade of asphalt to use 

is unknovrn; the sheathing felt is assumed not required. 

The treatment at the edgeg leaves one wondering what 

type of treatment would be required . More on this 

roof is described under supervision . Item (a) deals 

with roof protection with quarry chippings. The 

specification is like a casual statement. The size 

of the chippings and the bitumen to be used are noL 

known; vlhich type to use would depend on the contractor . 

Appendix 4 shoHs an equally unclear specification . 

This particular one refers to " 3 layers of asphalt 

roofing felt" to be applied on the roof. Since there 

is not such a covering the assumption would be that 

it refers to bituminous ruofinJ felt . The types of 



felts are 8t the discretion of the contractor as are 

other details . The roof was left unprotected . This 

work was done in 1982/83 government financial year . 

At the time of this study these roofs were leaking, 

only two years after re-roofing. 

Appendix 5 is yet another flat roof specification. 

Item (I) comprises all the workmanship expected in 

the repair of the roof . Needless to say it is a s~veeping 

description which gives the barest indication of what 

is required . Serious details have been left out such 

as the fixing of the felt at the parapets, manner of 

fixing the first layer; type of bitumen; size of laps 

or even treatment of outlets as well as reflective finish . 

Th~ roof \Jns lc.ft \dthout a reflective coating . ~Jith 

all the above details fllissing ~.,hen the roof \vas recently 

visited two years after the repairs , it was observed 

that it ~vas quickly approach:ng failure point. lt 

was cracked, joints were starting to lift off and getting 

torn, and ridging \•las all over . Leakages should be 

expected sooner than later . 

(c) Supervision 

\-Jorkmanship decides the performance of a build_;_ng 

component, either shortening or lengthening its life, 

reduc ing or enhancing its efficiency and its influence 

on the other components which may be within its range. 

Whereas good \•mrkmanship may be as a result of a good 
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specj fication and usc of recommended materials it is 

only in rare cases, especially in the public sector, that 

a contractor works without supervision . Since a contractor 

undertakes a construction Hith the aim of making a 

profit, without a supervisor working on behalf of the 

client, the urge to make maximum profit may overcome 

the \·lisdom of producing a faultless structure . Therefore 

though the contractor may be a specialist in his trade 

it is always the practice to have a clerk of works 

to ensure that everything is done according to 

specification. 

Who the clerk of works is depends on the size 

of the construction. A complicated job may need a 

more qualified clerk of works compared ro a maintenance 

job . Although the architect is the ultimate decider 

of the workmanship because he is the designer of the 

building ~he man on the site influences the quality 

of structure finally produced. This is more so when 

an architect has his offices fnr from site . In the 

case of the Ministry of Works, Housing and Physical 

Planning projects, all the architects have been stationed 

in Nairobi . From there they used to make frequent visits 

to the sit.:es and the journeys '~~re subject to many factors. 

~:h •re an architect is easily av1ilable he "to.rill, may 

be, make frequent visits but not necessarj 1 y several 

ti.es a day . Therefore , the q~ality of supervision 
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should be the highest available . Poor workmanship 

due to an unqualified supervisor can cau3e the owner 

a large sum of money in repairs or in rebuilding after 

a premature failure . A supervisor who is not diligent 

in his \vork will allow the contractor to use poor quality 

materials or omit useful details from critical parts 

of the building. A supervisor who js not interested 

in his work or is corrupt will allow the contractor 

to do as he wishes . 

From field observations of the roofr., many 

omissions of details, some very imporiant, were noticed. 

On roofs which had been repaired due to excessive 

leakage! , negligent execution of the work could be 

noticed. Hm·Jevcr, the difficulties arose as i..u vliw~.-her. 

or not the bill of quantities and Rpecifications had 

omitted some of these details . For example on the 

asphalt roofs the quantity of the stone chippiugs to 

be applied and Hhether or noL embedded in hi turnen was 

not ascertainable. On these roofs some were left without 

even the slightest layer of stone chippings. On man~ 

abutments and upstands angle fillets v:ere a ra1e detd.iJ. 

For example, on eight built-up roofs, it ~as noticed 

that none had flushint s, none had an ang] c fillet -v:hL,..' 

there should have been one, all the roofs were left 

without a protective treatment against either the 

ultra-violet ray!: or the use as a hanging arc.<! for "''~ ... 
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clothes. These roofs now have their felts wornout 

in the only three years they have been in existence. 

On one asphalt roof the dovm pipes 'tvere completely 

omitted but the chippings were laid loose like all the 

neighbouring roofs. But it is in repair work by 

contractors that supervision and workmanship are poorest. 

Such works never stay more than three years without 

~ the roofs giving problems . For example, thP work which 

was carried out under specifications shown as Appendi~es 

3, 4 and 5 all had leaked in less than three years . 

The building done under specification specimen 3 was 

found to have been re-roofed with only one layer of 

felt. Sand was used instead of the specified quarry 

chippings. The sand was not embedded in any bitumen . 

No turn up around edges was noticed but the felt was 

finished flat 'tvith the verges . The buj lding under 

specification shovm as Appendix 4 was re-roofed ~t•i th 

bituminous roofing felt. However, only one layer of 

fe lt was applied. It 'tvas left unprotected. There 

are other roof repairs vlhich leaked after only a month 

from date of re-roofing. Supervision therefore plays 

such an important role that whoever is appointed to 

supervise a job should be a person well versed vith the 

requirement of 't·mterproofing a roof \-lith the spccifi(.'d 

material. \\There possible if his integrity is ~uspect_, 

than he should not be allm\•ed an)"tvhere near :>uch a repair 

especially if the contractor is not a speciali~t. 



CHAl:'TER IV 

DEFECTS DUE TO THE DESIGN 

Introduction 

The common types of roofing materials for flat roofs 

are usually sheet or viscous liquids which require 

continuous support. They must be supported by a flat 

or continuous surface; or deck . The type of deck wiJl 

affect the efficiency of a roof covering if it is not 

carefully constructed . Thus it could speed up the 

deterioration of the building . There are several factors 

·Hhich may cause a deck to interfe~·e \vith the performance 

of the waterproof covering . However different types 

of decks respond differently to these factors in line 

with the properties of the different types of materials 

used. Some common types of decks include metal, asbestos 

cement , straw slabs , timber boarding, chipboard , plywood, 

concrete slabs , and wood\vool slabs. Unfortunately in the 

study area the only decks fmmd were concrete slabs and 

timber boarding, but by far the co:11roonest was the concrete 

slab . In trying to understand the part played by a 

deck in enhancing , sustaining ~r decreasing efficiency of 

the roof coverings and the roof in general several aspects 

were thought to play important roles, jointly or separately . 

These factors were: 
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a) the type of deck 

b) The general height of a building 

c) Shape and size of the deck 

d) Slope/fall of a deck 

e) Outlets to a deck 

f) Gutters and dovmpipes for a deck 

a) TyEe of deck 

The decks which were encountered in the field, 

as mentioned above , were timber boarding on joists and 

concrete slab only . Despite the disparity in the 

distribution of the two deck types each type will be 

looked into separately . 

Concrete Decks . 

Concrete decks are made from reinforcement and mass 

concrete vhen cast in-situ or from precast concrete beams 

and slabs . ·-Hhichever is used on roofs certain 

characteristics of the materials arr inherent ; these are 

th~ qualities of an ' artificial ' matc~ial made from cement, 

sand, water , aggregate and reinforcement. The material 

is artificial because in its finished form the whole 

mass is forced to act as one from the original components . 

llo\,,cver, this conglomeration does not stop the elements 

at times from acting separately '\-.Then finally laid as the 

roof . Add on to thj s materials v7hich are affected by 

heat, and the situation becomes very delicate . The concrete 
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deck is usually topped with a cement and sand screed 

of 2Smm minimum thickness 't·lith an irnpor tant function; it 
provides the roof fall. The dominant factor in a roof deck 

is the water which is used to facilitate the binding 

of the different materials. A· lot of water is used during 
the mixing of both the mass concrete for the deck as well 

as the cement and sand topping scrcP.d. For example, 

a cubic meter of fresh concrete may contain between 2.27kg 
and 4. 5ltkg ( 5 to 10 lbs . )1. This vTater must be allov1ed 

to escape if the roof is to give a satisfactory performance 
from the beginning. Water should be kept to the minimum 
required or given time to dry before laying the wcterproof 
materials . This is because once the w~t0rproof is laid it 
will fulfill its purpose of remaining impervious to water -
both from within and without the deck. Such water , entrapped 
in the deck, mir,ht take very lon~ before it dries up . In 

the process of drying it may cause blistering to the 

covering or drip back into the rooms below . Ventilators 
are thus used to speed up the drying process . The cement 
and sand screed may have a profound effect on the covering 

if care is not exercised in laying it. This would be due 
to its proximity to the"impervious covering and thus to 

the sun 's heat . To begin with drying shrinkage may be the 

beginning to flat roof pcoblcms . A fast drying of the 

roof deck would cauGe cracking to the deck and crazing and 
cracking to sheet materials . A controlled rate of drying would 
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result in a minimised but harmless shrinkage2 Several 

other measures are available which would minimise 

shrinkage. Shrinkage occurs when the water used in 

mixing the cement, sand and aggregates evaporates. Thus 

if very little water, only necessary to cause the cement 

to set, is used thP.n shrinkap.e will be Pven minimised 

further3 . Alternatively the screed can be laid in 3 meter 

bays in a "chaquer-board fashion" such that the shrinkage 

is not spread all over . One bay shou~d be allowed to 

set before casting the next one4 . Yet another measure of 

minimising cracking from shrinkage is by using clenn coarse 

sand in a mix of 1 : l1 cement and sand5 . That means the 

sand should be washed . In Nakuru area , for example, the 

last requirement is one whose fulfilment is doubtful . The 

sand used in construction is collected from areas which 

were once covered by Lake Nakuru . Therefore to begin with 

they are salty and subject to efflorescence . But more 

serious is the fact that they usually contain many 

impurities and it is very doubtful as to 'vhether or not 

they are washed before being used. Therefore it is 

highly possible that problems of the flat roof start 

quite early . 

The concrete roof is affected by solar heating and 

cooling . But because it contains different materials, these tmterials 

respond at different rates . This differential reaction 

leads to cracking , curling and crazing. These are in~vitably 
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communicated to the wat:er-proofing coverings . Hmvever, 

two measures are usually taken to reduce the movement 

within the slab . Expansion joints allow expansion within 

a particular slab section. Unfortunately , as was pointed 
out in an earlier chapter the expansion joints n.re rarely 

well covered and the inevitable expansion leads to water 

seeping through the joint . Artother mea&urP to reduce 

thermal effects in the slab is the application and 

maintenance of a reflc~cive finish to reflect the sun ' s 

rays. As was pointed ou~ in chapt~r two reflectivity 
f 

is only efficient immediately after construction , b efore 
age affects it . Therefore the concrete deck can b e assumed 
to be constantly moving and causing the v7alerproof 

covering to expand and contract . These movements are 

only accommodated to a certain extent by most roof 

coverings. Once that water-proof material drys up and 

becomes brittle its response to the deck ' s thermal 

movements becomes very reGtricted; thus the material 

cracks and leaks. There are other factors ~vhich can 

affect the decks but in old buildings like the ones 

which ,.;ere investigated ..Lt \vas not possibll.! to know 
. 

their contribution to damages . These include deformations 
due to the weight of the deck itself and any weights 

which may have bePn imposed on it. These jnducecl movements 

occur because the roofin~ materials are elastic to a 

certain extent . So the vlCit;,ht::; on the roof combined ;;itll 
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the thermal effects cause slow creep in the deck which 

may result in the deformation of the deck6 . If the 

deformations were to result in depressions occuring 

on the roof deck then pending with its consequential 

damages may be experienced on the surface . 

Timber Deck. 

Timber decking appears to be less popular than 

concrete slab roofu . Probably the lack of popularity 

arises from the fact that poor workmanship has a greater 

effect on the performance of the roof in general compared 

to concrete roofs . The timber used in connection with 

the roof must be treated with preservatives to inhibit 

attack by insects and fungi induced decay. Also the 

timber must not contain too much moisture . When the 

timber members contain too much moisture the drying 

shrinkage process leaves a defor med deck. Timber jois t s 

are laid across the r oof spaces at appropriate centres 

to form a rigid support . Over the timber joists 

25 x lOOmm timber tongued and grooved boards , straw 

slabs, chipboards, plywood or woodwool slabs can be 

nailed. The decking material to be used influences the 

spacing of joists . The size of joists is dependent 

upon (a) the expected spacing for purposes of fixing the 

decking material , (b) the span of the roof, and \ C) the 

expected load to be carried7 . For example timber boarding 
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deck will require a maximum spacing of joists of upto 

450mm centres; 18mm chipboards need maximum spacing 

of 400nnn; 22mm thick chipboa1 ds or 50mm \vood'tvool and 

compressed straw slabs, will requrie joists to be at 

600mm ccntres8 . The spacing ensures a rigid base which 

can 'tvithstand the anticipated ueights to the roofn vis-a-vis 

the sizes of the deck . But at least it must carry the 

weights of any maintenance activities on the roof without 

curling or bending . Yne bPnding may result in the loss 

of adhension between the deck and the waterproofing 

material . 

Only 3 titrber decked flat roofs were encountered 

in the ar~R of study. All of them had timbAr boards 

~~iled on joicts to provide a continuous base for bonding 

the waterproofing covering. Two of them had built - up 

I 

felt while the other had butyl rubber as the waterproofing 

material . The most outstanding feature with these roofs 

was that they all leaked terribly before they were 10 

years old . Two of them, being between 13 and 14 years 

old , were recently renovated to have pitched roofs with 

mangalorc tiles and.asbestos cement sheets . They had 

nll[ailed . However, observations of the decks from 

rooms bclm; as well as from small sections which were 

not renovated showed one possible source of problems . The 

100 x 25~n boarding on which the roof covering was bonded , 

were nailed across the fall of the roof. This may have 
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arisen as a result of the arrangement of the t:ir.·ber 

members involved in ensuring a smooth fall. A fall on 

a timber deck can be obtained in two different ways : 

(a) the joists may be laid with the required fall . 

Unfortunately the ceilings ~nd up heine inclined in 

the direction of the fall. If care is not taken the 

timber boarding will be naile0. across the joists. 1-Jhen 

such happens to be the case, however, in the event of 

the timber boards curling or warping the ensuing ridges 

and depressions are across Lhe. fall thereby e111pending 

the smooth flow of water . Timber boards will curl to 

a certain degree as a result o£ drying and shrjnking 

as a result of solar heating . (b) Another method of 

getting the slope is by laying timber firring pieces 

nailed on the joists . The firrings provide the slope 

since they are tapered to form the r~quired slope and 

nailed in the appropriate direction . The fir~ings may 

be laid on the joists or across the joists9 . By laying 

the joists horizontally a flat ceiling is obtained but 

the deck may be laid to the desired fall. Thus the 

joists may be laid across or parcllel to Lhe fall with 

the firrings being nailed in a like manner . To minimise 

the effects of warping and curling timber boarding over 

the joists or fi rrings must be laid parallel or diagonally, 

to the fa11 10 . This measure ensures that no rajmmter 

flow i& interfered \·lith by any thermal induced cPfonr..E:lt'j ')t! 

of the decking boards . On th~ c.bovc mentioned xoofs the 
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boarding members had been laid across the fall in all 

cases . The consequences of the omission of this requirement 

was thought to be responsible for the failure of the 

butyl rubber whose outlets became of little use as a 

result of widespread pending which left outlets seemingly 

at the wrong places . On top of the above the renovated 

felted roof might not have been kept in a shiny state 

to reflect the solar rays . From the field observations 

of roofs, reflectivity is not given much attention . 

~his could have le8d to over reaction of the the deck 

to the solar heat. If the cotttractor building the deck 

had failedto use seasoned boards either knowingly or 

due to wrong specification then the solar heat would 

have resu l tPri in eYAggerc. t~d ~·1arping and curling . lluwe:v8r 

this factor could not be ascertained . Another factor 

which could not be ascertained was the manner of fixing 

the first layer . As pointed out in chapter two partial 

bonding allows a certain amount of movement between 

the deck and the built up felt. On timber decks it 

was pointed out that the first layP.r shoulq be nailed 

to the deck instead. of fully bonding it r,1ith bitumen. 

As ~o whether this measure was instituted it was not 

possible to ascertc.in . 



b) Height of a building 

Building range from single storey to any nwnber 

of storeys depending on planning regulation of the local 

authority as well as personal choice of the building 

owner . Each building may experience separate problems 

as a reGult of s~veral factors . One of these factors 

is accessibility to the roof deck by non-main~enance 

people . The roof may have been finished to take some 

limited activities from the occupants or users of the 

building. For example , in the case of domestic mul ti

storeyed buildings the roof may be finished in a v1ay 

that allows v1et clothes to hung t here to dry . Pos t s 

and lines are fixed on the roof ~o facil i tate this~ 

\'lher~ such an acti.vity is envisaged the surface must 

be finished with either concrete tiles of 3CC }~ JOO x 25uun , 

asbestos cement tiles of 300 x 300 Y. 25 or 8mm , cement 

nnd sand screed of 25mm laid over a separating membrane . 

These materials should be light coloured so ~1at they 

do not absorb much solar heat . These materials especially 
tiles, have many joints which are potential weak points 

where water from drying clothes or rainfall can penetrate 

easily . Therefore the tiles should not be treated as 

the waterproof finishing on t~.eir own . A cement and 

sand screed v1il J hr~vc cracks due to drying shrinkag~ 

as 'flell as expansion and contractj on erfects caused by 
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the sun's heat . Unfortunately care is not always 

exercised \·7here roofs arc used for hanging ,.,et clothes . 

For example, in one local authority it war. found that 

roofs of eight of their flat roofed flats were used 

for hanging wet clothings to dry. None of them however 

had any finishing to allow constant foot traffic. Worse 

still no reflective finishing ~as ever applied at the 

time of construction . The results of such use of a 

roof are prPdic table . There is constant \·letting by 

the water from the drying cloth~s which would noL be 

widespread because of the possible arrangement of the 

drying lines as well as the quantity of the wet clothes . 

This uneven wetting would cause much stress to the 

coverings because of temperature differences between 

the wet and dry areas . Since this may be fairly frequent 

the felts would deteriorate very quickly. In another 

group of flats where the same use of roofs occurn:~d 

concrete tiles had been used ov~r the roof but :1 \7ater

proof material had not been used under them. Therefore 

anytime the clothes w~re hung on the drying lines !;Orne 

water inevitably found its way through to the ceiling 

below. 

Apart from the above anticipated usage of t he roof 

other uses may occur which were not anticipated at the 

time of designing. One such usc observed was that kitchen 

water used to wash dirty utensils and food !'emains ·.-cls 

I 
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poured into the outlets, may be by children . This 

misuse was found to have caused the narrowing of the 

gratings ' openings because of the sticky and greasy 

nature of the water and food remains . As a result, 

speedy discharge of raim~·ater was j eopardised . Yet 

another damaging roof usage noL anticipated by designers 

was encountered on flat asphalt roofs. Chairs or blankets 

were used to rest on . The chairs had created smal] 

depressions with their legs on the asphalt. Constant 

usage of this nature would weaken the asphalt at the 

point in the long run. Where blankets \\1ere used to 

sleep on , it was observed that the stooe chippings, which 

had not been embedded to the asphalt, had been swept 

aside to create a smooth surface upon ¥7hich to sprF!ad 

I 

a blanket. Thus, when the blanket was removed the surface 

v1as not re-covered ,..,ith the chippings . The solar 

protection of the asphalt was therefore removed . The 

sections not interfered with would give protection as 

anticipated . Uneven heating would occur thereby 

hastening the deterioration of the asphalt. As pojnted 

out earlier on the asphalt surfaces had many cracks 

which will cause problems in the not too distant future. 

The misuse of the roofs '\-.ras hov1ever limited to those 

roofs which were built with drying clothes facilit1es . 

The other flat roofs had no d:Lrect accessibility '\·:ithout 

the use of a ladder . Those servPd by trap doors for 
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~aintenance purpose were not misused, used or frequented 

by anybody ·at all except maintenance staff . 

Another factor connected with the height of a 

building was the surrounding features . Surrounding 

features include trees, taller buildings and the ground 

vegetation in the vicinity . Trees surrounding or near 

a building shed leaves frequently during the year . Quite 

a number of these leaves are blown by wind on to the 

nearby flat roofs , as wel l as any other roofs . Hhen 

these leaves are deposited by the winds on flat roors 

they might not be blown off again by winds immeGiately . 

They, instead , flow with any water on the roof towards 

outlets where they cause or sp~ed up blockage. The 

accumula.tion of leaves on roofs depend on the type of trees, 

some shed n1o!:e ]eaves than others so that some roofs , 

v1ill have more leaves accumulation than others. Leaves 

in conjuclion with other debris on the roof eventually 

accumulate at the outlets . This accumulation enhances 

the silting of the dust and other small particles found 

on the roof as a result of the reduced speed of rain-

water flowing towards the outlets . Once the dust silts, 

in the course of lime , it will form a thick enough layer 

which would allow sprouting of any windborne seeds falling 

on the roof . The accumulating of leaves depended on 

the height of the building . It decreased with the iucrease 

of height m'3:inly because leaves are shed downwords d.r•d ftt·~ 
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trees are as tall as four stoyered buildings . Where 

there are no trees nearby leave accumulation would 

be minimal . 

There were a few cases where one building was 

taller dtan the adjacent ones . In such an arrangement 

it was observed tl1at there was a tendency of people 

throwing rubbish onto t he l ower roof . Some of this 

rubbish may interfere with the efficiency of the outlets. 

The ground vegetations of the locality of the 

building have a part to play in causing roof problems. 

\Vhere the g~ass happens to be covering the ground sparsely 

the winds will carry more dust than where the ground 

is thickly covered . Winds , especially miniature - · cyclones, 

will sweep up a lot of dust f r om the bare ground patches 

or any cultivated areas and deposit it on any nearby 

roofs . In one case a bui lding was found to have very 

strong plants which had germinated on the roof . This 

roof had a thick layer of dust around the outlet ; 

unfortunately the roof storage tank had le8ked for n 

long time thus enhancing the growth of wild plants on 

the roof. Plate 3 shows the results of prolonged dust 

accumulation on roof . Dust accumulation is also enhanced 

by the presence of dusty roads nearby . 
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PLATE III WILD PLANTS GROWING AROUND A BLOCKED OUTLET LONG FORGOTTEN BY THE MAINTENANCE TEAMS 
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c) Sl ope/falls to the roof 

All roofs which are not designed to retain water 

on the roof must be able to drain water out of the 

roof . The faster it does that the fewer problems it 

is likely to expect from rainwater . Pitched roofs are 

designed to speedily dispose off water falling on them . 

But then their roof coverings are never water-tight. 

The opposite being the r~se with flat roofs in every 

way the problems of roof leakage tend to be common . 

The flatter t he roof or the smaller t h e angle of 

inclination the more susceptible a roof is to leakage. 

Since the longer the water remains on the roof the more 

damage it is likely to cause and at a faster rate, 

then, it would seem that a steeper slope would be more 

suitable . However if the slope becomes too sharp the 

roof will cease being a flat roof with its anticipated 

advantages . At the same time other problems may be 

encountered such as an inclined soffit to the roof , 

an extra thick roof slab or thicker firring pieces 

to timber decking. The minimum fall should be 1 in 80 

(12mm in 1000 mm ruri) for asphalt roofs while built-up 

felt roofs should be 1 in 60 (17mm to lO OOmm run) 11 . 

These are the minimum falls belo~l which the roof \vould 

be expected to cause pending especially in rainy climates. 

Where the climate is reasonably cl>-y Hith little rain.fell 

during the year the fall can be as small as 1 in 12012 . 



If the rainfall is appreciatebly high the falls may 

be as high as 1 in 3013 . In the later falls, it is 

unlikely that pending will be experienced even when 

the workmanship goes below average. 

In the area of study buildings were found to have 

three general types of falls : 

1 . Falls in one general direction 

2 . Falls in two directicns i.e . the roof surface 

is divided into two planes with water falling 

i n the opposite directions, and 

3. Falls in several directions into an outlet, 

positioned at several places on the roof . 

1 . Slopes in one direction 

Generally the roofs which have this type of slope, 

end in an eaves gutter or at unwelted verges . This 

type of slope in most cases , is usually characterised 

by a smooth slope ~-1hich experiences few pending or 

damaging blockage at outlets . Its outlets are normally 

situated in a gutter, or they have none at all . It 

is easier to constr~ct a smooth slope to one general 

direc tion if the workers are deligent . Hov1ever if not 

properly supervised a slope may end up having depressions . 

0'1 the roofs visited only a small number \vas found to 

have this type of slope. This slope type has one main 
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advantage in that the outletsare not on the surface 

of the roof . Since the outlets are in the gutters in 

case of blockage \vater \v_ill leak more heavily only on 

the eaves soffits situated under the gutter as opposed 

to leakage into the rooms below. This is especially 

so \·1het"e the gutter has been intergrated in the slab. 

However, where the roof is rarely inspected water will 

remain trapped in the gutter until a lot of damage has 

been done to the coverings in the gutter ; especially 

after rainy seasons . At times metal gutters are fixed 

to the verge at the edge of the slab . These gutters, 

though they may at times look incongruous 'vi th the concrete 

slab, minimise leakage problema even more . This is 

because even if their ouLlets become chocked with leaves 

th~ water will overflow the gutter and possibly drip 

to the ground or down the walls . 

The incorporated gutters or parapet gutters 

however have one big advantage in connection with roof . 

maintenance. When leakage occurs 1s a result of blocked 

outlets the rn~intenancc staff wil : be able to pinpoint 

the source of leakage with a lot of confidence . Henc~ 

trial and error methods of dealing with flat roof leakage 

are minimised . An extra advantage is that in case 

expQnsive methods of dealing with flat roof , especially 

susceptible areas, are availabl8, they can be ea~ily 



accorded to the gutters. 

There are occasions ~hen the roof is not provided 

with eaves gutters or outlets. In such cases water 

drips down the eaves . A common mistake observed was 

that a metal trim was committed and the felt either 

finished flash with edge of the slab or was carried 

down the slab thickness and bonded or nailed into the 

slab . \fuere the built-up relt is finished flash ~vatcr 

and wind will enter under the felt and start to lift 

it. Eventually it would start to peal backwards 

allowing moisture to penetrate even further into the 

felt. 

A big disadavantage however exists in this typP 

of surface in that where the plinth area is large the 

slope might involve having an extra thick screed to 

facilitate a continuous slope . This woll.ld mean adding 

extra weight to the roof . In the case of timber dEcking 

the firring pieces might have to be extra thick at the 

usually thicker end . There is one way mentioned earlier 

on of getting a slope by incorporating it in the slab 

or jost. This can reduce the thickness of the screed 

or firrings b'-'t create inclined soffits which might 

Dot be aesthetically acceptable . 
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2. Slopes in two directions 

Sometimes a roof might be too wide to be 

successfully served by a one directional slope. One 

of the ways of reducing the thickness of the screed 

is by having two slopes on the roof. Thus the thickness 

of the screed at the highest point is reduced by half. 

The treatment of the edges of two directional roof 

sloping outwards is the same as for the single direction 

slope . In other cases the roof surface may slope towards 

the middle of the roof in the shape of a butterfly. In 

the case of the slopes being outwards the efficiency 

of the roof will depend on how big the fall is . If 

i t is n@gligible then the water will flow slowly to 

the edges. A slow journey of the water on the roof 

eventually causes problems firstly, in the case of felt 

roofs, whose rapid deterioration is enhanced by prolonged 

wetness , the slow journey of the water increases the 

chances of failure . Any small depression or ridging 

or blistering of the felt will amplify the quantity 

of water retained on the roof. Secondly, where the 

slope is negligible a wrong application of stone chippings 

as a reflective finish will slow the flow of water even 

further thereby increasing the chances of leakage. 

Thirdly, if the slope is small dust and small leaves 

have higher chances of accumulating on the surface . This 

will eventually reduce the reflectivity of the finish. The 
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roof slopes , as for singl~ slopes , may end in a parapet 

gutter , no gutters at all or metal gutters . It was 

pointed out in sf.>ction ( 1) above problems experienced 

or reduced by the single slope, the same happens on the 

two directional slopP.s. In the area of study these 

types of slopes were encountered on three buildings only . 

On two of these the slopes wel~ quite noticeable and 

efficient . One of these two was covered with butyl rubber 

while the other ,.,as covered with bituminous roofing felt . 

The felted roof had the felt finished flash at the I 

eaves; that is it h ad no gutter or trim. Hmvever, as it 

was newly laid,no failure hcd as yet occurred . The butyl 

rubber roof had gutters incorporated in the slab. However, 
.-

no problems of leakage had ever been reported in the 

l ast 10 years . The third roof was a built-up felt roof 

with a stone chippings finish. This roof was observed 

to have a slight slope compared to other two . Thus the 

speed of water has usually been slow . The stone chippings 

were unfortunately below required size and had been 

mixed with sand . These bw points were contributory to 

the problems experienced by this roof. The roof had 

l eaked from several places. The roof slopes ended at 

intergrated parapet gutters. Due to frequent blockage 

of outlets leakage signs under the outlets indicated 

that that the pa~apet 6Utters and their outlets had 

failed. 
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Two buildings had butterfly roofs which sloped 

inwards instead of outwards . Though they are t\>10 

slopes just like the earlier types the fact that all the 

r ainwater is collected in the middle section made the 

di f ference . The middle section must be able to cope 

wi t h the water from the two slopes . Thus one gutter 

or trough does the work of two parapet gutters . ~big 

disadvantage of this roof design ·Has observed to be 

tha t in case of a leakage ,water would drip right into 

the rooms below. One of the buildings was a concrete 

deck while the other was timber tongued and grooved 

boarding . The concrete deck had good falls on the two 

slopes . The susceptibility of the roof surface to leakage 

was observed to be just as for the out'tvard sloping type . 

Howev er, the middle area was observed to be more prone 

t o defects than the rest of the roof surface . The 

outlets 'tvere located at the ends of the only gutter in 

t he middle of the roof. In case of blockage of outlets 

the \vater would accumulate in large quantities in the 

mi ddle . However, to avoid such an eventuality, overflow 

pipes or vents can be provided next to the outlet . In 

the case of the buildings encountered no such overflow 

vents \vere provided neither were there gratings to the 

outlets . Therefore blockage was only likely to be in 

the dov.'T'pipe s . In the case of the timber decked roof 

the slopPs ~ere rather low and p0nding occurrPd on several 
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sections. The middle section was shaped into a sharp

edged trough of 1 . 0 meter width into which outlets 

were positioned . They too were not protected with 

gratings . Due to possible expansion and curling of 

the timber boarding this middle trough was not very 

even all through . Moreover mo::;t of the dmmpipe·s had 

been blocked . With the l ater defect the rain water 

could only be drained by either seeping into the felt 

and hence into the timber boarciing , evaporate, or 

overflow from one outlet rs depression into the 

unblocked ones . From the observation of the t\vo types 

encountered , the: "butterfly" type which slopes inward 

though only on two buildings would seem more prone to 

~e<lkagc problems th<ln the other type . The:. c,utward 

sloping roofs give an impression of dispensing water 

while the inward sloping roof collects the water in 

the middle. With all dust and debris gathering in the 

parts of the rooL blockage of outlets would be mvre 

likely and even more damaging to the covering; 

reflectivity in the middle section may be reduced at 

a faster rate than nn the outward sloping roof. 

Furt:hermore the later type has more flexibility in the 

verge detailing. Howe:ver if there was a -r.·Jay of dealing 

with gutters to reduce the likelyhoo~ of leakage then 

the middle gutter vmuld. be easier to deal wi tlt than 

the parapet gutter . 

f 
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3. The multi-directional slopes 

A roof may slope in several directions as the 

design dictates . Multi-directional slopes refer to 

situations where an outlet may be situated where water 

flow to it from several angles or directions of the 

roof. For example an outlet may be centrally placed 

resulting in water flowing to it from all directions , 

an outlet can also be placed at a corner of the roof 

so that all the water flows to that place, also outlets 

may be situated at the lower ends of the roof but in 

the process the major slope is subdivided so that each 

outlet serves a specific part of the roof. The slope 

is thus subdivided according to the number of outlets . 

These falls have an added advantage to the roof in that 

they can be steeper to individual outlets than one 

single slope, thereby increasing the faster flow of 

rainwater . At the time of creating the many falls the 

screed thickness is reduced slightly thus reducing the 

added weight to the roof. To get the slopes therefore 

the screed is laid witll several ridges according to 

the number of outlets . A roof may have one or two general 

slopes. Thus the shape might be like the one directional 

slope with one thick screed at the upper part, or it 

may be generally dual directional with one general ridge 

in the middle and slopes to the sides; it may be a general 

slope but· with the whole roof draining tov~ards one outlet 
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either at the centre or at a corner . 

The majority of the buildings visited had these 

types of falls . The more the outlets the more the 

slopes and therefore the more efficient the roof 

was assumed to be . However the~e types were more 

troublesome than the other types discussed earlier . 

Where the outlet is at a corner it was observed that 

the slopes were not always consistent. There were signs 

of slow speeds of water where it deposited dust or I 

any rubbish in it . At tinEs such outlets were found 

to be slightly higher than the area just next to it. 

This lead to pending. On all the most troublesome 

roofs this was the predominant slope arrangement. However , 

several factors were obs~rved to contribute or likely 

to contribute to the failure of these roofs. Where 

the slope is towards an only outlet the fall tends not 

to be very consistent so that pending occurs . In such 

a case if anything interferes with the outlet such as 

the level being slightly raised or blockage to outlet 

occurs , the amount of ~vater v1hich remains on the roof 

can be a lot. The ~ater in such a case waits for 

evaporation as no alternatives were observed to exist. 

On the other hand ~·7here there are several falls leading 

to different outlets the problems are not reduced either . 

One outlet monopolises a certain section of the roof . 

The monopoly is total in that when an outlet gets blocked 
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the consquential pending cannot flow to the next outlet . 

This lack of mobility of stagnant 'I.-later even t-1hen the 

next outlet is not blocked was responsible for a number 

of leakages . For example, on a roof one outlet to 

serve a separated roof section on its own was omitted 

or forgotten. The consequence was that water had to 

be pumped out manually though there was an outlet 

e l sewhere. Figur~s 5 and 6 illustrate this point . 

Evaporation was relied upon to reduce the quantity of 

the water, it also affected the coverings. Stresses 

a r e created at the wet and cold portions of the the 

covering which also lead to uneven heating of the slab 

r esulting in uneven expansion and contraction. In 

general workmanship at the time of laying the screed 

to get the required fall was thought to play a crucial 

r ol e in ensuring a pending free roof . The fewer the 

ou t lets the more care should be in maintaining a smooth 

continuous slope especially if the slope is small . 

d) The outlets to the roof 

The point at which the downpipes end at the roof 

in order to receive the water is the outlet; or where 

the wa ter leave s the roof to flow downwards or 

outwards. Ba sically the outlet is supposed to drain 

water fr om the fl a t roof . Failure to carry out this 

duty results in fir s tly ponding .ar ound the outlet . Secondly, 
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deter i oration of the covering of ponded area and finally 

leakage in the rooms below. Several details can cause 

the failure of an outlet. The foremost being the approach 

to the outlet: water should reach the outlet as soon 

as poss ible and smoothly too. Once water reaches the 

outle t it should exit smoothly . The approach to the 

ou tlet should be a smooth slope. Good workmanship will 

ensure that. The size of the outlet is normally more 

or less the same as the diameter of the downpipe. So, 

if the downpipe is narrow even the outlet will be small . 

This is so especially where the outlet is actually on 

the surface of the roof. Outlets were observed to range 

from lOOmm to 150mm diameter. The roof covering should 

be dressed around the outlet to maintain a water tight 

condition. If it is not watertight water will seep 

in between the outlet and the slab and eventually into 

the area below . 

The positioning of the outlets, especially when 

they are few in number, is very important . The bigger 

the area per outlet the wider it should be . An outlet 

can be positioned at a more or less central position 

on a roof area. The water may approach it from all 

sides (see figure 5) . In the area of study six buildings 

were observed to have this outlet positioning. Two 

of these gave leakage problems. In some cases it was 
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observed that the slopes w-ere rather shallow resulting 

in water not reaching the outlets . The main 

disadvantage of this type of outlet positioning arises 

from the fact that it is in a depression with no provision 

or possibility of having an alternative exit nearby. 

Therefore in case of blockage water would have to rely 

on evaporation \<7ith harmful uneven heating as a 

resultant. Another type of positioning of an outlet 

could be at a corner. In such an outlet the efficiency 

will be affected very much by the workmanship in trying 

to get a continuous smooth slope . It was observed that 

the slope became too small from a distance of 1.5 meters 

from the outlet . If there happens to be a small rise 

at the mouth of the outlet it would cause large sheets 

of water to stagnate there. At the same time any dust , 

debris or leaves in the water are depos ited on this 

shallow slope near the outlet due to the reduced sp~ed 

of water. However, such an outlet has an advantage 

over the earlier type in that an overflow pipe can be 

easily incorporated near the outlet thereby enabling 

water to flow out in case of a blockage. 

An outlet may also be positioned anY\·Jhere along 

the edge of the roof next to the kerb , parapet oc an 

abutment . Its efficiency firstly depends on the area 

of the roof it serves . If the area is large than the 

chances of leakage is high because in ~rying to reduce 
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the size of the screed the slope also becomes too small . 

Also quality workmanship is essential. In most cases 

it was observed that the slopes to such outlets were 

unnoticeable . It was easier therefore for the outlets 

to fail as well as the roof covering near the outlet. 

However, the more the outlets ~he higher the efficiency . 

Where the roofs are served by gutters the outlets 

are placed within the gutters. The most suitable 

position should be central to the whole length of the 

gutters, the dovmpipes serving such a gutter should 

have a cross sectional area half that of the gutter14 

Several buildings v7hich had gutters hmvever did not 

have this requirement . A gutter may be served by one 

outlet situated at one end with one gen~ral slope. A 

centrally located outlet to a gutter has an advantage 

I 

in that slopes to an outlet are easy to achievQ . However , 

where there ~re several outlets in a gutter , despite 

the slopes being good, if one outlet gets blocked the 

water cannot flmv to the next outlet. Overflow pipes , 

if provided for every outlet, might be unattractive. 

That not withstanding , the more outlets the less the 

frequency of blockage of outlets since they will have 

sharp slopes which vould speedily discharge the water . 
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Outlets are usually provided with gratings to 

stop leaves and other large particles from entering 

and possibly causing blockage within the downpipes. 

As some downpipes are situated in the structural columns, 

a blockage would be difficult to rectify. Though a 

grating might be seen as a com·t>onent to stop ruhbish 

from entering into the column, its impact on the 

performance of th~ covering is big . To help understand 

this impact, several grating types and their performance 

were identified . 

The first type of grating which was encountered 

is the spun steel rain-v1ater grating shown in figure 7 . 

Basically it consists of a domed grating, a damping 

device , a rnt!tal h~ad and a hook. They a.ce as::;emoled 

on site . This was the commonest type on huildings. 

The grating as can be observed is removable if not 

correctly tightened . ~rongly fixed outlets were the 

sources of some leakages observed . The common practice 

is to leave the grating component completely exposed . 

As figure 8 shows the way the grating is fixed decides 

vlhether or not a certain amount of '\vater ,,•ill be retained 

on the roof. It was observed that due to this f ixing 

of outlets the amount of water which stagnates causes 

silting around the outlet . The silting w~ll slowly 

raise the level of the covering at that point and 

eventually expanding bacl~1ards to the roof slope, felt 

deterioration is the end result . As the gratine stops 
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debris from going through, the debris accumulate until 

eventually only a greater volume of waterthan before 

can exit at the top . The grating openings should be 

level with the incoming water so that it does not stop, 

even for a while , anywhere near the outlet . It should 

not be buried below the level of the roof covering 

because this even speeds up the rate of blockage as 

leaves can be easily held over the openings thereby 

starting a blockage. This type of grating was 

particularly vulnerable where the roof level was low 

with trees around as well as rubbish throvm there 

intentionally. 

The other type of grating encountered was the 

cast iron type . This type has a grill 'tvhich stops lcp.ves 

and other rubbish from going into the downpipes . As 

for the previous type care in fixing is necessary to 

make sure that it is either level or slightly ]ower 

than that roof covering . This will enable water to flow 

without a stop or reduced spezd into the outlet. Figure 

9 shows the grating type . However, one of "the 

disadvantages of thls type of outl~t is that itpresents 

a wide surface to the waterborne rubbish upon which 

it gets stuck. Also it is easy for loose stone chippings 

to cover the whole surface therefore affecting the flow 

of the water . It is particularly vulnerable where there 

are trees around . 
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Some gratings were half-barrel shaped. The side 

which is barrel - shaped faces the direction of the slope . 

This was designed to receive water from generally one 

direction, unlike the earlier types . This single 

directional approach was observed as the main weakness 

of the grating. This was so because leaves or papers 

or any other debris may flow from the one direction 

and block the single approach . This will cause immediate 

pending. It was observed that where the roof was several 

floors high its efficiency was enhanced because fewer 

leaves or other debris are deposited there. 

Another type of outlet encountered had plastic 

material components . Its grating's shape was like 

the spun steel type but slightly smaller. If incorrectly 

fixed the same problems would ensue . However it is 

more vulnerable to damage by wrong users as it is not 

physically strong . 

Occasionally some outlets were found to have no 

gratings . These were encountered on roofs of single 

or double storeyed buildings. An outlet without a 

grating is only advisable where the down-pipe passes 

on the external face of a wall. The lower the height 

of the building the fewer the worries of blockage in 

the downpipes. The buildings which did not have gratings 

had mixed performances . Six did not have problems, 

but two timber - decked roofs without gratings had suffered 
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from blockage in the downpipes. Rov1ever, the sizes 

of the outlets were narrower than those of the six 

buildings. Sometimes an outlet is through a parapet 

wall. In such cases gratings are rarely ~rovided. The 

opening usually varies and in most cases the nariower 

it is the easier it is to block. The slope is usually 

the determining factor at the point . 

In conclusion outlets were thought to contribute 

a lot to roof leakages than anticipated . Their problems 

arose from ~~ong fixing of the gratings and the failure 

to provide a smooth slope up to the outlet. An outlet 

v.•hich fails to discharge 1;.;rater is a weak point because 

it has a joint all around it which was seen to leak 

in several buildings . The same care exercised in laying 

the roof covering should be exercised when fixing the 

outlet . 

e) Gutter and downpipes 

These are mainly aimed at ensuring that water 

is discharged from the roof and a'l.·my from the walls. The 

gutters usually collect water from the roof area and 

directs it to the downpipes . Therefore the gutters 

must be able to cepe with the downpour expected. The 

capability of the gutters, for e~amplc, tc cope with 

the rain falling on the roof depends o~ the area of the 
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roof, the pitch of the roof, the angle of rainfall at 

its pick and the amount 1t peak time of downpour15 . 

In order to get the exact flow load of a gutter for 

a roof inclined upt 50° it has been found that " 2 . 5/100 x 

actual roof surface area in square feet" will help 

give the flow in gallons per M~nute16 . However, gutters 

rarely overflow unless the outlet is blocked . It must 

be kept clean so that water flows smoothly . A minimum 

width of 3 OOmm has been found to be sui table 17 . There 

are two common types of gutters . There are the eaves 

gutters and gutters incorporated in the roof slab . The 

eaves gutters are fixed at the edge of the roof slab 

or at the roof overhang . Usually a timber fascia board 

will be used for fixing the gutter pipes. The gutter 

pipes are therefore slightly lower than the roof surface . 

This is a great boost to the efficiency of the gutter 

because once the water reaches the gutter pipes it cannot 

receed back to the roof to precipitate leakages. Rather 

the water can only overflow outwards and possibly cause 

staining on the soffits and the '>valls . The eaves gutters 

are usually made of.metal or asbestos . In the case of 

metal gutters their weakness lies in exposure to the 

weather without proper protection . Rusting can cause 

fast corrosion and necessitate rene\vals . \-lhen used 

on roofs which rarely get attended their renewals would 

have to be more frequent . In the buildings visited 
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only one had metal gutters . The sizes and manner of 

fixing wer~ wrong as the effects could be seen from 

the discolouration of the soffit and wall . No roof 

leaks could however be attributed to the failure of 

the gutters as they were somehow 'removed ' from the 

roof slab . The incorporated gutter or concrete gutters 

had differen t consequences to the roof . As they were 

cast at the same time with the roof slab the roof covering 

was joined to that of the slab . Moreover their edge 

levels were not different from the levels of the roof . 

A kerb or parapet was provided along the edge of the 

whole roof. As a result if a blockage occurs to an 

outlet within the gutter the damage to the covering 

could affect the rest of the roof in one way or another . 

The trouble with the incorporated gutters was 

found to be confined to the outlets. Though they are 

vulnerable ·because of the water which must collect in 

them, where the outlets are many the risks of leakage 

are assumed to he minimised . In the buildings visited, 

10 had gutters. Most of the gutters had outlets positioned 

at the ends. Only one building had several outlets 

in the gutters. Leakages from the gutters were 

particularly noticeable under the ourlets indicating 

that the seepage occurred through the outlets' joints . 
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Flat roofs which are provided with outlets must 

have means of discharging the water to the ground 

drainage system . Therefore downpipes are placed wherever 

the outlet is. Dmmpipes or other means fo disposing 

water from the roof may be externally fixed, in~ernally 

fixed , placed \ Lthin columns or a chain may be used 

as the downpip The downpipes encountered were found 

to be between lOOmm and lSOmm diameter . It was only 

in two buildin s that narrow dmmpipes were found to 

have been used These had experienced blockage problems . 

In most cases he efficiency of a dovmpipe is ·affected 

by the efficiency of an outlet. As far as flat roof ' s 

problems are cuncerned downpipes on their own were not 

blamed for the l~akages. However in as far as they · 

necessitate the presence of gratings to outlets then 

they are soon to be part and parcel of the flat roof 

problems . 

A rare metlwd of discharging water form the roofs 

was encountered in two buildings . This was the use 

of a chain as a do\mpipe . The chain was fixed to an 

iron round piece in the outlet hole and then cast into 

a concrete channel at the base. Since this chain was 

an open water way it did not require a grating . It 

could not get blocked . This eliminated one of the major 

causes of roof problems ; that is, of ponding as a result 

of outlet blockage . The chain discharges all the water 

• 
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PLATE IV A CHAIN ACTING AS THE DOWNPIPE 
TO A FLAT ROOF 
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't-7hich finds its way to the outlet hole . Ho~-1ever, it has 

limitations . Of the buildings which had chains as 

downpipes the tallest was a two-storeyed structure . 

The chains looked out of colour with the rest of the 

structure . And since it is external and would splash 

water on any part of a buildinb by it , it cannot be 

hidden inside a column or a duct . This would tend to 

limit its positioning to verandahs and balconies . One 

of the roofs with this type of outlets had leakage 

problems but from pending caused by inadequate slope . 

The other roof had a good slope and though maintenance 

attention to it was as rare as for other buildings no 

accumulation of debris was noticed near the outlets . 

Plate IV shows the 'chain downpipe ' . 

f) Shape and size 

To get a good slope the roof is slightly inclined 

to one side or sides giving it the specific shape. This 

not withstanding, there are other features on the roof 

which , if not taken care of , will increase the chances 

of failure . This include parapets, kerbs , expansion 

joi11ts, abutments and any other projections on the roof. 

The problems usually arise as a result of poor protection 

or ccnstruction of the particular detail . In the case 

of parapets they are regarded as troublesome flat roof 

components . Much care is needed because the parapets' 

I 
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junction with the slab is a joint. For example, since 

the waterproof covering has to be carried up the face 

of the parapet for a minimum height of 150mm, it will 

be fully exposed to the sun . The deck part of the roof 

may be protected with reflective chippings which cannot 

be applied to the parapet. Instead aluminium paint 

or metal flashing is used. ~%ere the paint has been 

used it wears off after some years; it is hardly ever 

renewed. Of the asphalt roofs encountered, both old 

and young had cracks. The asphalt skirting had once 

been painted with aluminium paint but it was barely 

traceable. As a result , the skirting of the older roof 

had many cracks. On the newer roofs signs were visible 

that skirtings will be troublesome . None had a metal 

flashing. The built - up roofs did not have any flashings 

either except that the felt was carried upto a height 

of l50mm and at times, beyond . A cement and sand mortar 

was generally used to cover 25 x 25mm groove where the 

waterproof covering is tucked into the parapet wall. 

This mortar can become loose if not cared for and this 

wi ll allow the felt or asphalt to come off or allow 

wa ter to enter. The base of the parapet wall is usually 

a delicate part. The roof slab reacts to temperature 

changes by expanding outwards and also curving itself 

upwards19 Such movements push the walls and stretch 

the coverings. The parapet base may therefore crack very 
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eas i ly . Without an angle fillet a t that j unction 

the f elts and asphalt will crack or lift. De s pite this 

danger a number of buildings were obs~rved not to have 

the fillets . 

Some buildings are built without parapets . Such 

bui l dings may have kerbs along the perimeter of the 

roof. Other roofs are finished plainly flat without 

parapets or kerbs . In the leaking roofs the presence 

of these details did not seem to contribute to the failure. 

Those which had lOOmm high kerbs and had defects the 

most troublesome spots were on other placesexcept along 

the kerbs. However, the kerbs are usually susceptible 

to defects. Firstly, the felt is likely to become unstuck 

and lifted at the junction between the kerb and the 

f lat plane of the roof. When the felt is lifted it 

creates openings for air and water to penetrate, and 

further increase the lifting and deterioration . At 

the same time the edges of the kerbs are usually sharp . 

The felt is normally stretched over the kerb and fixed 

with a verge trim. If this arrangement is not carefully 

don e the sharp kerb edges will cause the felt to crack 

and eventually allow moisture to seep into the felts. 

I f the materials are the wrong ones, deterioration , 

that is, rotting and cracking would occur quite fast. 

io.bere mastic asphalt was used on a roof with SQOmm parapet 
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walls, the workmanship enabled a slope to be made upon 

which the asphalt was fixed . However near the top 

of the slope a small coping was made under \-lhich 

asphalt was tucked . It ~-1as observed that all the five 

buildings which had mastic asphalt on the roof experienced 

cracking along the above mentioned kerb . However , 

leakages had been experienced in only two of these roofs 

and not all the blame could be put on the kerb cracks. 

Some roofs cover large areas of rectangular planes 1 

while others have different shapes. Where the roofs 

are too long in one direction they can crack due to 

thermal induced expansion and contraction . Therefore 

a major joint is provided to take these movements, it 

is filled with a mastic which seals the joint though 

not effectively. For example, in Britain \lhere the 

heat is not as much as in Kenya, a concrete roof may 

expand upto"8 . 33mm in every 15m"20 . Though this is 

small for the roof slab, the in-elastic wat0rproofing 

materials crack and allow in water . Likewise where 

a building takes several extentions or proj~ctions, 

joints are inevitably created. These have proved to 

be -che source of leakage problems, especially t·1here 

the initial construction fails to effectively water

proof them. Some joints may be major joints needing 

twin kerbs as stated in chapter t\vO. Other small j oi11 ts 

might be minor needing different t1.eatments . In the 
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case of a mastic asphalt , the sheathing felt upon which 

it is laid helps bridge the small discontinuities and 

also allows small movements to take place . However, 

for the built-up felt r6ofs,two ways of dealing with 

small movement joints include putting a plastic pipe 

over t 11c joint and covering it with the felt ; and also 

laying a loose strip of felt over the joint and bonding 

it with hot bitumen at the edges . Figures 10 and ll 

illustrate the exact arr angement which is appropriate 

to minimise leakages. In the builrlings visited few 

had proper joint treatment and showed signs of leakage 

in most cases . 
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CHAPTER V 

DEFECTS DUE TO MAINTENANCE 

MANAGEHENT OPERATIONS 

Once buildings are completed and occupied they 
are expected to experience or give as few problems as 
possible . In most cases the owners of buildings carry 
out the minimal repairs as maint~nance is a direct 
consumer of resources . Its contribution to reve11ue 
is not obvious in that though a well maintained building 
is a sure way of maintaining tenants and hence a permanent 
source of rent , not all investors insist on well maintained 
buildings . In situations where buildings, especially 
houses , are in short supply , maintenance is not given 
the priority necessary because even in its poor state 
the building still attracts ten&ots . All investors 
build with an aim of getting maximum returns at the 
shortest time and this seems to discourage the maintenance 
of buildings. Thus any repairs instituted are only 
the absolutely necessary ones . 

Roofs are never given separate treatment from 
the rest of the building components . Thus where no 
complaint has been raised the roof is left on its own. 
The problems are made worse in the case of flat roofs 
due to the fact that they are usually out of sight . The 
saying that "out of sight , out o_: mind" could be deemed 
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to apply to flat roofs . Unfortunately a fJat roof need~ 

to be frequently visited Efficient managemP.nt plays 

a very important role in the efficiency of the building 

as a whole, and more so in the case of a flat roof. 

There are severa l aspects of building naintenance \,,hich 

influence the expense and the ultimate effect of building 

components in the long run as far as maint~na7lce is 

concerned . These aspects can jointly or repnr~tely 

lead to an expensive or cheap, high or low pe;formance 

of a flat roof. Broadly , these a~pects ere : 

a) The maintenance practice existing 

in an organi zation; 

b) The quality and quantity of maintenance ftaff; 

c) Major repairs and replacerr.ent decisions; 

d) Execution of repairs 

e) ~ost-in-use and roof renewals 

A) Existing Maintenance Practice 

Maintenance of a building is the processof kee ping 

a building and all its facilities in as good a conJition 

as they were in at the end of its cons true tion, be;. ring 

in mind the normal v7ear and tear. Haintenan<..e operations 

will therefore see to it that maximum util.ity is enjoyed 

by the users at all times of their occupancy. The 
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building and its facilities should be as efficient as 

envisaged by the designer and should not vary downwards 

solely because of the character and status of the users . 

The Ministry of Works, Housing and Physical Planning 

vie'\-1 maintenance as "work involving the repair or 

restoration to the original or equivalent condition of 

a fixed asset"1 . They thus discourage any work being 

undertaken under the umbrella of maintenance to improve 

the facilities even when it is necessary to keep or 

bring it to current standards . However the best 

description of maintenance of buildigns is that given 

by the Building Maintenance Committ~ which sees 

maintenance as being "work taken in order to keep, 

restore or improve every facility , i . e . every part of 

a building, its services and surroundings, to an 

acceptable standard and to sustain the utility and value 

of the facility" 2 . This later definition allows a building 

to be improved , may be to meet changing needs and standards 

of the community or users . A simple case is where 

burglar-proofing to windows was omitted during the initial 

construction of the building. Due to the changing 

economic and so:cialfactors the burglar-proofing would 

currently be seen as a necessity . However , in the 

firs t description of mainten&nce the burglar -proofing 

would be regarded as being outside maintenance activities 

wher.eas in_ the later description this activity is within 
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maintenance activities. 

Different organizations have their own set 

standards of maintenance . Therefore the maintenance 

teams will try to follow the set objectives to their 

organizations. For example , they may be aiming to 

"maximize the economic life" of their properties or 
~ 

"maximise long term profits".), depending on whether 

they are private or public . One of the b2nefits of 

well maintained buildings is technical as far as public 

buildings are concerned. · The benefits take the form 

of fewer complaints or repairs which result in lower 
. 11 . 4 ma~ntenance costs at a t~mes . There are several 

approaches which an organization can usc to achieve its 

aims of well maintained buildings given enough :r.oncy . 

Money is a variable without which little can be 

achieved in the way of preserving the buildings. 

Therefore it is assumed that though maintenance tends 

to get less than its fair requirement of money , enough 

is issued to enable an organization to cope with most 

of the urgent complaints. To succeed in h~ving a well 

maintained stock of buildings the organization may take 

plc.nned or unplanned maintenance policy as its guide. 

As is the case with all components of a building, flat 

roofs need care. They need even more care because they 

are permanently exposed to all effect of the weather . 

Therefore , managementoperations to prolong the life of 

I 

.. 
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roof coverings, to minimise its maintenance costs , and 

to enhance its efficiency are absolutely necessary. 

1 . Planned Maintenance 

Building components are subject to wear and tear 

due to natural factors . However, maintenance managers 

can be able to ensure that tbc wear and tear are slowed 

or reduced so that the component gives a longer service. 

To achieve this the maintenance manager must plan his 

maintenance operations t.o fit his resources as \vell 

as his set standards . Planning of maintenance work 

calls for a thorough knowledge of t h e stock of buildings 

being cared for. This is because a ll components of 

the buildings must be included in the plan whether it 

is short-term , medium-term or long-term . Thus it has 

to be apporoached with forethought . In planning 

maintenance two systems are commonly applied . These 

are: 

a) Planned preventive maintenance, and 

b) Planned corrective maintenance . 

a) Planned preventive maintenance 

Since building components fail at one time or 

another it is usually necessary to prolong their 

efficiency and life by anticipating their likely defects . 

Planned preventive maintenanceis an operation which might 
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otherwise occur in the course of time. Therefore the 

preventive rne&sures are planned to take place at a pre-

d . d . . lc; eterm1ne t:1me or l.nterva -. Attention could be either 

frequent or after several months or years dependiug on 

the components and/or the recomcndations of th~ 

manufacturers , but at least during the time the cotapone!"t 

is in operation . It involves the "analysis of past 

performance in order to predict t:he futuren and " leads 

to a more enlightened approach to the management of 

maintenance operations " 6 . Planneo preventive maintena1.ce 

operations are not urgent measures in that they are 

not carried out to rectify a failure but forestall it:s 

occurrence . To be able to follm~ an effec tive preventive 

maintenance policy one of the tools used is inspection 

or surveys of the building components at optimum intervals, 

depending on the type of component . 

Inspection/Surveys 

To be able to plan for the future maintenance 

needs the current state of the building elerr.cnts must 

be known. The inspections are usuaJly carried out to 

keep management informed of :~he state of the building 

elements . These surveys reveal the actual state of 

the elements so that those w~ich have feiled are r~ctified 

and those that sho~·! iTT'.IIlinent defects are reinforced 

with.the appropriate preve7'tivc measur.es. The frequency 
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of inspections will depend on the type of component, 

its behavi·our pattern when in use or the requirements 

of the manufacturers7 . The past performance of a 

component can also provide a basis for inspections8 . 

Apart from enabling the maintenance manager to make 

the decisions to meet the immediate needs inspections 

also enable the manager to make long term plans. Thus 

work can be programmed according to priorities. In 

the process accurate programming of work can be done 

for the short , medium and long-term maintenance 

operations; and costs expected to be incurred for the 

short and medium terms can be accurately forecasted. 

Inspections also help in decidine the priority of the 

job . 

Inspections are carried out to ascertain, reveal 

or confirm certain factors about the building. They 

could be done to check the standard of work performed 

previously , or to find out whether or not specifications 

were carried out properly . Some inspections could be 

more thorough than others and give full details of all 

building elements , their need for repairs - whether 

urgen·t , normal or emergency; the causes of the failure 

if any and the best way to solve it. Some inspections 

may be minor and are therefore done by a competent 

artisan w~o may also rectify them9 . For example, a 
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sequence of evencs of a planned inspection follow that 

shown in figure 12. It shows t:hat if suspected 

components were to get such inspections regularly 

maintenance costs might be kept to manageable proportions . 

The future inspections would be aided by such information 

on a building's past performance, if well kept as all 

maintenance works should10 . The frequency of inspections 

will be influenced also by charactereistics and rates 

of deterioration of the building elements. The weaker 

or delicate ones requiring frequent inspection . I 

b) Planned Corrective Maintenance 

This is the maintenance action which is teken 

to recLify a defect which has already occurred11 . The 

repairs are planned in that materials, labour and 

equipme~t are kept ready for such an eventuality . This 

type of corrective maintenance is known as Planned 

CorrecLive breakdo~m maintenance12 . Known defects and 

failures should never be allowed to remain for long 

unattended because the likelihoo~ of them affecting 

neighbouring components \o:ould be high. At least the 

cost of rectifying·a defect, in most cases, increases 

with the time it remains unattended13 . 

To be able to plan corrective maintenance the 

accurate state of the building components should be 

kno\>m This is facilitated by the inspections of the 

butlding as described earlier ~n . Those requiring urgent 
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action are attended to immediatPly because management 

is a\,•are of innninent failures \-Jhile those which are 

not, are attended to last. The major benefit of planned 

corrective maintenance is that management is not ~augr.t 

unaware by a sudden £ailure of a building component. 

Therefore emergency operations are eliminated or minim~sed . 

c) Unplanned Maintenance 

In some maintenance organizations or deparcments 

no programmes or plans exist to deal with any defects 

which may arise; that is to say, no anticipatory 

measures based on the knowledge of the buildings nrc 

laid dc~m. The tenJency is therefore to attend to the 

urgent needs only which may be a nuisance or a health 

hazard to the users . As a result the advantages of 

minimised costs through planned use of labour and materials 

1. s lost14 . C t · t · t £ J d on 1ngency sys em 1s a par o unp anne 

maintenance in that it is only when the users con1rlain 

that action is taken . In the end it looks like 'casual 

. ' . lS I 1 d . ma1ntenance operat1ons . n unp anne ma1nten.::::.r1ee 

therefore no inspections are carried out. This results 

in small defects growing to expensive conditions b~fore 

anything is done. However, although the works may not 

be planned to the same degree as in planned maintenance 

system a certain amount of forethought may exist. T!r..1s 

money and labour or materialR might exist in rPadiness fc~ 
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user complaints . However, execution of the work May 

look haphazard and end up being wasteful because ~nly 

defects which are a nuiDance or dangerous are 

attended to . 

2 . Maintenance Operations and Flat Roof 

The foregoing discussion oa planned and unplanned 

maintenance could be exercised to the detriment or benefit 

of flat roofs. It all depends on the competence of 

the maintenance manager ~s will be discussed later on 

in the chapter . Planned inspections and planned 

preventive and corrective maintenance policies when 

applied ensure that many advanlnLt!S are enjoyed . Where 

the maintenance o~eratlons a~e unpl~nned flat roofs 

suffer most. 

a) Planned Inspections and Flat koofs 

In a well organized mainten,,ce department planned 

inspections should be part of the maintenance policy. 

Inspections ensure the success o£ the policy , the 

efficient utilization of a building 's components and 

a .Lm-1er maintenance expenditure in the long run. 

Defects on flat roofs behave the same way as defects 

on other material<>. Firs::ly 1 defect may start in a 

small way, such as cracking due to over exposure to 

sun's rays, and -v1hich i~ spottPd at its early stages 

I 
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can be rep~ired at low costs. Inspections to flat roofs 

could reveal, for example, at what stage a defect is 

in and what remedial action will be required. The 

subsequent action then will be decided whether it should 

be immediate or can wait. Thus proper programmin3 of 

curative action can be done. Several factors determin~ 

how frequent the inspections on flat roofs should be. 

Firstly, the different types of coverings may need 

different rates of inspection . For example, it was 

observed in the field that the built-up felt roof may 

need more frequent inspections than asphalt; that burnt 

clay tiles may even need less attention as they are 

not easily damaged by the sun's heat. As for butyl 

rubber the effects of the deck were fairly strone such 

that whereas the rubber on concrete slab roof type 

could stay for months without an inspection the rubber 

on timber deck required an inspection after every 

downpour so as to detect whether or not new areas of 

ponding have developed. 

The age of the coverings also determines the rate 

of inspection. For example, a newly laid waterproof 

layer may need an inspection at least once a year 

though frequent inspections are encouraged, such as 

. 1 b . 16 on sem~-annua_ as~s . However, older roof coverings 

which may have lost a little or much of their flexibi.U.t:y 
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as a result of continuous or parti8l exposur~ may 

require more frequent inspections. 

The height of a building and its accessibility 

to people other than maintenance staff , whPthcr or noc 

they were anticipated , call for special inspections . 

If a roof is accessible to all , defects might be induced 

because not all the users know the consequen~es of their 

activities on the roof. For example , where Lhe asphalt 

roof w?.s observed to be used a3 a relaxing pla~e , an I 

inspection of the roof should be more regular than 

normal so that the preventive action, such as re-spreadiug 

the stone chippings , can be don~ . lfuere tho?. builll:i.uB 

is low air-borne debris and man-deposited rubbish t1ill 

need to be cleared frequently . Therefore the frequency 

of inspection should be different from building t0 

building, the least being the tall , inaccessible buildings 

which are only subject to weather or workmanship failures . 

The type of protective finish to the roof also 

is a major determinant of the frequency of inspection. 

Where the finish was laid loose as Has observed to be 

the case in several buildings the chippings may be r.toved 

about by the wind or water . So inspections w1ll alert 

management so that the chippings may be re.-spread 

afresh. The refle~tivity of the finish needs to be 

closely ~onitored to ensure that il docs not become 
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dull. For example, aluminium paint can be affected by 

dust deposited by the wind . Therefore regular 

inspections at predetermined period to sweep the dust 

are necessary. Where no finish is provided the 

inspections will keep management appraised of the rate 

and stages of deterioration of the felt so that new 

felts and bitumen or finance can be kept ready at all 

times. 

Depending on the location of a building the 

inspections to clean the outlets may be frequent or 

semi-annually . ~fuere there are many trees, inspections 

and corcective maintenance may be frequent compared 

to where there are not trees . Some outlets block more 

easily than others. So thP inspections will help 

establish the rate of roof cleaning and when it should 

be done. For example, the area surrounding the outlets 

is prone to slow accumulation of dirt which eventually 

leads to blockage of grating openings . 

Control inspection17 is advisable where some work 

of repairing flat roof has been done. This inspection 

should be instituted to check on the standard of 

uorkmanship , especially where contractors had done the 

work . Defects due to wrong specification, poor workman

ship or poor material become clearer as time goes by. 

So control inspection apprises the maintenance manager 
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of the expected defects and consequential failures 

as time goes by . 

In conclusion inspecLions of reefs can be charted 

so that their frequency can be clear to the manager 

and his surveyor at all ti~es . The chart should be 

made with the Sf !cific characteristics of each roof 

in mind . This will ensure that each is inspected at 

the most approp· iate time for it . 

b) Plannei Maintenance and Flat Roofs 

The core of planned maintenance is the inspec tion 

of roofs regula1ly. As had been pointed out the 

inspections will appraise the maintenance manager of · 

the current condition of the roof coverings . He s hould 

then be able to forecast the possible effects of delays 

in rectifying any reported defect or inuninenc defect . 

The delay could lead to the spread of the defect to 

adjoining elements . In other words there could be a 

cost growth18 of repairs carried out later than v1hen 

the defect is spotted . The longer the delay the higher 

the cost as illustrated by figure 13 . Between points 

A and B the inspections should be able to spot the 

apparent defect at its early stages . Ideally the manager 

should be able to do something to avoid the defect 

becoming a failure which could be possibly reportt>d 
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Time 
A-B-planned i nspl'c tion r-eveals what should be repaired 
B-C-leakages may be reported if no repairs arc carried out 

C-O-major repairs poss ible i[ earlier defects were not 
rep a i H•tl 

FiGURE 13 J\ SCflE:·irl·rrc ILLUSTRATION OF TilE usm:uL~ESS 
OF INSPECTiO~/SURVJ:YS OF FLAT ROOFS 1~ IU:DUCI~G 
REP.\l R r.us rs . 
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at point C by a concerned occupant. For example, 

on a timber decked roof a defect may start from: 

a) Lack of reflectivity which leads to 

drying up of felt, 

b) Cracking and ridging results , 

c) Serious cracking and embrittlem~nt 

which allows moisture to seep into 

the rooms belcw, 

d) Serious leakages form badly wornout 

and cracked felt will cau~e ceiling 

boards to come loose nnd eventually 

fall off . 

Such a pattern would eventually lead to total renewal 

of the felt . Failing to keep the reflectivity will 

lead to a need for patching up; failure to patch the 

wornout portions will lead to eventual renewal of the 

whole felt. Well organized preventive maintenance will 

help the manager to plan to use materials at the crucial 

time of the defect . The right type of materials, the 

minimum required and the time they should be available 

are some of the processes which are made easy to arrange 

and to forecast due to knmving the conditions of the 

properties at all times. Furthermore the mode of 

execution of the vmrk \·Jill be arranged in ;•dvanc~, e .g . 

as between own labour .s.nd by contraeL . Hhcr.e planned 

I 
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maintenance is advanced or weJl incorporated in r.he 

operations of the maintenance department aids such as 

wall charts of all activities will serve as a guide 

to all those concerned of what is required . The wall 

charts could, for example, contain the inspection 

periods , the different action to be taken for particular 
buildings and particular building components, the 

possible labourers required. Priorities may also be 

established based on the knov:nfacts of the building. 

c) Unplanned maintenance and flat roofs 

Unplanned maintenance will give the opposite of 

the benefits obtained through the pJanned system of 
operations. Since the essPnce of a planned 

maintenance system is to spot and rectify a defect b~fore 

it becomes a failure , that is , preparation in advance 

for defects , both in terms of materials , labour, transport 
and all other naintenance aspects , without planning 

defects will always be failures. Thus for example , 

reflectivity to roof covering may not be renewed on 

time simply becaus~ it does not cause an immediate 

le~~age . The tendency is to respond to complaints from 

occupants when the roof leaks . Therefore since occupants 
will only report a failure at the time when it is a 

nuisance , by the time maintenance is undertaken it is 

possib:_e that the failure will have ~pread and affecu~d 
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Cos t 

Time 

A- Time Khen defect is just apparent 

B- Time when defect likely to be reported 

C- Time of repair 

FI GURE 14 COST GRO\\TH RELATED TO REPAIR DEL\Y 

Source : R. Lee , Bui1dil'"l_g ~l:lintcnance ~bnagcment (London : 
Granada , 2nd to", 1931) , p . llO . 
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other components . Thus the cost growth as a result 

of unplanned maintenance may be as shown in figure 14. 

Point C, the time for repair, could be any period 

depending on the availability of materials and labour . 

Lack of any serious planning, arrived at after careful 

consideration of all factors ~ffecting the buildings, 

was seen as the main cause of many flat roof failures 

in the field. In all the organisations visited none 

had a planned system of maintenance; all relied on users ' 

requests to guide and alert them of existing problems . 

The defects encountered, such as worn out felts due 

to age, cracked feltR due to exposure to ultra-violet 

rays, blocked outlets leading to pond~ng and leakages, 

were possible to forestall. But when the occupants 

are the watchdogs their help i3 limjted , unreliable 

and cost maximising at all times. 

In conclusion the benefits derived from planned 

maintenance, i.e. preventive and corrective, arc many 

especially in the long-run. All resources can be easily 

maximised to the co~fort of the occupants; the 

durability of the roof , and a reduction in total costs 

of the roof mailttt.:nance . In general the maintenance 

objectives of ;: maintenance departmer,t tmvards its flat . 

roofs devoid of constant leakages can be achieved at 

reasonable costs in terms of labot1r ar.d matcd~ls, both 
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in the short- run and long-run periods if planning has 

been incorporated in all aspects of maintenance . 

B. Quali ty and Quantity of Haintenance Staff 

The efficJ !ncy of a maintenance department in 

an organization depend s on many factors some of them 

separately and othP.rs jointly . The efficiency may be 

seen in the light of how the department is regarded 

in the ·whole organization . In the public organizations 

visisted the importance of the maintenance departments 

depended on the size of the properties owned by the 

individual organization . Thus the Hinistry of Works , 

Housing and Physical Planning had the largest and 

wel 1 e stablished department of maintenance \·lith many 

government properties in every district of Kenya . The 

maintenance departments of other public bodies diminish 

in size and importance as the number of properties 

per organization became fe\ver. The less impo1. tant the 

departm~nt, the less money it is allocated and hence 

its op~rations will always be below satisfactory level. 

Ideally a maintenance department can be seen as having 

three main functions: organizational functions, advisory 

functions, controlling and. planning functions 21 . All 

these functions are basically concerned with the performance 

to the highest standards, of the maintenance work in 

all its facets. Such facets include all factors involved 
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in the execution of maintenance and minor improvement 

work: all programming of work to the most suitab:e , 

convenient and cheapest periods in the short, medium 

and long-run ; the recording of all the information 

concerning maintenance and its execution, and also all 

aspects of personnel involvement in maintenance works 

such as workmanship , supervision , responsibilities and 

accoun~ability. These functions therefore depend on 

the importance of the maintenance department. To be 

able to cerry out the above duties efficiently, the 

department should have qualified staff in its management . 

Therefore apart from the necessary technicians and 

artisans there should be the building professionals , 

such as architects, quantity surveyors, engineers anJ 

maintenance managers . The professionals are there to 

guide and advise the technicians on the best ways of 

dealing with building construction and its maintenance. 

Such advice might involve supervision of works of all 

types and diagnosis of maintenance defects. It can 

be assumed tha t these professionals instill or encourage 

a sense of re~ponsibility in the technicians and the 

artisans . 

Practically, the efficiency of the different 

maintenance departments visited was however found to 

be far from being satisfactory. To be able co function 
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efficiently the department must have a qualJ fied team 

of administrators and professionals . It was observed 

in all the organizations visited that the month to 

month maintenance of the properties was in the hands 

of the technicians and artisans. The technicians were 

therefore, in all cases, the officers running the 

departments of maintenance even Hhere the overall heads 

were professionals . The person at the proximity to 

the defects was the artisan, followed by the technician . 

Except for the Ministry of Wor~s. Housing and Physical 

Planning, all the other organizations did not have a 

qualifiad building surveyor . His work ideally would 

involve overall management of maintenance works to the 

comfort of all occupants at the least costs overtime 

to the owners of the buildings and the prolonging of 

the economic life of the buildings. The building 

maintenance department should be his responsibility. 

Though the other professionals were present in 

some of the other public organisations, they v1ere 

neverthe less not involved with the maintenance work, 

except may be, in ~small way . They were normally more 

involved with new 1;·X>rks than the maintenance . Even in 

the Ministry of Works, Housing and Physjcal Planning, . 

the building surveyors have as yet to be fully in charge 

of the day to day majntenance of buildings . They have 

bc~n involved more with the planning and execut ion of 
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ma ior works than with minor routine works. Therefore 

it can be concluded that the maintenance operations 

in all the public bodies are under the management of 

technicians . The technicians are unfortunately not 

qua lified or equ iped ~-1i th the management knowhow to 

ma nage the mainte nance operations efficiently, either 

in · the short-run or in the long- run . 

Efficiency in maintenance in all cases depends 

on the skills of those involved at the management level . 

F 1 . . d . . 22 
or examp e, 1t was po1nte out 1n a certa1n report 

tha t where there was qualified staff , a higher standard 

of maintenance and organization was noticeable in the 

running of rnaintenanc~ operations . This ascertion is 

very applicable to the maintenance of fl~t roofs . As 

was discussed earlier on in the chapter , such management 

tools as planned maintenance, the drawing up of a 

ma intenance policy suitable to the individual organization, 

and the qualified personnel to manage the available 

r esources to deal with the problems , were clearl y missing . 

The implications of lack of the basic management 

too ls may only be clear if the overall performance of 

t he whole maintenance operations are evaluated in the 

light of the conditions of the properties under each 

individual organization . 
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There were , however, some situations which were 

observed to be badly affected by the lack of the 

correct or appropriate knowhow. It was learned through 

discussions with the officers manning mai~tenance 

departments that no training of any sort to aid in 

dealing with flat roofs , has ever been given to the 

maintenance staff . The main source of knmvledge is 

the on the job training . Except in only one case where 

a manufacturer had volunteered to talk to chargehands 

of the Ministry of Works~ Housing and Physical Planning 

on how to use their products , no other meaningful tutelage 

had been availed to other maintenai:lce officers . Thus 

the artisans and the technicians pass on the knowledge 

which may have been inherited earlier on from older 

artisans . This kind of training has inherent dangers 

to the flat roofs . For example , the foremen and 

charge-hands of the different organizations tended to 

remain in one district or depot for long periods 

without transfer to other districts ; in the case of 

municipalities , such foremen work in the same place 

until they leave the municipality. This slow mobility 

of foremen and chargehands means that the same methods 

of dealing with roof repRirs, such as supervision , 

diagnosing and repair of roof defects , remain unimproved 

year after year . If the foremen happen not to be well 

versed wich the high standards of care required for flat 
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roofs, as was the case in most public bodies visited, 

then the maintenance becomes a matter of trial and error 

all the time . The repair work becomes viewed as 

temporary in nature, thus felts are expected to last 

for only three to four years before renewals. The 

renewals when instituted may be with any available felts 

and not necessarily those recommended by the manufacturers. 

Dealing with flat roofs, as was discussed earlier, 

requires all details to be ohRerved meticulously . Thus 

the choice of the roofing felt, the choice of the bitum~n 

bonding compound, the specification as to the laying 

procedures and the deligent supervision of the whole 

operation are factors which should not be taken lightly. 
,' 

On top of that, the time to carryout the work is not 

just when the money is available. From scrutinizing 

the specifications on flat roof repairs as sho':·m in 

appendices 2 to 5 it is apparent that the knowhow 

existing, for example, within the Ministry of Works, 

Housing and Physical Planning, is at an expensively 

low level. The level is expensive in that the specifi-

cations would lead· to repair works ~vhich are expensive 

at the time of execution, and in the long-run because 

the consequential repair works and replacement would, 

during the life of the building, accumulate to 

unnecessarily huge amounts. This means that eventually 

the life cost of such a building ends up being several 
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thousand shillings more expensive , not to mention the 

wasted resources which could have been used on other 

buildings . As such a high level of expertise is an 

absolute necessily in building maintenance . The manage£ial 

and technical pre blems rnl.ght be thought to be of little 

consequence by those who do not understand but the 

financial implications in the long-run can be enormous . 

Training to at least those involved \vith the supervision 

of maintenance operations can bring about a better 

understanding of maintenance requjrements and hence 

reduce unnecessary expenditure on futile repairs . 

Unfortunately this has not been the case in any of the 

organizations visited and might not be the case in the 

near future . 

C. Major Repairs and Replacement Decisions 

A roof covering which has failed should be repaired 

at the ini~ial stages of the defect or the whole roof 

covering will be compJetely replaced sooner or later. 

In the organizations encountered it was learned and 

observed that a defect on the roof covering was left 

alone until it became a fai~ure . Once it started leaking 

appropriate action was instituted. Thus with no monitoring 

of the resistance of the covering to the 'veather elements, 

when leakages start to be noticed it may be that the 

whoie roof \'Jill need small to large repairs . Hm·7ever in 
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ideal maintenance operations the ageing effects of the 

roof covering are slowed by dealinr; with any imminent 

or existing defects at an early stage. This reducPs 

the cost of repairs . But since the ideal maintenance 

operations are rare the crucial decision often faced 

by the manager is whether to ~atch up or replace the 

whole . This decision could mean low or very high repair 

costs at a particular time, especially if the decision 

is ill - a.dviced . A situation could arise ~-1here whoever 

is diagnosing the extent of damage to the roof covering 

advises total replacement of the covering instead of 

patching up the affected area. If such an advice is 

taken then the covering will be replacPd before it has 

reachPd the end of it~ life. Es~entially this will 

be an extra cost which should not have been incurred . 

It may not be regarded as a maintenance cost because it 

h . 1 . 23 
was not necessary at t at part1cu ar t1me . 

During the visits to the roofs of various government 

buildings it was noticed thnt defects were not always 

widespread. Tt·1o of the roofs considered very troublesome 

actually leaked form an area around the outlet in one 

case and around a crack in another case. However, the 

maintenance officers advocated total replacement of 

the roof covering because they could not stern up the 

leakages. Both these buildings were under the same 
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maintenance depot . Their stated solution was to have 

a false roof on each one of them when money was availed 

to them . 

· The maintenance records of the buildings 

depicted in Tables 4 and 5 show the trend of maintenance 

expenditure overtime . The roof of building Vet/5/7 

in Table 4 was to be replaced with new built - up 

covering . However the Table shows that the repairs 

had not yet become too costly, too frequent or uneconomical 

to carryout . ,For replacement to be instituted the repair 

cost should reflect a reasonable per centage of the 

possible cost of replacerr.ent24 , otherwise it may be 

prematurely replaced at which time replacement can be 

concluded as being uneconomical . Table 5 on page 75 

shows the maintenance expenditure of building number 

P&I/2/24 to be on the rise . If the next repairs would 

be much higher than the previous two, those in charge 

of maintenance may be in a position to argue that the 

cover ing has become uneconomical to maintain . This 

should however depend on other factors such as the general 

condition of the covering as well as the source of the 

problem . In the case of P&I/2/24, though the costs 

may appear high, it was learned that only one or two 

spots next to outlets were troublesome. The rest of 

the surface had always been watertight. This leads 

to an assumption that the office responsible for 
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inspections and diagnosing of results could not accurately 

spot the exact source of leakages. If this were the 

case then the call for general replacement of the whole 

roof covering wou l d have been an unnecessary cost . The 

costs would have been tantamount to wastage of money . 

Therefore a deci s ion as to whether or not to repair 

or rep l ace the waterproof covering coul d mean an 

expenditure out of line with the state of the roof . 

For example , as a result of blockages of outlets to 

building L&J/l/7 frequent and continuous leakages had 

been experienced form several sections of the roof . 

Those in charge of maintenance advocated a tota l renewal 

of the roof. However on unblocking the blocked- outlets 

and the stagnant water heine allowed to flow lcak2ge~ 

ceased a l most immediately . If the major repairs or 

replacement of the roof covering were to be instituted 

the cost incurred would have been a clear misuse of 

money . It therefore leaves doubts as to v1hether or 

not the earlier amount of Shs . 259 , 580 . 00 spent in 1982 

on the same building was genuinely used to rectify a 

roof covering whose repairs had reached uneconomical 

stages of repair . If not, tl.en , most of the 

Shs. 259 , 580 . 00 had been misused two years previously . 
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If wrong decisions are made in the Ministry of 

Works , Housing and Physical Planning yearly in 

different provinces affecting the repair of flat roofed 

buildings , the amount of money spent every year would be 

enormous. Moreover, if the unqualified officers-in-charge 

of diagnosing flat roof defects continue with their roles 

unhindered , adverse financial effects would go on being 

felt as the cost of labour and materials continue to rise . 

D. Execution of Repairs 

There are usually two methods of carrying out 

repair work , on buildings, such as flat roofs . An 

organization could use its own labour or it could give 

the work to outside contractors; some might decide to 

use both to complement one another but it is usually 

not common . However, to make a right decision the 

I 

manager or whoever is in charge of maintenance operations 

has to decide between the many advanLages and disadvantages 

offered by either method . The main areas of comparison 

are all the related costs of carrying out the repai~ 

,.,ork , efficiency, pG>ssible level of workmanship, financial 

implications of the \vhole operation in the long-run , 

possibly the location of the buildings, maintenance 

policy of the organization and speed of execution . In 

other words which is more advantageous in costs, quality 
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and convenience25 to organizaiton and to the user. 

As far as costs are concerned, these involve the 

cost of supportive facilities , salaries, materials and 

administrative overheads in the case of direct labour . 

The supportive facilities incl~de accommodation , stores, 

k h d . d f . 1. . 26 wor s ops , transport, an accol1nt1ng an pay ac1 1t1es . 

The costs related to contracting the work include the 

contract amount , administrative overheads such as 

inviting and comparing tenders, drawing up contracts, 

k . . d h ·k. . . 27 wor superv1s1on an c ec 1ng 1nvo1ces 

To try and understand the implications of choosing 

either own labour or outside/contract labour, it was 

felt that the issue can be briefly discussed under 

efficiency, workmanship or performance and costs - both 

initial and maintenance . 

1 . Efficiency 

As far as efficiency is concerned , it is at 

different levels for both contract and ovm labour . The 

speed of execution in an organization ' s own labour is 

mai~ly affected by: 

a) the motivational factors provided to the 

operatives. In goverment and quasi-

government maintenance departments, no 

satisfactory incentives exist . Thus when 
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repairing a leaking flat roof the 

operatives operate at slow paces as 

there is never any hurry to finish 

the job. This attitude can be 

harmful to a roof if the repairs 

are instituted during the rainy 

season . Because negligence cannot be 

ruled out even if enough care is exercised 

in covering there is a certain dP.gree 

of risk of rainwater seeping through the 

slab. In the case of the Ministry of Works , 

Housing and Physical Planning , execution and 

speed of work depend on the availability 

of materials. When materials are not 

stocked in a depot's stores even though 

money may be available it could take a lot 

of time before adequate materials are bought . 

This is because there are many laid dow 

procedures to be followed in 'procuring the 

materials . However, if a manager has been 

operating a good planned preventive maintenance 

programme for his roofs the delays in procur ing 

the necessary materials could be shortened 

or eliminated. This is because he would have 

knovm in advance what ·1:1ill be required, and at 

what time so that he would initiate early 

purchasing arrangement . 

I 
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b) The fact that the labour is sort of fixed: 

.. 

This means that it is not very easy to increase 

the workforce so as to complete a certain 

job fast enough or to cope with the quantity 

without incurring unnecessary costs of 

transferring operatives to and from other 

depots or employing new artisans . 

c) In some cases more ur~ent wqrk may arise 

when the roof repairs are in progress . This 

might mean that the work is abandoned for 

.· 

a time . '.Jhere no proper care is taken in 

covering up any exposed roof slab, moisture 

~ may fall on it thereby making the ongoing 

repair work a waste of resources . Such a 

disruption, depending on its length, could 

be very harmful to any felts already laid 

or about to be laid. 

d) The location of the buildings in relation 

to the depot. In the Ministry of Works, 

Housing and Physical Planning for example, 

buildings are not usually located where 

maintenance ~vould be done on foot. Maintenance 

relies heavily on the availability of vehicles . 

However, at times fuel may be unavailable T;·lhen 

money allocated for it is exhausted or delayed, 
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or when the vehicles are broken down . 

If there is delay, which may be from a 

week, may be to a month, the whole 

proces ~ of implimenting the repairs 

is held up and progresses at a resource

wasting pace . 

The above disadvantages are however depended mainly 

on the quality of management . Where the maintenance 

manager is qualified, he will be able to programme eve1y 

aspect of his work so that, for example , the process 

of procuring materials starts early ~nough ; he will 

avoid the occurrence of emergency works by operating 

a comprehensive planned preventive maintenance policy 

in all the buildings . ~~ere an emergPncy cannot be 

avoided, a qualified team of management wil~ take the 

appropriate steps to avoid exessive damages from occuring 

as a result of withdrawing workers from ongoing jobs. 

As opposed to own labour, contractor labour has 

some advantages as far as efficiency is concerned . In 

many construction firms most of those employed on sites 

are casual employees . They could be recruited for that 

particular project at the end of which they are dismissed . 

Most small firms never have permanent staff, rather , 

the proprietor cultivates a good relationship with qualifed 

and ·reliable tradesmen so that he calls on them whenever 

he has a contract job to do. At times the reliance is 
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wholly on them as some proprietors may not be well 

versed in all construction aspects. Therefore the 

number of employees on site may depend on factors such 

as the size of the job, its urgency , the profit margin 

versus reputation required by the contractor, the 

possibilities of winning and taking on other jobs, and 

the location of the job . These factors will matter 

in the course of recruitin~ his labour ; thus if there 

is need for urgency he will employ many workers on the 

site . He i s more flexiqle to meet all requirements 
I 

of different jobs . Where the site is remote or several 

buildings are widely scattered the contractor wi l l have 

priced his tender to meet the inconveniences and distances 

between the sites . If the site is isolated the contractor ' s 

rates wil l cover the inconveniences by being higher 

than ordinarily . Al ternatively he could reduce his 

costs by having his of fices located near the site and 

also housing his tradesmen near the site , or he could 

hir e some or all of h is labouL from the surrounding 

areas . This reduces his travelling expenditure or his 

housing costs . In constrast where departmc11tal labour 

is used , in a situation where a site may be far from 

the depot there are no such shortcuts for reducing costs . 

Rather it is more likely that costs wi ll be doubled 

as a result of delays , fueling the vehicles, field 

allowPnces . It h&s been the author ' s experience that 
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availability of vehicels and the fuel to transport the 

artisans and materials to the sites results in many 

delays which arc unfortunately never casted. Such a 

costing would reflect the actual costs of carrying out 

such a job. Hov. cve1, these costs are usually taken 

for granted as they are hidden and often seem unrelated 

to the actual job at hand . 

2 . Horkmanship 

Another major problem which must be borne in 

mind when deciding on the execution of repair work is 

the workmanship , i.e . the quality . As far as own labour 

is concerned several advantages are experienced compared 

to using contract labour. However, these can only be 

experienced where the management itself is highly 

qualified. It can do a lot in the " economic programming, 

good productivity and quality of work" and also " to 
. d ff . 1 b 1 . d . . ,.28 prov~ e e ect~ve a our re at~ons an commun~cat~ons · . 

Thus a highly experienced management team will institute 

a high standard of supervision such that the work 

performance is of the highest quality. This is mainly 

because operatives and their ~apabilities are known , 

and that all are interested in doing a good job . With 

improved labour relations and communications it is more 

than likely that the operatives ~ill seek to improved 

their performance . Qualified management will know more 

about leadership amd motivational factors to apply in 
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order to get the best out . of the operatives. At the 

same time the quality of management is more likely to 

appreciate good materials from bad. Therefore, using 

own labour has this advantage in that only the recommended 

type of materials may be used and as a result the 

quality of the work will be high. Also since the 

management knows that when inferior materials are used 

repairs , as a result of early failures, will be carried 

out sooner than later they will tend to be meticulous 

about what they usc. From the author's personal 

observations of Ministry of Works , Housing and Physical 

Planning practices of purchasing building materials , 

the tendency has been to purchase the best recommended 

materials. The recommendations usually emanate from 

the Materials Branch of the Ministry of Transport and 

Communications after thorough testing in the laboratory . 

Further to the above the maintenance teams of 

departmental labour know that a badly done repair work 

results in more repairs at intervals shorter than they 

would like . Moreover frequent visits to do· the same 

repairs reflects inefficiency, carelessness or 

ignorance of proper repair requirements and hence a 

dented pride in ones profession as well as one's 

employer . Therefore their workmanship tends to be 

of a higher and long-lasting quality . However for this 

to be the case the management has to be experienced and 
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knowledgeable in order to provide the correct guidance 

to the operatives. As was pointed out in an earlier 

chapter a management team '>vhich does not kn0\·1 the difference 

between the roofing felts or the basic requirements 

for the preventi on of early failures of the felts cannot 

really be expected to guide the artisans into producing 

high quality workmanship . Therefore the key to quality 

workmanship is quality management . Unfortu~ately in 

many instances this is not the case . The above 

advantages are therefore not always enjoyed . 

On the othcrhand , work performance of a contractor 

depends mainly on three factors . These are seen as 

being: 

a) specification of the work, 

b) supervision , and 

c) the quality of a contractor himself. 

The first two factors have been discussed in an P.arlier 

chapter . The quality of the co6tractor's work depends , 

to acertain extent , in the manner the contractor was 

chosen for the job. 

In both public and private sectors three methods 

of selecting a contractor predominate . These are open 

tendering, selective tender ing and negotiated tendering . 

Each has its merits and demerits as far as separate 

institutions arc concerned . In open tendering the tenders 
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are advertised, and so ar~ open to all who wish to 

bid for the job . Thus the choice of the contractor 

is out of the hands of the client and hence his quality 

is unknown . This method of selecting a contractor is 

regarded as wasteful because of the many tenders 

submitted for the same job29 . This method may be 

greatly favoured by public bodies, like the central 

government , because it fulfills one general requirement 

of showing little or no favou~itism . It also helps 

reduce corr uption in the·awarding of tenders because 

the lowest is the one awarded the job . However the 

lower the price of the tender the higher the likelyhood 

of poor standard in workmanship30 . Thus in the final 

analysis open tenderjng ends up being more expensive 

because serious maintenance of the repaired component 

will commence almost after completion . Thus the lm·7est 

tender may not be the most economical since the 

contractor submits very low prices where his profit 

would be low . So to realise a reasonable profit he 

will use the cheapest materials he can get . Naturally 

the cheapest type of materials cannot last long in a 

bui~ding, if they are not intended for use on the 

component. Alternatively when the client ' s supervisor 

is not at the site the contractor may be tempted to 

I 

• 

use less of the materials that the specification resquires . 

For exa~ple , when repairing a flat rocf the contractor 
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mj ght use less bitu:ncn between the felt layt:!r.s, 'or use 

two layers of felt instead of three if the supervisor 

is not deligent . In addition to these possibilities 

some contractors migh t end up by d~serting the job 

completely becaus e tLcir tender ::>urns may have been so 

low that at the end of the job the contractor is left 

with debts to various f i rms . Therefore the tendency 

with open tenderjng ~ould be to increase the total costs 

of the building, after a saving in the initial costs . 

The other method of selecting a contractor is 

sending or inviting tenders from a selected number of 

contractor~ . Thus the client has a li111ited arr.ount 

of control over the type of contractor to be given the 

work . The requirement in the public sector is that 

upto 12 contractors are given the t~nder doc~ments . 

This also reducPs incidents of favouritism to a certain 

extent . It would be assumed that those listed cont.cactors 

would be experts in that field of construction . For 

example, when flat roof has to be repaired, the list 

of contractor-s should be composed of those vlho are 

known to be specialists in flat roof construction and 

repair . However, the list of contractors invited to 

tend~r with Ministry of ~orks, Housing and Physical 

Planning is usually dra':·m frcm a book listing all those 

contractors vlilling to v1o:rk v:it:h the govt!rnneT't . Out of 
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the 12 contr~ctors invited to tender one or two may 

be flat roof specialists . Naturally the specialists 

understand all the necessary requirements of a water

tight flat roof ar. opposed to ordin~ry contractors who 

may view a roofing job just as another ordinary job. 

As a result the Lenders by these two groups would be 

at a great variance; the experts would price the tender 

with a view to making a profit and produci~g results 

to boost their reputation ; but the ordinary contractor 

would be more interested in securing the job and reaping 

as high profits as possible. In such a situation the 

tendering favours the ordinary contractor . Furthermore 

the policy in public organisations strictly insists 

on the lowest tenderer being given a job. especially 

if the contractor insists that he can complete the work . 

Thus , this policy disregards the risks that the lowest 

tenderer mB:Y end up being the most expensive in the 

short and long-run periods . Therefore even the s~lected 

list of contractors as a method of choosing the contractor 

to do a job at times yields just as bad results as op~n 

tendering. However , were this method to be strictly 

followed whereby a list of experts is prepared and tenders 

received from them, the benefits of this method of tendering 

would be fully realised . 
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The final method mentioned is negotiating a job 

with a contractor. In the ideal situation a firm may 

be chosen out of many and the job is negotiated with 

it having in mind all the aspects of the job; such as 

qualifty of \vorl: , speed of erection or execution and 

early involvement in the planning of the work due to 

the nature of the job vis-a-vis contractor experience. 

Therefore, the contractor should have the necessary 

abilities , qualities and adequate resources31 , that 

js to say, he should be experienced in the type of 

work under negotiation . Therefore , he should heve the 

qualified staff well versed in the special work under 

negotiation because , to a certain extent his opinion 

may be fully relied upon . He should also be very 

reliable because supervision may not be strict on him 

since he is a member of the team . It is also assumed 

that he will know the effects of bad workmanship or 

the use of poor type of materials. At the same time 

he has a reputation to protect so that he may be given 

future jobs. Negotiation therefore lacks competitiven~ss 

and in most cases, especially in the Ministry of Works, 

Housing and Physical Plannin~, the items are priced 

much highly than in other contract types . This leads 

to a negotiated tender being more expensive comp<!ratively. 

The practice in organizations like the Ministry of Works, 

Houstng and Physical Planning, regotiated contracts are 
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given on the basis of only a few of the mentioned 

criterion . · In the case of repair of flat roofs, it 

would be assumed that a special~t would always be given 

the job . Unfortunntcly, it is not always the case. 

The main criterj a for negotiating is usually urgency, 

the money is issued near the end of the closure of the 

government financjal year and must be spent before 

the end of the financial year. . However, 

occasionally some maintenance contracts are negotiated 

even when urgency isnot a major factor of contention . 

Even then the contractor may have nothing special to 

qualify him for the job other than personal friendship 

with those charged with the powers of awarding and 

approving contracts. In one such a case a contractor 

was given a negotiated job for the repair of a flat 

roof . The contractor was not a specialist in flat roof 

repairs or construction. His relationship with senior 

officers ,.,ho award jobs was so good that he could af[or.d 

to ignore the instruction~ of the supervisors on site. 

And since he was not an expert flat roof repairer, the 

roof failed within three months after it was declared 

completely re-roofed. This is an example of an extreme 

case of negotiation without a purpose o[ benefiting 

the organization but solely to benefit the contractor.. 

Such a roof will reflect very high maintenance costs 

to ~future analyst of fl~t roof maintenance perf0rmance. 
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3 . Costs 

The other factor to be borne in mind by the 

maintenance mana~c r is the financial implication of 

his mode of execut ing maintenance work. In other words , 

which method is ~ heaper or More costly, both in the 

short and long-run periods . The costs to be considere~ 

are the initial costs of doing the job and the future 

or maintenance costs resulting from that job . Fo~ the 

departmental labour the costs involved are salaries 

for the labour, materials, fuel or transport charges, 

and supportive fc.cilities which though not bought or 

employed for the particular job only) must nevertheless 

be used , such as vehicles , supervision , administrative 

staff and facilities, stores and workshops 32 . However) 

supportive facilities may be thought of as being some 

kind of fixed costs ; the salaries too are part of fixed 

costs. This is because whether or not there is some 

maintenance work being undertaken , the operatives will 

be paid their monthly dues. Operatives a~e paid not 

for a specific work item they do but for all the work 

which may arise during the mont h . Therefore although 

a job may be costed showing the cost of materials , 

labour and overheads the last two items are usually 

catered for in advance and at all times. The most specific 

costs rela ted to the carryine out of a particular 
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maintenance job with departmental labour is , therefore, 

materials cost . It is a variable cost as it varies 

with how busy the depot is; that is, the more work 

undertaken, the more money is spent on materials . 

However, since all th~ aspects of doing a job arc costed, 

the fixed costs and the variable costs have to be indicaced 

as the total costs of the job . In most cases when an 

estimate is based on such lines, the departmentally 

executed work will seem more expensive. \-Jhen the job 

is finally executed the cost impl]cation may be quite 

high depending on the time taken and the monthly salaries 

given to the operatives. In most government and 

quasj-goverment maintenance departments, jobs are neve~ 

executed at a speed aimed at reducing labour costs . As 

a result the final cost will look unrealistic because 

of the labour element . If carefully considered the 

labour cost would seem to be counted twice; in the payroll 

and on separate jobs but the wages payable ]s the same 

one figure . 

Compared to the above, the cost of carrying out 

the work by contract may look competitive and cheaper. 

The cost may be both existing to the client <.tnd resulting 

from the contract . To the client, he will have to pro~ide 

for the estimators of the job, accounting facilities, 

contract documentation, tender preparation and scrutiny, 
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and supervisory facilities of the work. In the Ministry 

of Works , Housing and Physical Planning, for example, 

there is especially a contract section which deals with 

all contract related documentation. The other cost 

is the contract sum itself, \1hich happens to be the 

main cost . This comprises th~ cost of materials, 

labour , profits end administretivc overhe<1ds of the 

contractor33 . Therefore in any contract there arc fix~d 

costs of the organizati0n and then the variable costs 

which are those costs which are specific to that contract . 

From the foregoing it is apparent that in any 

job executed by either departmental or contract labour , 

there are fixed costs which will exist whether or not 

a particular job is undcrtak2n at any time, anc! th2 

variable costs which are specific to a particular job . 

To the departmental labour the only variable cost is 

the cost of materials . For example, in the Ninistry 

of t-Jorks, RouGing and Physical Planning, money is issued 

to a depot for different purposes but each purpose may 

have its own allocation of monPy, such as t'uel, maintennnce, 

travelling and oth~rs . Where there is major'rcpair 

work to be undertaken money for fl1aterials is issued 

separately and specifically for that major: repaiJ~ ~,Tork 

assuming that other aspects of maintenance have been 

catered for. This approach of is:;uing money for each 

aspect , works for and against the effici~ncy of the 
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organization. Whereas it ensures that money is used 

only for the intended purpose it at times leaves 

incomplete operations . For example, if the money for 

fuel is not enough it will be exhausted before repair 

work is completed ; this results in delays, shody 

workmanship and possible non-completion. Therefore 

all the other costs of departm~ntal maintenance 

operations are fixed costs . But in thP. case of a contract 

the costs take a magnitude rarely considered. The fixed 

costs remain the sarne as for departmental labour but 

the variable cost is the whole contract sum. This means 

that when a maintenance job is undertAken by a private 

contractor it is more costly by the contractor ' s profits, 

overheads and salaries . Clearly thcr~ \-lOuld have to 

be a very good reason for prefering contractors over 

departmental labour at any time . These costs are 

reflected ip the recorded costs of maintaining a building 

component. As a result since flat roofs tend to be 

contracted to private firms no wonder they tend to ' 

be regarded as being more expensive to maintain. 

When coMparing the cost of carrying out any job 

such as maintenance of flat roofs the possibilities 

of carrying out repairs in future would be in the minds 

of the maintenance manager . Shody work will mean high 

costs of maintenance in the near or not too distant future . 
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As Me!ltioned earlier on good long J.<-.st:i.np. wo!"k"lmtship 

depend en close supervision and adequate specification 

in the case of contractors. The motives of concractors 

being to maximise profits where the client is not sure 

of adequate supervision of a contractor then his future 

maintenance costs may be expected to be slightly higher , 

especially if the contractor is not reputable . This 

is the nain disadvan~age of contracting as nppos~d to 

departmental labour. The late~ would not like to keep 

re-doing the same repai~ work in the same bujlding, 

and therefore the tendency is to do a thorough job 

initially. This was an opinion voiced by some of the 

maintenance organizations Yisited. However, qu~lity 

v1orkman~hip, to a greater e~tent depend on the ~vc.il=tbility 

of quality management and supervision, both to the 

departmental and contract labour . Nevertheless, wllere 

highly qu~lified supervisory personnel may bP- missi~g 

the available technicians can still C0 a long lasting 

work compared to contractors work. The different 

motives betl;veen the departmental labour a~d contractors 

make all the diffe~ence as far as future maintenance 

costs ~re concerned . Thus how expensive a flat roof 

can be to maintain over time v1ill depend on how initial 

· and any resultant maintenance work ~s cx~cutcd . 

} 
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E. Cost-in-use and Roof Renewals 

To help the maintenance manager arrive at the 

best type of repair in terms of total cost of maintenance 

of a component, the life-cycle cost or cost-in-use 

analysis of the component should be done . This would 

enable him to reveiw all the current and a.nticipated 

future expenditures on the componPnt . In other words 

all the costs during the life or use of thP component 

are assessed before hand or before commitment. The 

analysis is especially suited to a situation where there 

are alternative ways of carrying out a construction 

or any related investment. Thus cost - in-use analysis 

helps identify the cheaper among alternative designs , 

in the long· run. A design mi&h~ look cheap becausE:: 

of its low initial capital expenditure but its operating 

or maintenance costs might end up being hipher than 

the design with high initial capital cost . The opposite 

might be th~ case where the capital expenditure is high 

and the running costs not so low, so that without the 
t 

aid of life-cycle costing it may be difficult to know 

exactly hm-1 cheap or expensive it will be ,.,hen in use . 

In applying cost-in-use evaluation techniques 

the maintenance operations are important because i<1 

many instances the life of a building component Jepcuds 

on its mainter:~nce34 . This is mainly because v:hcn calculating 
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the future expenditures and possible renewals, it is 

assumed that these will be carried out at the end 

of t he component's physical life after adequate 

maintenance has been done and that expenditure is 

incurred at the right time . Situations could arise, 

as described earlier on, where a component is renewed 

before it actually needs replacement as a result of 

wrong or unqualified diagnosis of its general pP.rformance. 

However, difficulties always arise in predicting the 

t 1 · f f b ·1d · t or thP mater.;als35 correc -~ e o a u~ ~ng componen • 

as at times adequatP. informatinn may not be available; 

t his leads to predictions being based on knowledge of 

h 1 . h. h h . 1 f .1 36 s. t e ear ~est age at w ~c t e mater~a a~ s . ~nee 

the maintenance operations of an organization affect 

the performance and hence the lives of different 

components and materials the reliance on any available 

da ta of the failure pattern ends up being subjective 

to the specific organization . 

In trying to apply cost - in-us e analysis to flat 

roofs the above sentiments are very applicable , that is , 

ge tting the accurate data on the observed probability 

of f a ilure of the roof coverings. The perfor~ance of 

the r oof covering is subject to the maintenance accorded 

to it ; more so for flat roofs. The available data mav 

show the cos t incurred in maintaining the roof but this 

wou ld vary from organization t o or ganization. The lack 
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of knowledge, such as on materials and good workmanship, 

abounding in various organizations a~ far as flat roofs 

are concerned makes data on maintenance of flat roofs 

even more suspect. Moreover the requirements of a good 

flat roof whose details are accurately don~ make the 

available data on flat roof maintenance unndiable . 

For example from Table 4 build1ng Lr,/414 shows that 

50,000/- was spent in 1982 to renew the roof cove~ing. 

But because details , such as protective finish to the 

felt were omitted during repairs the covering will fail 

within six years. A fuither renewal will be required 

at a higher cost . If one were to rely on such figur2s 

in any future ar.alysis the results ~·10uld be very misleading 

because it would seem as if the felt roof fails too 

soon after renewal . 

Of late the Ministry of Works, Hou~ing and Physical 

Planning has been solving some of their flat roof l~akage 

problems by erecting false pitched roofs on top of 

the concrete sl.:1b or timber decking. This solution 

may seem to have certain advantages as far as maintenance 

staff are concerned . The chief edvar.tage is that more 

people understand the constr~ctional details of pitched 

roofs than is currently the case with flat roofs. 

Moreover the galvanised iron sheets, corrugated type 

(gci) or the corrugated asbestos c ... m~nt she\.!tS seem to 

vlithstand much ,n ...... re 'mistreatment' at the handz of 
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maintenance staff than flat roofs . Thus the pitched 

nature of · the roofs made fran .these materials adds eve 

more to the apparent advantages in maintenance in that 

no water is retained on the roofs. Therefore on the 

outset many impc~tant factors favour the replacement 

of flat roofs with false pitched roofs . For example , 

a) the prevailing maintenance practices in 

all the organizations visited showed thAt 

those supposed to maintain flat roofs do 

not know exactly what they are supposed 

to do to prolong the lives of the coverings . 

Apart from that the failures are not solved 

once and for all because few officer~ really 

understand how to carryout the repairs . 

b) The popular flat roof waterproofing coverings 

require special ways of laying at the time 

of co'nstruction . Unfortunately neither the 

contractors nor the supervisors seem to be 

fully conversant or interested in the special 

requirements . As a result important 

requirements are t~eated lightly thereby 

leading to early failures of the covering, 

c) the pitched roofs can withstand for long 

periods the almost casual maintenance 

approaches existing in most organizations. 
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For example, whereas the g.c.i. sheets can 

stay for several years without the required 

coat of paint and not experience any leakage 

problems , the flat roof coverings of ~aterials 

such a ; as phalt and bituminous felts require 

constant attention . This attention was 

obs~rved to be completely missing, 

d) constructing pitched roofs is usually done 

by carpenters in so far as timber work is 

concerned . It was learned that in every 

maintenance department qualified carpenters 

were among the artisans employed by different 

organizations . As such repairing pitched 

roofs has not been a taxing or strenous 

process . On the contrary there are no 

trained personnel for flat roof repairs; 

rather it is knowledge either passed on fro~ 

~rtisan to artisan or scantily picked in 

passing from a book in school or colleges. 

Such stock of knowledge has failed in 

dealing with flat roof maintenance requiL·cments, 

e) the lack of knowledge is the mai~tenance of 

flat roofs , especially when diagnosing 

the cause of defects, has often lead to 

spending money unnec~ssarily by institLting 
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the "''rong repairs v1here cheaper ways 

·were available. As a result flat roofs 

may have seemed more expensive to maintain 

both in the short and long-run periods . 

From the foregoing , false pitched roofs may have 

seemed as panacea to flat roof problems. However, the 

biggest question that has reMained unanswered has been 

or should be "hm·l cheap is the false roor compared to 

the usual alternative ways of re-roofing flet roofs, 

when a 11 things are cons ide red?" To try and understand 

the long-term financial implications of the various 

alternatives,each possible flat roof repair alternative 

has been analysed separately according to its initial 

and anticipated future expenditure. The rates used 

for the calculations are based on the Ministry of Works, 

Housing and Physical Planning construction rates for 

198~/85 financial year. The analysis is done on the 

assump~ion.that ideal maintenance steps are to be followed 

during the life of the material . To bring all the 

future costs to present period so as to enable the 

comparison of costs incurred at different times,property 

valuation methods have been adopted. Therefore, all 

the future costs of maintaining the roof have been 

calculated using a suitable valuation table. The Present 

Value of £1 per Annum Table has been found to be the 

most· suitable for the calculation of the present worth of 
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all anticipated future costs incurred annually . The rate 

of return used , 7% , has been adoplcd from tha interest 

rate used by the Central Bank for paying Treasury Eills 

and Stocks; it is the most stable. Since the buildings 

under study were public buildings which had been put up 

for purposes of housing public property and services, no 

spP.cial revenue was expected to accrue from them . 

Therefore, had investment rates be~~ u~erl thP.y would have 

given very high and rather unrealistic figures. The 

Treasury Bills may fluctuate between 67. and 8Z r.ate of 

interest but are not too high . Therefore a middle 

figure of 7% \vas chosen but 'tvith nothing special about 

it except that it is not too high or too low for the 

calculation . 

. 
· 1. Asphalt Roof : Initial and future costs 

The mastic asphalt roof is assumed that it can last 

on the roof for sixty years. However , for the sake 

of calculation and co~parison the roof is taken as having 

failed in the tenth year after construction, although 

this only occurs where maintenance is haphazardly or 

casually operated . · For example it v7as observed that 

whereas the Ministry of Works, Housing and Physical 

Planning, asphalt roof buildings will not last for t\venty 

years \o7ithout major repairs or replacer,•ents a similar 

asphalt roof to a building ownecl bv the Kenya Posts and 
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Telecommunications Corporation has stayed for twenty 

three year.s without giving any leakage problems . The 

analysis of the asphalt roof has been done according 

to the initial an0 ~inimum anticipatPd Maint.enancP. costs 

of the protectiv finish, given adequate attention . 

This approach was found appropriate since it is the 

failure of the protective finish which forms the base 

for most defects which eventually lead to total failure 

of the mastic asphalt . The protective finishes analy~ed 

are: 

(a) cement/sand screed , 

(b) Ahmri.nium paint 

(c) interlocking tiles, 

(d) quarry chippings , and 

(e) limev.1ash 

(a) Cement/sand screed finish 

Two coats of mastic asphalt on slab $hs . 300.00 per SJL 

Protetective screed 13mm thick Shs . 25 . 00 

The Minimum cost of re-roofing a flat roof \-lith another 

two coats of asphalt finished with cement and sand screed 

for the next 50 years is Shs. 325 . 00 per square meter. 

II 11 
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(b) Aluminium finish 

Mastic asphalt on slab 

Reflective aluminium paint 

in two coats 

Shs. 300 per S.M. 

Shs. 10.0 per S.X. 

Repainting ev8ry second year Shs. 10 . 00 

(sum of all PV . of £1 upto the 

50th year at 7%) 6 . 667 66 . 67 

376,67 per S.M. 

The minimum cost of re-roofin~ with another two coats 

of mastic asphalt finished with aluminiuM paint, which 

has to be renewed every two years, is Shs. 376.70 per 

square meter . 

Mastic asphalt on slab 

25rr~ interlocking tiles 

Shs. 300 . 00 per S.M. 

Shs . 100.00 per S.M. 

The minimum total cost, when using interlocking cement 

tiles, for 50 years is Shs . 400.00 per square meter. 

(d) Quarry chippings finish 

t1astic asphalt on slab 

Protective quarry chippings 

embedded in bitumen 

Shs. 300.00 per S.M. 

Shs. 120.00 per s:M. 

The minimum total cost-in-use v7hen quarry stone chipp~.~gs 

have b~en used as the reflective finish is Shs . 420 . 00 

pe~ square meter. 
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(e) Limewash finish 

~ticasphalt on concrete slab Shs. 300.00 per S.~. 

Linewash coating applied annually 

P. V. of £1 p.a. in 50 years at 

7% 13.8007 X 2. 00 27.60 

Shs. 327.60 

The minimum cost - in -use of limewzsh finish applied 

annually is Shs . 327.60. 

2. Built - up roof : initial and future costs 

The built-up felt roof is more than likely to 

fail before it is 20 years old. However, in the final 

analysis its failure would depend on the initial workmanship 

and the adequacy of any consequential maintenance applied 

to the roof. In the present analysis it has been assumed 

that proper maintenance policy will bP. applied such 

that the roof covering lives for a maximum of 20 years. 

However , in view of the fact that the roof coverings 

which fail frequently are the built - up felt roofs the 

results will be indicative of the minioum amount to 

be spent on such a roof . If maintenance is adequate 

then only a little more than these results indicate 

will be spent. If maintenance is inadequate expenditure 

could be as high as to necessitate renewals before the 

optimum age. The analysis assumes that the roof failed 
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at the tenth year ~fter construction and that there 

will be two renewals before the building becomes due 

for demolition. The different types of protective 

finishes have been used as the basis of cost- in - use 

calculations. The p~otective finishes analysed are:-

( a) mineral fin i sh, 

(b) quarry chippings, 

(c) aluminium paint 

(d) limewash, 

(e) interlocking tiles , 

( f) cement/sand screed. 

(a) Mineral surfaced finish 

3 layers bituminous felt with 

mineral finished surface 

Renewal after 20 and 40 years , 

P .V. ·of £1 in 20 and 40 years 

at 7% (165 x 012584) = 

(165 X 0. 06678) 

Shs . 165 . 0 per S .M. 

42 . 64 

11. 02 
218.66 

The minimum future cost-in-use during the next 50 

years for this type of felt finish is Shs . 218 . 65 per 

square meter . 
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(b) Qunrry chippings finish 

3 l ayers bituminous felt 

Quarry chippings protective 

finish 

Shs . 140 . 0 per S.M . 

Shs . 100 . 0 per S. M. 

Covering renewal after 20 and 40 

years P.V. of £1 in 20 and 40 years 

a t 7% i . e . 240 x 0 . 25841 = 62 . 00 

240 X 0 . 06678 11 16.07 

Shs . 318 . 00 per S . M. 

The appr opriate minimum cost-in-use foreseablc in the 

life of t he building is Shs . 345 . r5 . 

(c ) Aluminium paint finish 

3 Layers bituminous felt 

2 Coats aluminium paint 

Shs . 140 . 0 0 per S .M. 

Shs . 10 . 00 per S .M. 

r epainting every t wo years 

at 10/00 per s . m. 

P .V. of £1 for the next 50 

years at 7% i . e . (10 ~ 6 . 6( /) -

covering renewal after 20 );ars 

P .V. of £1 in 20 and 40 years at 

7% i . e . 140 x 0 . 25841 = 

140 X 0 . 06678 = 

67 . 70 

36 . 20 

9 . 35 

262 . 25 

The minimum foreseable cost-in-use dur.ing the life of 

the building is Shs . 262 . 25 . 
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(d) Cement/sand screed finish 

3 layers bitu~inous felt Shs. 140.00 per S .M. 

13mm cement/sand screed on 

building paper Shs . 25 . 00 per S .M. 

Covering renewal after 20 and ~0 

years P.V. of £1 in 20 and 40 

years at 7% i . e. 165 x 0.25841 = 

165 X 0.06678 = 

42 . 65 

11.00 

The minimum foreseable cost-in-use with this alternative 

is Shs . 218 . 65 per square meter . 

(e) Interlocking tiles finish 

3 layers of bituminous felt Shs . 140 . 0 per 

I 

,.. ·v 
" • •"1. 

Interlocking tiles on bitumen Shs . 100.0 per S.M. 

Renewal of covering after 20 and 40 years using 

the same tiles but costing Shs. 48.00 per square meter 

for the handling of the tiles i . e. removing and refixing 

in bitumen: 

P . V. of £1 in 20 and 40 years at 77.. 

(140 X 0.25841) = 36:177 i.e. 36.20 

( 48 X 0.25841) = 12 . 403 i.e. 12.40 

(140 X 0 . 06678) = 9 . 3492 i . e. 9 . 35 

( 48 X 0.06678) = 3 . 205 i . e. 3 . 20 

Shs . 301 . 15 

The minimum anticipated cost "tlhen interlocking cement tiles 

have been used as the protective finish is Shs . 30) .15 per 

square·meter . 
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(f) Limcwash finish 

3 layers bituminous roof felt 

reflective limewash fiPish 

applied annually Shs.2 . 0 per S .M. 

P . V. of £1 p . a . for 50 years at 

7% i . e . 2 x 13 . 8007 

Shs . 140 . 00 per S . M. 

Shs . 27 . 60 per S.M. 

Renewal of felt after 20 and 40 years 

p . v . of £1 in 20 and 40 years at 

7% i . e . 140 x 0 . 25841 

1 40 X 0 .06678 

36 . 20 

9 . 35 

213 . 15 

The minimum foreseable cost-in- sue of this alternative 

is Shs . 213 . 15 per square meter . 

3 . Replacing flat flat _ _Eoof \vith pitched roof 

(a ) Asbestos cement sheets (corrugated) 

The basis of calculation was one Ministry of Works, 

Housing and Physical Planning flat roof which was renovated 

\·lith asbestos cement sheets . The initial estimates 

were for re - roofing with galvanised corrugated iron 

sheets which \vere unavailable at the time . Appendix 6 

is a schedule of the estimates, itP.m by item . When 

the completed new roof was analysed in terMs of costs 

per square meter it was found that each square meter 

would cost Shs. 370 . 00 . It 't.;ras ho-:.;ever assumed that no 
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maintenance work will be ~arried out during the life 

of the building. This assumption is of course far fetched 

because , for example, the groove ~long the wall into 

which the flashing is fixed has to be sealed with 

cement and sand mortar . Nortar becomes loose after 

some years due to the constant -..Jeather. changes. It \-lill 

therefore need renewals periodicclly . Any other repairs 

likely to occur will depend on the quality of r:he initial 

workmanship and promptness in r-esponding to requests 

for repairs . 

(b) Galvanized Corrugated Iron sheet roof 

The other materials used on false pitched roof 

cons tructim arP G. C. I. sheets . The basis \7ork of 

renova~ing the roof is the same as for asbrstos cement 

covP.ring as is chmvn in Appendix 6 . Bowev(~r, due to 

the difference in the properties of the two coverings 

the cast-in-use analysis is different . The G. C.I. 

roof will require re~ular painting to reduce chances 

of attack by rust which may lead to prema~ure failure: 

Roof renovations with g.c.i 

Roof painting ever-y 5th year till 

the building is 50 years at 15/- per m2 

P.V . of El at 5 years interval 

upto 50 years at 7% i . e . 

Shs. 335 .00 per S.M . 



15 X (0 . 71208 + 0.50834 + 0 . 36244 + 0 . 25841 

+ 0 . 18424 + 0.13136 + 0.09366 + 0.06678 

+ 0 . 04761 II 0 . 03394) 

15 x 2 . 39886 = 35 . 9829 say Shs. 35.00 per mZ 

Shs . 371.00 

In a '.Yell maintained g.c . i . roof the minimum foreseab1e 

cost-in-use for 50 years would be Shs . 371.00 per squar~ 

meter . This is a simplistic consideration because as 

the analysis of roofs shows in the next chapter some 

iron sheet roofs occasionally give problems . At the 

same t ime Maintenance staff are never pushed for roof 

pa:iut i ng. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DATA ANALYSIS AND TESTING 

Data Analysis 

As stated earlier on the data which has been 

used in this study \vas accumulated in the period 197 4 

to 1983 . The co3t Ligures were therefore different 

in quality in that time value of n~ney due to inflation 

was not reflect~d anywhere. Hmvever, in orcer to render 

the data workable so as to find out whether or not 

the stated hypothesis is true the figures were updated . 

The usual practice of comparing old and new prices of 

commodities is that a base year is decided upon and 

used in finding out the proportionate change of price 

with time, that is, the price index . In this case it 

v10uld have been thP comparative cost of an item of ~·~ork 

over time. However , in the case of roof repair, work 

may have been done and measured in square meters but 

v1hen recor9ing the area covered was not indica ted. This 

means that a figure of cost could refer to any area 

such that no specific rate is applicable to a specific 

area . Likewise, the description of work was not given ; 

it was thought that to describe the work as " repa]r 

roof leaks" was enough. As a result the eJ~act nature 

and size of work could not be ascertained . Therefore 

it was difficult to decide whether or not a cost was 

incurred in relaying worn felt or for application of 

bitumen to a roof po!.tion of a cc:.rtain dimension. 
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To circumvent this pro b) em it ~17ns found that by 

treating the maintenance cost as an investment done at 

a certain rate of interest a comparison of all the 

cost could be possible. Therefore it was assumed that 

the cost incurred during the period under study was 

an investment at compound interest whose maturity was 

1983 . The rates thought to bE· more rea listie v7e>re the 

rates used by the Central Bank of Kenya in paying money 

lent t o it in terms of Treasury Bills and Stocks . These 

rates tend to be steadier than the ordinary market rates 

used by Banks and other financiers . A market rate of 

interest of say 14% used by the Commercial Ban.ks would 

have b een reasonable had revenue been actually expected 

from the investment . As the case was,no such direct 

ret: urn was expected from building repairs . The rate 

chosen '17as 7% . When therefore calculating the currf'nt 

equivalent of money spent some years ago, the factor 

for 77., for a particular year was obtained from the 

Valuation Tables used by Valuers of properties . vnvm 

this factor was multiplied with the recorded figure 

for the actual cost of the job an updated. figure was 

obtained. This is the figure used in data analysis . 

In calculating the new figure, it was assumed that the 

money was spent sometime during th~ particular year 

and not at the beginning of that year . Therefore the 

longest period for any cost is nine yeaLs . This cost 

\vas then calculated \vi th the factor for 77, rate of interest 
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at compound interest and the table used was the amount 

of £1 table. As a result each amount spent on repairs 

was update accordingly . The sum of these figures of 

cost per buildin~ was then found . The mean repair 

cost per buildi 1g during the period 1974 to 1983 was 

ca lculated. Th : s me an repair cost was then used in 

all t h e calculations and i llustrations . 

Flat roof data analysis 

In order to appreciate the flat roof maintenance 

problems , comparisons between government and other publi c 

bodies ' maintenance practices had been anticipated to 

provide adequate data. However , on visiting the separate 

institutions , it was found that they kept very sketchy 

recor ds and at tir:1es none at all . \.fuat 'tvas occasionaly 

founo in thesP public in~titutions could not form a 

basis for a meaningf ul analysis . These findings left 

only the Minis try of \vorks , Hous j ng and Physical Planning 

maintenance r ecords as the onl y basis for data analysis 

for the study . Their records were the best and covered 

the "7hole study period . 

The ~·:ode l 

In trying to understand the available data on 

flat roof repair cost, several factors were seen to 

play an influential part in the possible mi nimisation 

of room failures , or in causing the opposite ~ffects . In 
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the model which has been developed, these factors were 

termed as the independent and dependent variables. 

Management 

This is a variable which differs from organisation 

to organisation . Thus it is not a constant which can 

be applied uniformly to all organisations . It is seen 

as the most important factor which decides or influences 

the level of maintenance cost of a flat roof. It is 

a factor \vhich influences all the other variables. It 

may be seen as a kind of factor 'li7hose influences range 

or fluctuate from 0% to 100%. The 0% management is 

where no management at all exists and 100% where all 

management tools are fully exploited. Therefore that 

is why this variable varies from one organisation to 

another . The most efficient will be awarded points 

which will tend towards 100% while those thoughtto be 

least efficient tend towards 0%. There is therefore 

a gap between the ideal roof maintenance management 

and the existing standard . This gap may be termed the 

inefficiency or efficiency gap because it exists as 

a result of a failure to reach the ideal level of 

management . 



Type of protective Finish 

This is an independent variable only in so far 

as it causes maintenance costs to go up if it fails ; 

that is , its failuY~ speeds up the deterioration and 

ultimate poor performance of the waterproof covering. 

Hm.;rever , it is a function of the standard of management 

existing in the organisation and also the standard of 

the initial workmanship exercised when appl)ring the 

finish . \~ithout proper maintenance managef'lent , the 

effic i ency of the finish will be limited to a few years . 

Likewise the efficiency of the finish will be greatly 

influenced by the quality of the initial workmanship . 

The influence is so strong in some cases that it could 

mean a premature renewal within a few years after 

construction . Therefore , though the finish as a variable 

is indepedPnt as far as cost is concPrned , it inturn 

depends on"these two variables . 

Age of the Covering 

This is yet another independent variable which 

is influenced by the initial quality of workmanship 

and the Qaintenance management exercised by the organisation . 

Age is likely to increase the cost of ~aintaining the 

covering because it is more prone to failure than a 

new covering. However, its effects on maintenance costs 
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is a function of management because the efficiency of 

the covering can be prolonged so that it goes on to 

function upto or beyond the expected economical existence . 

Age is also a function of initial standard of workmanship 

because poorly done work will deteriorate at a faster 

rate than good workmanship. Thus poorly done work 

~qill reduce the econoMical u&Dge of the covering and 

involve too high costs in trying to extend its life . 

In other words although the age variable is independent 

its effects are minimised or increased by the other 

two mentioned factors. 

Size and shape of building/roof 

~his is yet another variable which is a function 

of initial standard of w·orkmanship and the standard 

of management exercised . There are ~any small items 

'\<lhich are found on a roof and vary with its shape and 

size , such as the nu~ber of outlets, the size of the 

slope , the type and size of outlets , the number and 

shapes of roof levels, that is , whether it has several 

levels , upstands and parapet walls etc. The efficiency 

I 

of these other small factors is also a function of initial 

workmanship and the management exerc-ised. The size 

and shape of roof were seen as important contributors 

to the maintenance cost of a roof. 
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Roof Accessibiljty 

This was found lo be another variable affecting 

the maintenance costs over time of a roof. The 

accessibility which is considered harmful and therefore 

a varic.ble is that which meanr. that non-maintenance 

people can find their way ea~~ly on to t h e roof it they 

wanted to . Maintenance staff are able to visit the 

roofs with ladders where the roof has no built-in ladder. 

Some roofs ere highly accessible because the roof is 

designed to be used occasionally by the occupants, such 

as drying their clothes on the roof . The effects of 

the accessibility factor are however, controlable by 

management and minimised by quality workmanship at initial 

construction . Thus though it is an independent variable 

it is a function of these two variables . 

Initial standard of workmanship 

This is the other independent variable recognised 

as of major importance to roof majntenance cost. This 

factor was observed to exercise very strong influence 

on the maintenance of a roof and its ultimate performance . 

It could ~ean :- (a) an earlier failure to the roof 

covering leading to a maintenance - ridden life of the 

roof; (b) an early renewal of the Hhole covering, or 

(c) a renovation of a whole roof. However, its adverse 

effects cen also b~ accelerated or delayed by the type 
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of management policy exercised in the organisation . 

Thus this variable forms the base for the other variables 

to a lesser or greater degree. 

Maintenance cost 

This is the only variabl~ which is completely 

dependent on the other variables . It is affected by 

all the others in a small or big way , positively andjor 

negatively. Its level is fully determined by the the 

performance of the other variables. Each variable is 

therefore reflected on this one variable. Maintenance 

cost therefore forms a sort of measure of the joint 

and separate efficiences of the independent vari~bles 

as far as flat roof is concernec . 

From the above variables a hypothetical model 

has been developed to try and explain the relationship 

between all the variables. The ~odel equation actually 

tries to show that (a) management has a deciding influence 

over the perfo~ance of the other variables, (b) the 

initial standard of workmanship has a stro.ng influence 

over all the other variables with the exception of 

ma~agement, (c) the other variables are independent 

of one another . The model is th~ught to be hypothetical 

in that it is difficult to quantify the effects each 

variable has on the overal maintenance expenditure on 

the roof . . 
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The model equation is as follows: 

MC = [I(f +a+ s + r)]M 

where MC = Maintenance Cost 

I = Initial standard of workmanship 

f = Protective finish to covering 

a = Age of the building 

s = Size and Shape of the roof 

r = The roof accessibility to laymen 

M = Management . 

Pitched Roofs Data Analysis 

The analysis of pitched roofs has been centered 

on the data obtained form the Ministry of Works , Housing 

and Physical Planning . As ·Hith flat roofs, the datu. 

from the other institutions visited was either inadequate 

or not available. Hhere it was available it tended 

to be inadequate in that the description of the repairs 

often referred to buildings in a compound instead of 

being specific as to \vhich building in particular . In 

any case there was no institution , apart f.rom the Ministry 

of \<Iorks, Housing and Physical Planning, which had records 

for each building kept separately showing all the 

construction and maintenance details. As a result such 

sparse data were omitted in the analysis so as not to 

introduce biased conclusions. 
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Maintenance performance of G.C . I. sheet roof 

The roofs covered with g . c . i. sheets were all 

pitched. Pitched roofs are assumed to have fewer 

variables unlike flat roofs. The yearly , performance 

during the 10 y lars under study are given in Appendix 

7 a & b . The fi gures of the amount spent on maintenance 

refer to the day to day roof repairs only and exclude 

the periodic painting . This cost was omitted because 

where such work was done the amount recorded referred 

to the total cost of carrying out major and minor repairs 

and painting to the building . To avoid working on 

assumptions costs from cyclical painting were omitted. 

Futhermore, not all buildings had records of periodic 

paintings . Therefore only specific costs of repairing 

roof leaks or ceilings have been dealt with here. 

Appendix 7(a) shows the distribution of maintenance 

costs of the g . c . i. sheet-covered roofs in Nakuru. It 

shows that g.c.i. sheet roofs here have had very few 

r oof leakages and related problems during the period 

under review . Out of the 28 roofs sampled 11 of them 

had one or more roof complaints . The rest were not 

troublesome at all . The foregoing is not true of buildings 

situated in Eldoret as indicatooin Appendix 7(b). The 

buildings here show a generally poor resistance to 

defects . Out of the 13 roofs sample only 2 can be said 

to have been perfect in the period under study ; they 

gave no leakage complaints . 
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For further analysis the data in Appendix 7 (a&b) 

have been -updated to take care of inflation effects 

over time . The method used in updating the figures 

is the same as that used in the case of flat roofs. 

The means of maintenance cost per building over the 

period of interest were calculated by dividing the total 

updated cost by the number of years the building has 

been under maintenance or during the 10 years period 

being studied . This enabled various comparisOnci to 

be done . In the process of comparing the daca the roofs 

were seen to be affected mainly by two factors \-lhich 

have therefore been identified as the variables . To 

find out how these variables affected the maintenance 

performances of the roofs the da t a was arranged in tabular 

form and then into histograms . 

From the availab l e data it was seen best to divi de 

the roofs ~nto four discrete classes in the case of 

each variable . For age variable the groups are as follows : 

Ages 

II 

II 

II 

0 - 19 years 

20 - 24 " 

25 - 29 " 

30 and above . 

The groups arranged according to the other variAble -

size of roof - are as follows : 
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0 - 100 square meter.s 

101 - 200 square meters 

201 300 II II 

301 and abo\· ~ ~quare meters . 

These claGses ar ~.: shm.m in Table 7 . 

Roof size and maintena~ce cost 

The maintenance performance of both variables 

has been summarised in the form of histograms as sho"m 

below. Figures 15 and 16 are the histograms depicting 

the performance of the roofs in both Eldoret and Nakuru. 

Figure 15 clearly shows that the means of the repair 

cost rise with the isze of the roof in Nakuru . That 

is, the bigger the roof area the higher is the amount 

of money spent for its maintenance . However, in Eldoret 

the roofs show a diffeTent behaviour . Figure 16 shows 

that the means of smaller roofs are higher than those 

for bigger buildings; that is there is a general decrease 

in expenditure or roof maintenance as the roof increases 

is size. 

Roof age and maintenance cost 

Figures 17 and 18 are the histograms showing the 

means of maintenance cost in relation to age. It can 

be observed that age has a 1)rofound influence on the 

maintenance of roof in Nakuru . There is a stez.dy ris~ 

in the cost of maintaining the j~oof as age i ncreases. The 
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TABE 7 GCI ROOFS: S~~RISED ACCORDING TO AGE AND 

PLINTH AREAS. I 

_\ 
-1 

Age He an Plinth 
Mean _ I Group No. of Repair Area of No.of 

(Yrs . ) Buildings Cost(Shs.) buildings buildings repa1..; 
(SM) cost(s~ 

i 

Nakuru Under 20 1 0 0-100 15 11.95 

20 - 24 10 10.47 101-200 11 39 . 29 

• 25 - 29 8 23 . 34 201-300 2 47 . 35 

30 and 
above 9 46.08 over 300 - -

i 

Eldoret Under 20 2 262.23 0 - 100 6 108 . 7{ 

20 - 24 8 105. 35 101 - 200 5 105.9f 

25 - 29 1 0 201 - 300 2 104.3' 

30 and 
above 2 3.97 above 300 1 93.1/ 
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opposite effect is sho~~ in the maintenance of roofs 

in Eldoret~ During the period under study the younger 

roofs encountered more maintenance than older roofs. 

This behaviour is illustrated in figure 18. 

Maintenance Performance of tiled roofs 

Appendix 8(a) and (b) show the distribution of 

roofs and related maintenance costs for the period under 

investigation. The roofs \vere all pitched. In the case 

of roofs in Nakuru, as shown in Appendix 8(a) most of 

them have had a roof leakage at one time or another 

during rhe period . Of the thirty (30) tiled roofs 

invcstigotcd, only 6 have had no repairs done. Some 

of the repairs were carried out more frequently in some 

buildings than in others . Appendix 8(b) which shows 

the tiled roofs in ElG0ret, reveals that even here this 

type of roof is prone to problems. Of the 14 roofs 

sampled, 6 of them did n·"t have roof leakages. The 

other 8 have had one or more problems during the 10 

year period of interest . To enable a further analysis 

of the roof's performances the same treatment as that 

carried out on the g.c.i. roofs data has been done to 

tiled roofs' data . The data have been updated and divided 

into classes according to age and size as tabulated in 

Table 8. 
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TABLE 8. TILED ROOFS : SUMHJ\RISED ACCORDING TO AGE 
AND PLINTH AREAS 

Age Mean Plinth 
No . of Area of No.of Group Rt j ldings Repair buildings buildings (Yrs.) Cost(Shs.) (SM) 

Nakuru Under 20 1 52.07 0-100 12 

20 - 24 4 127.55 101-300 13 

25 - 29 12 49.15 201-300 2 

30 and 13 57.30 over300 2 
above 

Eldoret Under 20 7 13.00 0-1.00 3 

20 - 24 2 54.50 101-200 9 

25 29 3 40.77 201-300 2 

30 and 
above 2 123 . 03 over 300 

Nean 
repair 
cost(sh~ 

I 

37 . 16 

50 . 54 

49 . 63 

322 . 05 

4?. . 56 

45 . 45 

15 . 85 

1 
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Size of roof and maintenance cost 

The relation between size and maintenance for 

Nakuru town has been depicted by figure 15. In Nakuru, 

maintenance sho'"s a generally higher cost with size. 

The mean of smal l er roofs is, for example , Shs . 37 . 16 ; 

whereas that of larg~r roofs is Shs . 322 . 05 . It may 

be concluded that the size of a roof to a certain eY.tent 

influences the amount spent on roof maintenance . In 

this case m~intenance cost is directly proportional 

t o the size of the roof . Hm·7ever , the reverse is true 

among Eldoret roofs . The means of maintenance cost 

of these roofs decrease with the increase in size of 

the roof . That is the cost is inversely proportional 

to rhe soze . This relaticnship is d~picted by figure 18 . 

Age of roof and Maintenance 

In N~kuru to~vn , as is i llustrated by figure 17 

there is n~ definite response of maintenance cost to 

age of roof. The younger roofs show that their means 

are almost as high as those of the older roofs . The 

20-24 years old roofs class, for example , has a very 

h igh cost profile as opposed to 25-29 years old class . 

Eldoret buildings however have a more definite ~esponse 

of cost to age . Figure 18 shov1s that there is a general 

t endency of roofs ' maintenance cost to respond to the 

rise·in age . Thus the older the roof the higher is its 

maintenance , and vice versa . 
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G. C.I. Sh"et and tile roofs: a brief summary of their 

maintenance performance 

The performance of these roo=s during the period 

of study varies very much between the two tow11s . The 

data as depicted by the histograms and tables reveal 

that : 

(a) Tiled roofs in Nakuru generally , have had 

more maintenance complaints that. those jn 

Eldoret . But g.c . i . sheet roofs behaved 

in an opposite manner , with those of 

Nakuru beingless troublesome. As a result 

the tiled roofs in Nakuru may b2 ciaimed 

to h ave been slightly more expensive than 

g.c . i . sheet roofs in their yearly maintenance . 

(b) In Eldoret the g . c . i . sheet roofs have been 

more expens i ve as far as size or plinth areas ' 

.comparison is concerned. But both types 

show a tendency to lower maintenance cost 

as the roof size increases. However , as 

far as age is concerned old tiled roofs are 

more expensive than old g . c.i . sheet roofs , 

whi l e the younger roofs shm·1 reversed results ; 

they are more expensive . The apparent 

conclusion would be that tiled roofs become 

increasingly expensive to maintain \·:rbile g . e. i . 

sheet roofs ~ecome increasingly cheaper to 

maintain with age . 
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Hypothesis Testing 

The study hypothesis states that flat roofs are 

no more expensive to maintain than pitched roofs. The 

alternative hypothesis states that flat roofs are too 

expensive to rnajntain and should be done away with from 

the GovPt·nment buildings. As T..,as pointed out earlier 

in the thesis the most suitable statistical method for 

testing the hypothesis was thoughtto be the one way 

Analysis of Variance . 

The null hypothesis assumes that the means of 

all the three samples comprising the maintenance cost 

of the three major types of roofs, nam~ly flat roofs , 

tiled roofs and g.c . i . sheet roofs , are equal . This 

assumption i~ based on the other assumption that the 

samples 'tV'ere drawn from the same population . Since 

they would be from the same population then their means 

should be equal . Therefore if the means of the total 

amounts spent naintaining the different roofs are equal , 

then all the roofs would be more or less equal to maintain . 

The alternative hypothesis assumes that the means of the 

roof maintenance cdst of the diff~rent roofs sampled 

were from very different populatior.s . This \-1ould mean 

that some of the roofs may be too expensive in their 

maintenance . 



To be certain that the sample means of roof 

maintenance cost v7ere from samples which v1ere drawn 

from one population they will be tested at 99% confidence 

level. This level reduces any chances of committing 

a type 1 error , that is , rejecting the hypothesis when 

infact it should be accepted; or a type II error, that 

is, accepting the hypothesis when infact it should 

be rejected. TherP.fore if the means are found to be 

different at 99% confidence level then the null 

hypothesis will be rejected in favour of the alternative 

hypothesis . In testing the data therefore F is calculated 

so as to be compared to F-expected which is found in 

standard F tables. If F-expected is found to be less 

than F-calculated , then the conclusion dravm is that 

the samples were from very different populations . This 

would mean that the flat roofs are different from the 

other types resulting in high maintenance cost and therefore 

should be avoided . However if the F-calculated is found 

to be less than the F-expected it would be concluded 

that the samples were from the same population and therefore 

with no difference in maintenance of the different 

roofs. This therefore would result in the null hypothesis 

being accepted. 

The analysis of variance technique is a stati~tic 

for finding variations among samples . This testing 

may ar::..se as a result of me!ny factors whi r.h may be of 
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interest to the re~earcher. In the process of carrying 

out the test the data is arranged into columns according 

to particular sample characteristics or source of data . 

Before carrying out the test of the hypothesis a few 

symbols have to be Pxplained so RS to reduce chances 

of confusion . The f0ll0T11inp s,rmhols rPprPSP.!'t the 

components of the formulae to be encountered: 

K = number of samples 

N total number of observationr. 

ni = number of observations in the ith samplf· 

Ti . = total of ith sample 

T . = grand total of all observations 

r = observations within a sample 

1 .. 
= rk grand mean 

SSE = error sum of squares or within sal"'.ples 

sum of squres. It arises as a result of 

deviations within the sample from the sample 

means . This can be calculated using the 

following formula: 

K r 2 K 2 t E x .. - ·ETi It is cslculated with n-k degr~es 
j =1 j=l ~J - r -

of freedom . 

SSG =Amon~ sum of squares , or alternatively between 

sum of squres. It is the variation due to the 

variations within the meRns. It is arrived at 
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using the following formula: 

K 
I: Ti 2 

i=l
r 

2 T .. 
rk 

It is calculated with K-1 degrees 

of freedom . 

' . 

SST Total sum of squares. This refers to the 

total devaition of sample observations from 

the grand mean . It has the following formula : 

r k 
1: E 2 

j=li=l xij 
2 T .. 

rk 

n-1 degrees of freedom . 

It is calculated with 

MSC Among column mean squares . It is calculated 

.~ using the sum of squares . 

Thus sse . · 

K-1 

MSE = Error Mean squares. It is also a resultant 

of sum of squares divided by degrees of 

freedom . 
SSE 

n-k 

MSC and MSE ~re then used in testing the hypothesis 

NSC because = F. 
MSE 

If F.? fa: (k-1, n-k) the nulJ hypothesis will be 

rejected in favour of the alternative. 

The cob.I"Jms of K are formed of t!H" data from the mainte:1ance 

of the three types of roof . They have b~cn arranged according 

to tht"· typP. of roof as \vas sef'n r erlier o:l ir.. th t; c.:haptf·r. 
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0 0 8 . 87 78 . G7 36 . 05 1 , 299 . GO 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 8 . 37 70 . 05 38 . 46 1 , 4 79 . 17 

95.73 9 , 164 . / 3 0 0 lll . 72 12 , 48 1. 35 

3 . 31 e . 37 70 . 05 

3471 8 .50 1205 , 374 , 241 . 25 87 . 30 7 , 521 . 29 

2769 5 .2 8 767 , 027 , 534.30 

70607.25 z,009,10S,~I6 . 73 70 6 . 17 109217.98 1896 . e6 332 , 125 . 48 



2. cc = 0.01 

f (k-1, n-k) 
a:: 

f (2,86) = 4. 98 
a:: 

4. T1 = 70,607 . 25 

T2 = 706.17 

T3 = 1,896.86 

T .. = 73,210.28 

2 
T • . 
--= 

n 

(73210 . 28) 2 

89 
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= 60,210,596 . 60 

k n 2 2 2 
.E1 .r1x.. (44,77) + (1125 . 71) + 
~= J = ~J 

+ (87.50) 2 + (8.37) 2 + . . . + (8.37) 2 + (87 . 30) 2 

= 2,009 , 746,571 . 04 

5. SST= 2 , 00,746,571 . 04 - 60,210,596.60 = 1 , 949,535,974 . 44 

2 2 2 
sse= (70 , 607 . 25> + <706 . 17) + (1,896 . 86) 

= 

= 

sse = 

= 
SSE = 
SSE = 

= 

31 

4985383752 .56 

31 

498,676.06 
= 

28 

3,598.077.8 
-

30 
160,818 , 830.73 

160,818,830 . 73 

60,210,596.60 

)_00,745,979 . 9 

SST - sse 

28 30 

= 160,818 , 830 . 73 

17,809 . 86 

119,935 . 92 

+ 17,809.86 + 119,935.92 

+ 17,809 . 86 + 119,935 . 9 -

1,949,535,974.[,4 - 100,745 , 979.91 

1,848, 789,994 . 53 
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The Analysis of Variance Table 

d . f. 

2 

86 

88 

Sum of squ.:n:es Mean Squares 

100,745,979.91 50 , 372 , 989.95 

1,848,789,994 . 53 21 , 497,558 . 08 

1,949 ,535,974 . 44 

MSC 50,372,989.95 
7. F =- = 

2. 

4. 

MSE 21 , 497 , 558 . 07 

F = 2. 43 

F<fa: (k-1 , n- k) 

2.43<4.98 

Since F calculated is less than f expect0d the null 

hypothesis is accepted . The flat roofs in Nakuru are 

no more expensive to maintain than pitched roofs . 

Therefore t hey should be retain~d on government buildjngs . 

As regards. analysis of the roofs in Eldoret the procedure 

followed is the same as above. 

a: = 0 . 01 

f"(k-1 , n-k) 

fa:(2 , 30) = 5 .39 

Tl. = 568.4 

T2 . = 1368 . 37 

T3 . = 3900 . 37 

T .. (3900 . 37) 2 15 . 212. 586 . 1369 
= = 

n 33 ::3 
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'J'i\llLJ-: Ja !'-'!'T\'J JWi'l\Jn COST~) UF J'l,J\'1', 'J']),J.I) t,im G . C . 1 SI!U·:'J' HOOFS - J'l,DOPCT 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------·------~ 
TILED G. C . I 
ROOFS (X) x2 

ROOF(Y) 

31.39 9 85. 33 6 . 85 46.92 1,473.33 2 ,1 70 , 70 1. 2 83.82 7,025.79 8 . 01 64. 16 51.1 0 2,611 . 21 65.14 4,243 . 21 298 . 75 89 , 251.56 52 . 80 2 , 787 . 84 38.50 1,4e2 . 25 5.93 35 . 16 270 . 60 77 , 617 . 96 31.70 1,004 . 89 208 . 74 43,572.38 107. 77 ll,v14.37 0 0 0 0 0 0 43.86 1,9:£3 . 69 7.94 63 . 04 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 521. 01 271,451.42 
0 0 3 . 45 1) . 90 " 

5'9 . 63 3 , 555.73 93. 1 7 8,680.64 
0 0 208 .1 7 43, 334 . 74 

214. 36 45,950 . 20 1 3.20 174 . 24 
0 

0 

56 P.- 4 66 , J'/J.09 1368 . 37 AS~,6Sr . Jf l, <'lflJ.I) ?. , 7G5,332 . 5 
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= 460,996.55 

k n 2 
'- E X .. 

i=l j=l ~J = ( 31 . 39)£ + (83 . 82) 2 (107 2 + . . . + . 77) 

= 2 , 788 , 189 . 75 

SST = 2,788,189.75 460,996.55 

sse 

SSE 

= 2 , 327 , 193 . 20 

= (568 . 4) 2 + (1368 . 37)
2 

+ (1963.6)
2 

14 13 6 = 460,996.55 

= (23 , 077 . 04 + 1,440,033.57 + 

6 4 2 ' 6 2 0 . Q 2) - 460,996.55 

= 809,7.32 . A?. 

2 , 327 , 193.2 809 ,7 31. 43 

= 1 , 517,461.77 

The Analysis of Variance Table 

Source d. f. Sum of Squares Mean Squares 

Among 2 

Error 30 

Total 32 

F == MSC = MSE 

F == 8.00 

F>f 0 .01 (2 ,30 ) 
ex 

809 , 731.43 

1,517,461.77 

2,327,193 . 22 

404 , 865 . 71 == 
50,582 . 06 

i.e. 8 . 00>5 .39 

404 , 865.71 

50, 582 .06 

8.00 
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The F calculated is greater than f expected and therefore 

the null hypothesis is rejected. The alternative is 

accepted meaning that roofs in Eldoret have very 

different Maintenance cost performance some of which 

are too expensive. They should not be used on government 

buildiPgs in Eldoret . 

From the foregoing analysis it is clear that simply 

stating that flat roofs are more expensive to maintain 

than pitched roofs is a Mere sweeping stat~ment which 

should not apply to all ~oafs. In ~akuru, flat roofs 

have been found to be no more expensive to maintain 

than pitched roofs . There are several plausible reasons ~ 

for this : 

(a) The staff employed in maitaining them may have 

been more capable of correctly diagnosjng the sources 

and cause·ofleakage, and this may have l~ad to appropriate 

corrective measures being instituted. 

(b) The contractors who built the roofs may have 

been good, capable and of high integrity, this may have 

resulted in quality \'lorkmanship from the beginning. 

(c) The supervision at the time of construction 

may have been strict; this may have lead to good workmanship 

_and the correct use of mateTia ls, and 

(d) General unrlerstanding of the roofing materials 

by the maintenance sta ff; this may have lead to slightly 
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better maintenance practices. 

The opposite of the above could have been the 

main reason why flat roofs in Eldoret may have appeared 

to be ~or~ expensive to maintain than pitched roofs . 

. . 

I 



CHAPTI:R VI J 

CO~CLUSIONS A·~o RECOMMENDATIONS 

A briPf statement of the problem 

Flat roofs have some 3dvantages ove~ pitched roofs 

but these appnrent advantages are completely ignored 

due to the perPistent problems of roof leakage. Flat 

roofs in the Rift Valley Province have tended to receive 

frequent repairs due to frequent complaints of roof 

leakage~ . Though pitched roofs equally incurr repair 

costs, the ease with which these leakages arc solved 

have tended to cause the maintenance teams to assume 

that pitched ro~fs arc trouble free . However, flat 

ro:>f~· often cause a lot of concern to both the use:;.:s 

an~ th~ maintenance teams when they leak mainly because 

they look too st:£Jble , solid and quite c!legant to succur1b 

to r aimmter . The main concern has bt•en du(• to the 

fact that t'he maint.enance teans have to battle v~ith 

flat roof leaks every time Lhe rainy season sets in. 

Once a flat "!:'Oof experiencPs leal<:1gcs, they lJcl'.'e p1·oved 

unsolvable until a complete tcnewal of the covering 

is dcne . These repairs have proved quite expensive 

to the GO\'P.rnment since it is likely that these often 

expensive revairE arc requ~sted for from alJ corners of 

the country. The int~~·Pstil,g fact is that lllost of th~sP. 

flat roofs are usuall;· ::ov'• .... r->d w:i tb MllR1 ; ,.. asphnl t or 
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builL-up felts as the water proof covering. 

As a result of these unsolvable lca!wge problems 

the maintenance tc:!ams have resorted to unorthodox 

methods of roof repairs aimed at doing away with flat 

roofs in general but retaining the shape of R flat 

roofed building. In other words, though a flat roof 

is detested the design is still aesthetically thought 

to be better or preferred to pitched roofs for certnin 

buildings. Thus a false pitched roof is huil t over 

the flat roof . Apart from retaining the F-hapP th·i s 

method -:>f roof repair does away with any aClvantagP.~~ 

which rna~, be inherent in flat roofs. Due to the cost 

of converti~g a flat roof to a pitched roof the above 

mct~od cf rovf repair was ~bought to be rnore expensive 

if ~11 government flat rooicd buildings Hill receive 

false pitched roofs . Therefore, a bette~ approach to 

solvjng the maintenance prob]ems of flat roofs has become 

imperative if money is to be saved and fl.CJt roo fs r<.=>tain~d. 

The study , therefore, '"as seen as one of the best avenues 

of meeting this urg~nt need of c1inimising the flat ~oof 

leakage problems . It harl: as its objectives, the need 

to fj nd out ~..-hy there ,1re JTlany l<~akages in govc .... nment 

buildings; whether the flat roofs' maintenance costs 

are sjgnificantly higher than pitched roofs and also 

to try and c.ome up \lith a more effidC:11t solutioa 
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to flat roof maintenance problems . 

Limitations and shortcomin~ 

The study had tHo main Umi.tations vlhich ~vou] d 

tend to reduce the overall magnitude of the findings . 

The fi r st limitation was that the study was more or 

less confined to public bodies . This apparent biased 

approach dealt with buildings owned and maintained by 

public bodies onl y . It. \¥as ini.tially thought that private. 

institutions may widen the scope of the study but when 

an attempt was made to obtain tllcir expenditure pattern 

overtime on their flat roof maintenance , it vms not 

avail able : figures were guessed at or they \verc kept 

by individuals or m.vncrs who were not available . As 

a resu!. t the information gathered for buildings claimed 

to ha~e experienced frequent leakage probl ems could 

not h elp in assessing the seriousness of the problem 

as it could not be relied upon . However , it served 

to indicate that t hey too have experienced leakage. problems . 

The direct ~o-.;crnment and quasi-Bovermtlent organi

zations provided the best data for the study . However, 

the quasi-government organizatio~s provided scanty data 

which at best showed the exiBtencc of the problem; the 

Btruggle to maintain or reduce flat roo[ leub..tges . 

:·ever.theless , without full i11format:ion the an:>lysi.s 

could n0t be hoped to aid in arriving at a clear conclusion 
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to the study objectjves . This scarcity of data eventually 

left only the central government ' s records of roof 

maintenance as kept by the Ministry of Works , Housing 

and Physical Planning to be the backbone of the study . 

The study, in effect, became slightly subjecLive towards 

the Ministry of Works , Housing and Physical Planning 

perfor~ance , and especially overall efficiency . 

The other limitation is in the area of scope of 

the study. The t't·lo tm-ms in the study area were within 

the same geographical and administrative location . The 

maintenance teams have tend~d to rot~te from one district 

to anotLter Hi thin this same province . Therefore the 

same methods of repairing flat roofs have tended to 

circulate \·lithin the province with only neglib] e improvement 

when a nm·~ person joins the maintenance teams . These 

same towns had more or less equal cJimatic conditions 

which thLrcfore have had the same effects on the flat 

roo£ and its coverings . 

There are several shortcomings to the study which 

may have affected the outcome. The first Bhortcoming 

is in relation to the actual cost of n~intaining the 

buildings . It was not possible to know whether a defect 

•··ns rectified iremediately or took time before anything 

• .. 1as done. For exampln , if defects "ere reported and 

rectified immediately the cost could be different from 
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when the defects are ignored or delayed due to lack 

of materials. If a defect occurred towards the end 

of a financial year when possibly materials and financ.es 

were c~:hau~ted, the defect may have been ignored thereby 

incr-easing in size. Further to th~ delays in initiating 

th~ repair& ther~ was the speed of execution factor . In 

most cases the time taken to do a repair job by 

derartm ntal labour does not take the cost of slowness 

into consideration; the consequences of slowness are 

uscally not casted. Hhcre a job should take tHo hours , 

may be it took the whole day to complete . When such 

jobs are:: costed and the figures analysed the rcsull:s 

\·muld obviously be far much higher than normal . 

'l'!1e ::;ecvnd shortt:Oilling arose due to the type oi 

study; it was in retrospect . Tha defects and execution 

of work occurred , may be , several years before the study 

period . ThiH means that the exact quality of workm<Jnship 

and of mat0rials could not be easily isolated. At the 

sa·1e time most specification~ for Gc3rrying out the repairs 

were not all available in order to assist in pinpointing 

exRctly where the blame lay . Furthermore, the time 

of execution of the work , i . e . , whether during dry or 

wet season, was not possible to ascertain so that a 

conclusion absolving \·mrkmansh:i p could be arrived at. 

The contractors could have bcPn a good source of informa~ion 

t0wards the causes of flat roof failure especially in 
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connection 'I.-lith \·70rkm.:mship . Hm·Jever, a 11 those \'lho 

were sent the questionnaires failed to respond, th~reby 

giving no alternative of assessing their capabilities 
• 

apart from the apparent i;~orkmnnship . 

The third shortcoming involved the ~xact cf£0cts 

of the wc~ther on the flat roof . Since the weather 

plays a key role in the efficiency of the \7<-tterproofing 

coverings the results of experiments to test ten~erature 

cbo.ngc·s wculd have given a good guidance. However, 

~xperiments of any nature were not possible due to lack 

of ma11po·Her, time , equipT.ent and finances. It \o70U 1 J 

have been interesting to knm·I, for example, hcT.v loo,, 

a rP-flectivc finish rer:1ains reflective, th(• progresz 

of dct~rioraticr. al1d the a.rrtuu.nt of heaL absuruPci or 

reflecLcd . 

FinaJ ly the types of materL l s us<?.cl on the roof 

\vere esscntial )y not nevJ in the cc.~.lf> truction indul' t"ry: 

namely , the mastic asphalt and the built-up fcdts. Hherea"' 

it is highly possible that in the technically advat erl 

countries research institutes may have conE> up \vitl• 

improvements or efficient additions to the two popuL.-

rtaterials ns Hell as net.! and more efficient "aterpr c 

coverings, Kenya still uses the t\<JO types \·ld c.:h ha\· 

been in u~e for a long time. The ~uccess ~ J adv~n a1es 

n= any nc~; rr.a tcria ls exsi ting elPs'. here bu L n~· ... yet 
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tes~ed in Kenya are still a future possibility waiting 

to be exploited. Likeuise, the range of the f:i nh:hes 

and the manner of fixing them \,ra s quite narr01;-1. 

Therefore, a full insight into the efficiP.ncy of the 

different finishes ava~lable but either used wrongly 

or not used nt all was difficult to gPt . 

From the above limitations and shortcomings it 

is clear that there iE more to the flat roof maintenance 

problems than is apparent to any existing maintenance 

teams . To those interested, therefore, there is still 

much more to be researched in connection Hith flat roofs 

which this study has not been able to exhaust . 

The findings 

The study of flat roofs ' maintenance problems 

has revealed sPveral shortcomings existing in maintenance 

departments in various organizations . They '\·7ere 

shortcomings which hnve existed apparently for a long 

time and from recent developments they were not really 

going to be solved but circumvenl'.;!d. In the process, 

the axe n1ay fall on the designs of flat roofs such that 

r.o more may be constructed in the foreseable futurl'. 

One of the factors found to be a contributor of 

flat roofs roaintenance proLlems ~mls t~·~e design/ shape 

of thE deck itself. It wau observed that the failure of 
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a roof to discharge raim1ater v7as affected by the typ · 

of slope provided f:or it. In this j t \v:ls seen that: 

though the general slope may have been appropriate and 

adequate, it could also prove to be detrimental to the 

roof's efficiency . Such '>·7as the case Y.lhere there were 

a series of slopes on a roof but each specific slope 

serving a small arcc1 of the roof : unfortunately such 

a slope isolated itself someho"t-7 form the other slopes. 

This meant that watLr could only flov: in a speci fie direction 

'vhich wc.s completE:ly irre·.rersible. Such a slope, or 

slopes had an outlet each sol~ly for itself such that 

it was difficult for any other roof nr~a served by ~jffer2nt 

slopes to be relieved of any pending i.n casQ their outlets 

were blocked. Once an outlet uas blocked any rainwater 

on the roof will rernajn there until it either leaked 

or evaporated . In the p~·ocess the covering v1as damaged. 

It was also found that the methods of deck 

construction increased the weakness of the roof coverings 

so that they could not remain impervious to water during 

their expected life spans. The timl>er decks encountered 

weze built in a manner which disregarded the obviouo 

rcac t ion of timber t.o weather e lem~n t s . m1.ereas they 

should be nailed diagonally or parallel to the fall, 

they Here nailed accross the slope. Hhen they shrank 

or expanded as a result o£ a change o'f: moisture contcnL 

in thetn the.y autom<Jtically intcrferre~l with tiw srr:ontlmess 
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of the roof covering . This interference resulted in 

the roof coverings becoming less efficient in the short 

run and failing in the long run. Pools of water became 

a connnon occurrence on the roofs and thus lead to a rapid 

deterioration of defects. Since all timber roofs seen 

had this type of omission it il:> highly unlikely that 

they would ever succeed . 

The study al~o revealed that by far the greatest 

weakness as far as flat roof durability was concerned 

was in the knowledge towards the requirements of flat 

roofs in general and the commonly used waterproof materials 

in particular. The flat roof is a special roof which 

requires special maintenance at tent ion . It v7as found 

that the people involved in the specification of water

proof coverings did not understand the materials fully . 

They only understood the most basic requirements of 

having a flat roof but did not app;reciate or understand 

the significance of all the details. Understanding 

all the details entails knowing the short-term and long

term effect·s of using a certain type of material ; the 

effects of omission of a specific detail during the 

application of th~ roof coverjng; the effects of 

ambiguities within the body of the specification and 

effects of using less of the material . For example, 

the different roofing felt types have different prope~ties 

which :nusl: be .. considered when laying the felt; certain 

felts enhance a trouble free e~istence or minird~e the 
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cost of maintaining the roof . Hithout: this knouledge 

the specifica tiot1s could not be termed adequate; they 

would misinform the builder , if they .1re ambiguous, 

and the roof produced would fail to meet the expectations 

of the owner or user. 

Knowledge was also found v1anting on the part of 

the contractors and supervisors/clerks of work . lt 

was apparent from the already executed roof coverin~ 

works that those \\'ho ucr.e a pc:r.ty to th~ actua 1 

construction Here not fully conversant Hith the importance 

of the details usually designed hy the aJcbitect. Thus 

omissions whi ch could be easily traced to the contl·.-ictor 

and supervisor ' s negligence indicated that thos e v1ho 

caused them thought that the roof could do Hit.:hout them . 

They could not foresee tht.lt the r,hape of the roof might 

be changed ~s a result of their unintP.ntional or 

intentional omissions. 

By far the effects of lack of knowledge were seen 

to be seriots in the area of maintenance management 

of the flat roofs . The management that exists can be 

sw~Jarised by stating that no proper policy exists . 
anytvhere tm,1ards rcpair.ing thP ,.,a terp)·oo£ coverin(!S; 

extending the economic lives of t.:hc different covc:'rings, 

and minimising defects/costs by using planned m in~enancc 

system:; tm·..ards tbe roofs. Tlm;. all avoidable' defeLts ,,er ... 
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not avoided at all . As a n~sul t all defect~ and imminent 
defects meant en automatic fi:,ilure of a pnrticular roof 

covering and the flat roof in general . This occurred 

despite the availability of all other resources at one 

time or another . 

The existing methods of choosing the contractor 

to carry maintenance works in particular have been 

coutributory to the early failures of the roof coverings . 
The methods of choosing a contractor are more biased 

towards initially saving public money rather than 

obtaining quality workmanship, when repair "t·JOrks are 

given to the lowest tenderers. Because of this systeM 

qualified contractors are never able to compete with 

unqualified ones. The lowest tenderer is not always 

the best contractor . At times such a tenderer ends 

up c&using avoidable e~~pendi ture to an organization 

by "tvay of too much maintenance activity and pre-mature 

renewals to the roof covering . 

Another interesting finding \vas in regrtrd to the 

cost of maintenance . It was found that there w&s nol: 

much difference between the maintenance costs of flat 

and pitch~d roofs . The difference in cost which t::xistcd 
was not statisLically significant . The major cause 

of alarm has therefore been in the occasional renm·1al 

of the covcrin~ in the case of flat roofR . However , 

v.here renewals "t-lere carried out pre-mat1Jrel:;' , \\7hethe1· 
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rightfully or through wrongful recommendations, the 

flat roof beca~e automatical:y more expensive. It was 

further found that all the protective finishings to 

the waterproof coverings did not perform equally in 

refecting and reducing the effects of the weather . SoMe 

of these reflective finisnings were easily destroyed 

or rendered less efficient by the weather and environmental 

factors , which were most of the times unchecked . Notably 

among those affect~d were the mineral granules which are 

pressed and stuck to the felt during thP. production 

process . However , these granules did not all last very 

len~ aPd caMe off eventually after thP felt was fixed 

on to the roof . Thereafter they were washed out by 

rainwater and shifted about hy win~ . This failure 

however could wholly or al~ost so, bP. blaMec on the 

manufacturers of the felt . Other reflective finishings 

were depended almost fully on maintenance which lacked . 

Despite the foregoing only aluminium paint and quarry 

chippings showed extreme failures . 

Conclusion 

The foregoing chapters on the problems relaced 

to flat roofs·can be concluded by trying to relate the 

findings to the study objectives . Firstly, the study 

set out to try to find out why flat roofs to government 

buildings cause so many p~oblems of leakage with those 
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in the Rift Valley Province as a case study; se~cral 

conclusions were nrrJved at: 

(a) The first conclusion is that the prevailing 

s tandnrds of vmrknanship are very 10\-1. This 

applies both to the departmental labour and 

contractual labour . These low level of 

standards will continue to exist untjl a 

positive action is taken to upgrade the 

existing stock of lnowledge to meet the hlgh 

standard~ required to deal with flat roofs . 

'Hthout upgrading the stock of knowl eclge 

that is currently e:~d.::>ting, flat roofs \oJill 

continue to be a menace to maintenance teams 

both in the central government and the quasi

government maintenanc~ teams . 

(b) The seconrl conclusj oP is t.ha t flat .coofs 

to government buildings cause leakage problems 

because the suprrvision of new works and 

repairs to these: roofn is compl ete;y lacking 

or too la:~~~d such that \vhe'te a good spec:ification 

Alternatively, those supervi~ine may not 

2hvayr. be qualifi~cl enou;.,h to supt?:vise a 

highly technice.l C0ns'trhction ~uc:h ::JS 1nay 

be required by flr:t roofs. It: is al•:o poss~.hle 

that tho11gh thE:re ITo)' b<: some s·uper.vio1.or~. 
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it is never adequate . This leads to the 

tendency of too much trust being placed on 

t h e contractor indirectly who, more often 

t han not , misuses the trust . 

(c) That specifications were frequently inadequate ; 

t hese i ncluded spec~fications for : 

(1) the construction of the screed over 

which the waterproof covering is laid , 

(2) the wat erproof materials, that is, the 

suitable types , 

(3 ) the methods of placing the coverings 

on the deck , as well as the number of 

layers to be used , an~, 

( 4 ) th~ fixing or application of the reflective 

f ini sh to the coverings . As a result 

a l ot of the f l at roof work could have 

been done under inadequa tc s pecifica tior. s 

both at the time of new construction 

and at the time of repairs . 

(d) There is a possibility that the designers 

of flat roofs have had no feedback from the 

field . This c0uld have enoblecl them to mec>t 

the challenges posed by flat !:oof~. Thus 

J!lost designers have retainQd detai'Ls e•en 
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though some of them speed up or encourage 

the quick formation of defects. Therefore 

it would seem as if the d~signers and the 

maintenance teams operate very independently 

even though they deal with the ~arne structure . 

(c) An obvious conclusion to be deduced from 

the various chapters is that the management 

of flat roofs has been inadequate. In all 

organizations visited maintenance policies 

towards flat roofs were extrcrneJ.y poor. 

It can be safely stated that due to the 

poor yuality of staff in the maintenence 

departments of various organizations , flat 

roof~ maintenance op~<>rations ca1wPcl thf-> cost 

of maintaining the roofs to rise; their 

operations were frequently wrong . Flal 

roofs were more neglected than mnintained 

and visits orlly occurred when they leaked. 

This obvious shortcC'' 1 i.ng wouJ d explain why 

the complaints of leakages and failures 

are a conm:on phenomenon for flat roofs. 

The second obj ec ti.ve of the study v72S to find 

out the cost of flat: roo£" co~pared to pitched roofs 

\1i th c01·ruga ted b:on sheets and tiles a!=: the coverings. 

A stat is ti ca 1 test ;1a s carried out to test tbe ctudy 

hypoth "i'3 thnt flat t.>ofs are no mor~ ex.pe::nsive to 
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maintain t:h<..n thr> pitc11ed roofs . The hypothesj s \-Ul:> 

testcJ at 99/o confid~nc(~ level . The r~~ull.s sh0".·7ed 

that the cost of maintaining flnt roofs is normal and 

that it is only one out of cl hundred cnses v:>hich can 

be abno,:u;ally high. In other \-lords the difference in 

the maintenance costs was not ~·ignificnnt to vmrr.ant 

a case against f"lat roofs. Houever, the expectations 

of thE: designers and m-mers of flat roofs are l!onstant.ly 

jolted; it would be an rxt~a-ordinary builJing element 

that "t·:ould not nt::cd some maintenance periodically. The 

compon~nts are u3uaJly rlesi~ned to rereive a cerrai~ 

arnm.mt of maintenance a t:tcntion. This is a fact ocl<nO\·Tlc·dged 
by: 

(a) the menufacturers of the materials used 

on roofs, 

(b) the designer~ of buildings , 

(c) the specifie1·s cf the const1:ucti.on n.ethods 

and materi~ls for flat roofs, and, 

(d) the maintenance teams under whose cnre 

the buildings nru pluc~d. The only people 

\7ho tend.to ignore Lhi! fact arC! the o~·mers 

of a building and any other laymen conr.c·ctr>n 

with sul!h a building . 
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The pattern o[ defects occurrence 'Y7a~ dj ffercnt 

such that for some pitched roofs complaints occurred 

fr(>quently but were easily corrected and at ]oH costs . 

In the case of flat roofs when a defect occurred the 

maintenance occot·ded them, though inexpelis.l.ve at .first, 

tended to rise "Hi th subsequent repai1·s . But: the major 

differcJ,ce occurred because pc.TiocH cally some~ 1:oof 

coverines had to be rene't·1cd . This one high c:oFl t cnuscd 

flat rooh~ to appear more PXpcEsj.ve to maintain. 

rurthcr to the c-'!Joye the ana.lysif> oF the data showed 

that there i::; a diffe;-ence between the maintenance cost 

bPr.ausl! o.E the different rC!fleci.:ive finishes used. 'J'hus 

roof~ finished \·7i th alurrd.niurn peint or opuquc quarry 

chippines sho~ed a tendency of incurring higher expenditure 

than those finished with either mineral granule;.; or 

burnt clay tiles. In other \vord.s Otlt of the commonly 

used rc·flect:b:e fin i shes there fl.rc somP. \\'ld.c.h ar~ weak 

and can rwi.tber rcsisl: maintenance neglig('nr.:c nor. the 

Hea thcr e lE!I!lents as well as others. The£e v7cak ones 

ur.fortunately drc..:.•.-1 mor.:: at:tcntion f1·or:1 the owners , 

maintenance teams and the building occupants. If they 

are wany in nufilhcr obviously there >·7oulc be:. an outcry 

against flat roofs . 

A genera] ccnclusion to be draw from t·he above 

is that the maintena~ce problems of flat roofs are 

sm·mountHblc and solvable C•): minirnis ~b~ r' . 'J.hi~ can only 
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be possible if there is full co-operation between all 

these involved with the production, maintenance and 

use of a building . These arc the archj tects , the 

quantity surveyors , the contractors, the supervisors, 

the building maintenance teams and, to a lLmitcd extents 

the users of the buildings . Tf this ~as ~ade possible 

then flat roofs may b~ cheaper to maintain than pitched 

roofs ; if not so then d1e costs of maintenance vJOuld 

be equal at all times . This would eliminate the tendency 

of turning flat roofs into pitched roofs whjch seems 

to be gathering momctltum as the statement in Plate V 

clearly indicates . For those supporting the move to 

tur~ all flat roofs into pitch~d roofs, the cost-~n-use 

anal;7sis done in cl1aptcr four gives no rc.~a ... on \vhy the 

move should be supported . ?rom the simpli~tic cost-in-use 

analys:s d0ne for eleven different types of flal roof 

finishes, the forescable maintenance and construction 

costs show that eight of them are cheaper than t~e 

alternatives, and only three can be said to be niDrc 

costly. It is a simplistic analysis because it assumes 

that a prop0.r mainten;mce policy 't·JOultl 1,c adopted. t-hthout 

such a policy the flat roofs vwuld in thP lcnp. run be 

more exp~nsive es they ~ould fail as fr~quently as they 

arc doing now ; with age And misuse they \vOulrl be 

uneconomical to have on b~ildings . 
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Recoffiiilendations 

The third obj eclive of the study was to try <Jlld 

co~~ up with a more efficient solution to maintenance 

of flat roofs . The current solution which is being 

advocated by the l-iinistry of \Vorks, Housing and Phy~;ical 

PlanPing is to do away Hi th fJ .. j t roofs . The study 

assumed that this is less effie i.cnt in that it does 

not retain the flat roof plus its advantages . Therefore 

an P-fficicnt solution is seen .:::s that \;hich minirni scB 

flat roof complaints and also retains the flat roof . 

The flat roof problems have been se0n to centre 

<Jroun u tv;-o rr·3in factor~: 

(A) the existing flat roof designs and , 

(B) the stock of knowledge existing with the 

rnaint(!nance sector of: the building industry: 

(A) Jt bas hecm explained that the existing 

designs of flat roofs assume that the maintenance staff 

know hovl to maintain these roofs. This, as has been 

proved , is clearly not the case. The designs should 

be designed Hith an. assumptj on 1:h~t inadec:uate mainlcn.mce 

attention is going to he focuRPd on the flat roof~. 

Therefore all the delicate de:tails of the roo£ should 

be given extra efficient design so as to resist negligence 

on the part of maint"'nance :t'-'ams. This negligence may 

ar:ise either hecause the mc?.intenance teams know liLLlc 

.:thottt maintenance of fl:Jt roo[s, c1r that delays in repairing 
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the roof l!lay he frequent, or even worse stiJ 1, the 

maintenance teams may have the least concern or interest 

of really keeping the roof trouble free . With such 

assumptious the design may reduce the chances of 

incurrinB high costs by eliminating the we.atmess of 

the flat roof Getails. This study has come up with 

several suggestions t0wards r~ducing the likelihood 

of lcaknges occuring: 

1 . It was sc0n th2t on many roofs, slopes are 

designed to cope with a series of specific 

roof sections and may have an outlet for each 

section. Each section is independent from 

all the other sections and their outlets; 

it could be a section of a gutter or a section 

of a roof. Hhen the inevitable blockl~ge 

occurred, wC:ttc-c remained around the outlet 

serving that section and if it increaserl, 

it stagnated on that roof section alone . This 

inclependetice should be done .:nvay \vith by 

designing the roof in such a way that the 

outlets rrre inter_-depended and ::tre \<.1 ithin 

anothc~r slope of their own. This arn:ngemeni: 

would mean that only one outlet would be 

independent of the others as it uould be 

situate•l at the lmvest end of the slope c8rvjng 

the outlets. This outl!.'t ,.;rolllcl h:tve tCJ b.~ 
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wider than the rest and oust have overflow 

pipes servj ng it . Tld s requirement would 

ensure that of all the outlets onlv one can 
J 

possibly become troublesome . This will 

therefore reduce the chanceR of a fttll r">of 

surface being suspected of leakage . At the 

same time the maintenance staff will be able 

to pin-point the source of roof leakage with 

more certaint~ than is the case presently. 

2. It was generally observed that when the 

coverings start to fail, the section around 

an outlet is usually among the. first areas 

affected. This would imply that there is 

a certain ctmount of weaknpps in the de£ign 

and the consequential construction. rrom 

observations it was noticed that when a slight 

upward alteration of the slope of the area 

<n:ouud thP outlet occurred, water autornatic<llly 

reduced its speed of flow thereby d~positing 

the ~esolved dust and other suspended particl~s, 

around the outlet area. This in turn reduced 

the slope even further and eventually even 

certain p] :mts germinated there . There are 

two ways in which this problem can possibly 

be minimised: 
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a) th~ area round the outlet could be ~haped 

into a oue meter diameter depression into 

whiclt the outlet is situated . The floor 

of this depression should be designed 

to slope towards the outlet. At the 

level line of the depression and the rcsc 

of Lhe roof surface an overflm·1 pi.pe wou~.d 

be fixed to ensvre thqt any water which 

would be in a position to sprnarl f~~Lhcr 

than the d!?pression is clrainc'"l off . The 

depression itself would need special care 

during the construction stage . The edges 

should be rounded so that they are not 

sharp because they may weaken the felt 

or the asphalt thereby leavine the area 

a potentially failure-attracting section . 

The floor of this dcpn~r:sion bn f:ore the 

felts, apshalt or other waterproof materials 

arc laid should be treated ~ .. 1ith \vatcrproof 

cement to ensure that no water penetrates 

through the slab. This treatment should 

also incude the outlet sides through "t-7hlch 

the dm·mpipes are fitted . 

The surface of the depression should 

b~ left free of chipoings so that cleanjng 

or sHc<?ping \·~oul d be 0asy; it· •,,1ould also 
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facilitate easy detection of any inllilincnt 

defects to th~ felt, csphalt, or other 

waterproof mctcri.:1lc. It should be 

retained even where the rest of th~ roof 

is prot:ected \>Ti th chippings . 1~ different 

protective finish should be applied to 

it . 

(b) The other possible improve~ent to the 

effic.:iency of thE> outlet is by increasing 

the slope of the last 1 . 0 meter appro~ch 

to it . This change in the genQra~ slope 

of the roof would ensure that woter inc~Pa8CG 

its speed of flowing when it reaches there 

so that it dons not denosit any parti~les 

suspended in it, before it leaves the 

roof . This improvement woJld he especially 

suitable where only onr~ outlet ~m:-ves 

a reasonably wide are~, or ~~~rc it is 

located at a corner of the roof. 

(B) The oth~r recomntcndation thought Clppropriate 

is that which conc~rns the existing knowledge of flat 

roofs in geueral. If those concerned could know how 

to prevent the occurrcn~e of failures then flat roofs 

\''ould be comp letc J. y manageable at all time~ . Pre'Jelttion 

nf the occur.ence of thl~ defect ~ho .1 l.d be cheaper in tc·rm~ 

of time, matcririls .::nd lchour ~orcl', than c·u!' i n6 a 
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f3iled waterproof covering. Th~re a~e several steps 

which the Ministry of v!orks, Hous:.ng and Physical Planning 

could take to raise the level of awareness, in the 

maintenance and the supervisory teaT!ls, concerning the 

flat roofs : 

1 The Ministry of \·Jor 1<s , Housing and Physical 

Planning should e!:it:ablish a flat roof 

construction and maintenance monitoring unit. 

This unit should be given the role of 

~aintaining all p.overnment fJ~t roofs in 

the republic. The team would be charged 

~lith the duty of ensuring tl1at all the flat 

roofs receive and maintain a set of standards 

of maintenance by, for ex~r:tp le: speT'd; ng 

a certain amount of money in each government 

financial year. Tt would obviously be a 

highl y demanding job whicl1 would require 

visits to aJl the flat roofs to government 

buildings periodically . The n~st important 

factor about th~ tcaill is that Lhe members 

should be highly interested in keeping flat 

roofs trouble free. This means that they 

should be highly motivatcrl because a 

disinter~stcd team is alT!lost as useless as 

no team at :111. The members o.f this t:t:..tm 

-.;1ould be charged \vlth t:hc task of: 
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drawing U~J the flet roof planned 

prevent i \'C <.mll corrective maintenance 

programme from year t:o year; to do so 

they would h ave to lmoH the individual 

details of each roof; 

organizing onrl supe·.cvis :i ng the execution 

of re.pa irs of any flat roof, cspeciaJly 

when the surface area i.s large , by ci ther 

contractors or departmental labour; 

c) supervising the laying of the waterproof 

covering to t:he flat roofs at t"hc time 

of construction; and 

d) retaining or collectinr; all data conr.Prning 

the performance of all flat roofs ' specific 

details v:ith a vei\·7 to recol!'.rncnding any 

new and efficient designs, AS well as 

improv inr, 011. th~ old desi.~~n~; thi.s 

information v10uld be cxtrmnely useful 

to architects who at tjmes get liLtlc 

or no feedback on the performance of 

their creation. 

Obviously the: team v7·::>uld have t0 kno·,J much mo::c 

about thL~ maintenanc•' probler;~s of flat roofs; their 

knowledge '.-10uld have to he much hi gl1cr .'!nd to grt>ater 
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details than is existing now since it would be a kind 

of a professional team . Their knowledge would have 

to cover all known problems of maintenance of flat roofs 

both common and rare , the causes of such problems, the 

cocmon properties and performance of flat roof materials 

in use both new and existing types, the most suitable 

materials in terms of flexibility in response to weather 

variances such as durability, light reflectivity qualities, 

perserverence in terms of accidental or continuous 

exposure and many other aspects. In other words it 

would be a technically and research oriented team ready 

to accommodate and develop new knowledge towards improving 

the performance of the flat roofs . In view of the fact 

that the large sums of money are used in repairing flat 

roofs all over the country, both in the central government 

and other sectors , this team, it is felt, would make 

a big contribution towards saving money otherwise likely 

to go to the wrong use. 

2 . The other possible way of dealing with flat 

roo£ maintenance problems is a subsidiary 

to the above. Instead of setting up one team 

of experts the Ministry of Works, Housing and 

Physical Planning could train a person from each 

district or province to deal with flat roofs 

constructional and maintenance requirements. 

Such a person should be able to raise the 

awareness of flat roof maintenance requirements 
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within his areR of operation. One person 

or a fe-v1 people could be stationed at th" 

Ministry Headqunrt~rs to coordinate the 

activities of the other officers in the district. 
These persons would also be aLlc ln keep th~ 

others abreast of any new developments in the 
field of flat roofs' raJfing materials and 

their performance in and outside ·the country. 

(C) The other line of action wh:ch the Ministry of Harks, 
Housing apd Physical Planning could take to improve 
the perfoxmance of itd flat roofs is regarding the 
contractors and the: method of select ine them. 
The existing system of selecting the contractors at 
timQS increases the maintenance costs of the 1.·oofs in 
the long run. The method of awarding a job to the 
lot-Jest tenderer should only apply \-JherC' all the 
tenderers are knmm or approved flat ~·oof contl'~tctors. 

It is fcl t that they are the only ones v1ho coJ.;,ld tender 
realistically . These contractors, despite the fact 
that they \vould b e experts, should continue being 
liable for any failures, however small, \-Jhich are 
direct results of co~1s Lructional negligenc..~e, ponr 
vnn·kmanship or poor /\·lrong materials. This 1 iahili ty 
should take into account the w~ar a11d tear of the 
roofing nkteJials as well ns the existing maintenance 
practices of the maintenance teams. The centra•"! tor 
v10uld therefore have to be r:tore coilliTlittcd to his 
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Norkmanship during the construction stage or during 

repair work . This requirement may reduce the number 

of :he profiteering contractors who only see quick 

profits but forget their reputations or even the 

future of such a building and its components. 

The study should not be assumed to have 

exhaustively dealt with all aspects of the flat roof. 

One area not really dealt with was the effects of 

the volcanic inheritance of Nakuru town. Buildings 

experience vibrations when vehicles pass nearby. The 

exact effect of these vibrations on the performance 

of the flat roofs needs a thorough investigation. 

Another area not dealt with in details was in relation 

to the effects of the weather on the flat roof covered 

with well applied reflective finishes and the total 

sum of effects on the roof maintenance in the short 

and long- run period . It was observed that rarely 

were the finishes properly applied and even more 

rarely, were they properly maintained. This aspect 

of the flat roof maintenance calls for further 

investigation. Yet another aspect of flat roofs 

which requires close study is the suitability of 

the arrangement of downpipes and the gratings leading 

into them. A better relationship between the two 

in discharging rainwate~ needs to be clearly established 

since they precipitate so much roof problems. 
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Al'PENDtX 1 (A) 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO CO!~TRliCTORS 

1 . Have you constructed many flat roofed buildings? 

.... ..... ' . . . . .. ........... .. . . . ... . ............ . 

2 . Have you constructed any flat roofed building in 

Nakuru or Eldoret area? Yes/No 

If Yes \vhich buildings? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . .. ... . . . .. . ...... . .. .. .... .. . 

3 . Have your been involved in covering a flat roof wit.h 

aspha l t? Yes/No 

If yes which de you believe is the best procedure 

to fol l ow to en~urP good prrfnrmancP? 

.... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........ . 

~ - At what ag~ do you think the Asphalt should be 

replaced from t·hc 1.oof? . ... ... . ... . ... ... . ...... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. ... . ........... ..... . . 
• 

5. Have you evex- usC:!d bituminou~ roofing felts nn a 

flat roof? Y£s/ho 

If yes Phich ·do you think is th~ l,es t procedure to 

follow in laying the fe 1 t? .. . .......... . ........ . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

6 . !i'rom your expt. r~.nr.ce:: hew long sltoLlld a roo[ing fel ~ 

lasr on ~ roof bcfo~e replacement? 

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ............ . . 
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7. Which material do you think is the best us a flat 

roof covering? .............................. . ..... 
• • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t ••• •• •••••••••••••••••• • 

Why? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . .......... . .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

8. ~~1y do you think flat roofs at times leak? Please 

explain briefly .................. ... ... . ..... .. . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... 

9 . In your opinion, how should B flat roof be rcpai.cd? 

Please exp] ain brief] y .......................... . 

10. ~tat do you think should be done so that a flat 

roof remains trouble free f r a longer period? 

11. ~n1ich roof deck/slab is the bPst for fla.t r.oof? 

Concrete deck 

Timber dec..k 

Metal deck 

Others 

why? 

] 2 . H0"\'1 long have you been <1 builder? .. . ............ . 

a a a • • • r • • • • a • at • • • • a • • • • • • • • •., • • • • t • t • • a • • • • • • a • • • 
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APPENDIX I (B) 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO SUPERVISORS 

1. How long have you worked in your present capacity? 

2. Have you ever supervised any new flat roof 

construction? Yes/No . If yes: which buildings? 

e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

3 . Have you ever supervised flat roofs repairs by your 

own staff? Yes?No 

4 . How man~, times have you been involved in the 

repair of a flat r.oof? ...... . . . ........... . .... . 

5 . Have you ever supervised a private contractor 

repairing a flat roof? Yes/No. 

6. What steps do you follow in laying a flat roof 

covering? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ... . 
e I 1 e e I e 1 I 1 e e 1 1 I 1 e e e e e e I I I I e e e e e I e I I I I I e 

.... . . .. .... .... .... .. ... .. .......... . . 

. . ...... .... .... . . . .... . ... ... .... ... . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ..... . . 

7. Did the contractor(s) supervised follow all the 

steps you have indicated above? Yes/No. 

If not which steps did he omit 

(If you have never supervised a contractor do not 

answer) . 



8 . Which mot0rials ore mostly used here in covering 

a f1 at roof? ... . . . ....... ... ..... . . . .... . ...... . 

9. Which m-1 tcrials do you think nrc best for covering 

a flat roof? . .. . . .. .... .. . . .... . . . ............ . . . 

Why are they the best? ........ . ... . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . 

10. From your observation which type of roof substructure 

gives morE> prohh•1ns? 

Concrete deck 

Timber deck 

1-Jhy? . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 

ll. \v'hj ch type of flat roof fin · sh gives best cervic.:>? 

Painted surface 

t-iarble ch]ps 

Quarry chips 

Any other 

12. Hhen do you think rP.p&irs t(l c flat roof should 

bE> done during thP. year'! . . . ... . .. . .... . ........ . 

13. \Jhcn do you decide to repair a defect or a future 

defect which is predictable? 
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l 4 . What do you do \o1hen carrying out a repa i.r on 

flat roof? . . . ........ ........ ......... .. . . .... . 

t t I • t t I I I I I 4 I I I I t 1 t t t t t t t I t 1 o t • t t t t t t t t t t t t I t t I • 

• • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • •••• 10 •••••••• •• • •••• •••••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
15 . When do you ever insp0ct a flat roof? 

.............. ... . ..... .... ....... ........... .. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. ..... . 

16 . \..Thy do you t·hink flat roofs leak? 

17, Were you ever trained to d< 11 with flat roo~ 

dc-!fects · · Yes/No 

If Y::.s : Hov 1 ong was the tr c:1ining . . .. .... ..... . . 

18 . Hav~ you ever attended seminars oc refresher courcP. s 

on flat rocf repair? Yes Jo 

lf Yes· How many times and for how long? .. .. ... . 

19. Hherc were you trained for the job you aj,:e Joi.ng 

now? 

20. \fuat is your present posl in ~he Ministry? 
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APPENDIX 2 

SP·~CIMEN OF A ROOF REPAIR SPECIFICATION 

Flat Roof 

G Remove existi-ng asphalt 

roof covering and cart 

awey dPbris and deposit 

where directed 

H 75mm thick (average) 

light \-leigh t screed 

laid to falls and 

cross-falls 

I Three layers bitun1inous 

roofing felt (7,13,36 kg 

per 10 metre square) 

bonded \<lith hot bitumen 

with top 1Ryer mineral 

surfacE. finish 

QTY 

108 

108 

108 

Carrie i to Col] ection 

UNIT 

Sl-1 

SM 

St1 

=======-=~=-
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APPENDIX 3 

SPECII-IEN OF A ROOF REPAlR SPECIFICATION 

1. ROOF REPAIRS TO HOLO 

l?OLICE STATION FLAT 

CONCRETE SLAB 

(a) Scrap off existjng felt. from 

roof screed and cart 3Way 

scraped material . 

(b) Prepare, cle8n the roof slab 

of dirt to receive new scr~Pd . 

(c) Prepare 30mm (average) crnent: 

sand screed to f.g 11 i·o 

Quant . 

241 

rece:;..ve asphalt roof felL 0 'S) 241 

(d) Provide and apply 2 layers of 

asphalt roofing jointed witt 

bitumen ~-lith top layers 

including turn up around ed: es. 241 

(e) Apply l?.mm lat.err. of quan:-y 

chippings on flat roofit~g 

embedded in a layer of bitumen 

(f) Supply and fix celotcx sheets 

8 1 0 x l, "0 1 destroyed b,, roof 

le:. :1!~s to various ~oo~s at the 

statjon. 

24] 

6 

Unjt 

SM 

SH 

SM 

SM 

SM 

Ho. 
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1-'"tAGAZINE BUILDING (DEF/S/7011) 3KR) 

(g) Scrap bitumenous felt from roof and 

cart away the scrapped material . 

( i) Apply 3 layP-rs of asphalt roofing 

felt jointed with bitumen including 

turn-up around edges. 

(j) Prepare and apply oil paint to 

gutter 

(k) Ditto to rain water downpipes 

(1) Ditto to soft ceiling surfaces 

with 2 coa:b of plastic emulsjon, 

(m) Ditlo to wall surfaces with 2 

coats of emulsion paint. 

(n) Ditto to wall surfaces with 2 

coats of oil pnint including 

doors, '\-lindows. 

(o) Prepare and apply aluminium 

paint lo bitumen finishecl 

western side of the magazine 

walling. 

220 

220 

55 

?.0 

200 

256 

35 

130 

S.M. 

S.M. 

L.M. 

L.M. 

L.M. 

S.M. 

S.J.1 

S.M. 
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APPENDIX 4 

SPECIMEN OF FLAT ROOF REPAIR SPECIFICATION 

GENERAL REPAIRS , REDECORATION 

AND RE-ROOFING AT LANET (lKR & 

AFTC) 1982/83 AHWP 

APMOURER/DE/2/703 (3KR) 

(a) Scrap bitumen felt from the roo£ 

screed and cart away the scrapped 

material . 

(b) Prepare and clean the surface of old 

Quant . Un i t: 

320 SM 

f~lt screed to receive roofing felt. 320 SM 

~c) Apply 3 l~y~r: of ~3phalt ~ocfing 

felt jointed with biturnenous 

including turn up around edges. 

(d) prepare and apply two coats of 

plastic el!lulsion paint on soffit 

ceiling surface . 

(e) Ditto two coats of plastic 

emulsion paint on walls, 

(f) Ditto two coats of oil paint on 

doors burglary proofing etc. 

325 SM 

320 SM 

730 SM 

82/- SH 
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APPENDl.X 5 

SPECIHEN OF A FLAT ROOF REPAIR SPECIFICATION 

RE-ROOFING TO LG/414/A-L 

H. Remove damagc!d bi tumj nous roofing 

felt and chippings, clean the roof 

slab to receive new felt and 

clear all debris from site. 270 S.M. 

I. Three layers bituminous three 

ply roofing felt laid on flat 

roof and vertical parapet ~ ·lls 

bedded with and including hot 

bitumen. ?70 S.M . 

COLLEC''1 'ON -----
Brought forwar( fr.om Page 1 

" II II Page 2 

II dmm 11 above 
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. APPENDIX 6 

SPECIFlCATJON FOR FALSE ROOF CONSTRUCTION 

Item 
No. Description Qty. 

A. 200rnm solid concrete 

B 

c 

D 

E 

F 

G 

48 

Aluminium metal flashing 189 

150 x SOn~ timber 66 

50 x 50um timber battens 197 

75 x 50run timber purlins 33 

190 x 75um brackets 58 

100 x 50mm rafters 141 

H 26 gaugP roofing 

sheets (C.C.I . ) 157 

OR 

Asbestos cement sheets 

(super seven) 

J 12mm thick cement sand 

mortar 

K 

L 

P"!'ecast concrete copping 5 . 

12trWl cement Gand plaster. l1L. 

!'-! 3 coats roof 111as tc·r paint 

for G.C.I. covering 157 

Unit 

m 

m. 

m. 

No. 

m. 

m 

Rate 

145/ -

70/-

27/-

15/-

17/-

12/-

20/-

1l0i-

165/-

23/-

20/-

23/-

21/-

Shs. 00 

6,960 . 00 

)3,320. 00 

1,7o2 . oo 

2,Y55 . 00 

561. 00 

696 . 00 

2,8?.0. 00 

17,270. 00 

25,905 . 00 

736. 00 

1,04G. 00 

977. 00 

3 , 29'/ . 00 

G.C.I. covering: t:otal cost of c'arrying out re-roofi.nt, is 

Shs. 52,313.00 

Asbestos cement sheets : total co~;t oi carrying out the 

re-roofing is Shs. 5 ?..__. 651.00 

The area \vhich \v.Ss bejn::, covercrl · . .JAS ] 56 sq .m. Thcrf•fore G. C'. I 
sheet.') cov.:red roof cost:ed Siw . 3..1.).00 per sq.rn. w1dle 
asbe~Los casted Shs. 370.00. 



APPE\1D:::.:X 7(a) 

G. C. I. SHEET· ROOFS - NAKURU 

-
Bt:ItDING PLINTH AGE DISTRIBUTION OF MAINTENANCE COSTS ~y YEARS (SHS) 

2 
~i) AF£A(M ) YRS 19"/l; 1975 1976 19 77 1978 1979 1980 J981 1982 1983 

!\AK'.JRU I ~ 

·---
.:-:SD/2/3 I 55 . 76 30 - - - -

I 
- - - - - -

Y:i..D/'2/6 I 86 . 22 ..>J - - - - - - - - - -
f 

~iU~\/1/9 I bo . L.. ... 2l. .. 52 . 35 - .:... - - I 640.90 - . . -

~·!G/ q4 So . 70 19 - - - - - - - -i - -

NG/51. 77 . 75 20 - - - - - - - - - -

'P&.l/'2/5 ~2.61 30 - - - - - - - - - - ' I 
I 

. 
:>& I/2/3 28 . 11 ::s - - - - I - - - - - -

I I 

?& l/'2/1-2 I 69 . 19 25 I - - - - I - - - - - -

l-U:D/2/5 I 167 .03 3(' - - - - - - - - - -
I I 

~'Jl.D I?. I 1 I l7Q.7'2 25 681.70 - - I - -
I 

- - - -

' 
- : 

HC/1 266 .N 30 - 65 . 50 403 . la5 !08.70 - - - 73 . 30 - -

llG/ 3 116 . 85 30 - - - 65 . 95 - - 53 . 20 - - 59 . 40 

HC:/51 167..34 31 55 . 10 - - -- - - 2121 . 40 : 

ll:7. 60 

- - -

!-lG/ 46 I 75.77 31 - - - - - - - - -
• 



f,UILDI. G .\f:EA t\GE 197'· 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1961 1982 1983 

r ~iG/50 109 .Ol 25 I - ~-· 39.15 - I 
NG/:>~ 71 . 89 ~5 r 4~9 . 20 I 

I 
I 

~1C/27 71 . 89 25 I 
I I 

':!G/ ,.5 57.02 25 

I I 
I 

I -
I 

HG/:..7 6!..86 25 ss .os 1 I 
j 

rp..;,f:./s . 113 . 51\ 21 I I 

PRI/'2/2 113 . 51 24 I - I 
?I'l /2/2t.. :?46 .0~ l 24 

PRl/2/15 83 . 78 24 
I 

PRl/2/1., 113 . 51 24 
I - I I 

l 
i·:O..:/l/17 151. 26 2L. 

77 .50 I '..rl 
t..: 

I 

I 
lN 

I 
P~l/2/22 113.51 23 

I 
I 

PRI/2/19 37 .0 23 

- I I I 
6~ . 30 I I 

I 

I 
I MED/2/:! 195.77 30 

I 

... 
I I 1 ---- ---



APPENDIX 7(b) 

G. C. I . S'iEET ROOFS : ELDORET 

! -
I l 
I 

Bl'ILD!!'iG J?Ll~Tn AGE DISTR!Bt;T~ON OF l>t.AINTEI'\A~;CE. COSTS BY YEARS (Sn3) --

I 
., 

:~o AREA(N'") YRS 1974 P 75 !976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 !983 

I 
PH.l/1/1 42 .79 22 - - - - - - - - 64.00 I -

I 
I 

I ''.E.D/1 I 5 75.:4 .,~ 

4.l - - - - - - - -o .o - -

!!C/3 124.50 24 ?.3 . 40 I - - 339 . 90 759 . 30 - - 117.4C J.084.20 -

I I 

HG/o 162.16 24 - - - - 42 . 30 - - ·- - -
I 

I HG/14 206 . } l. I 24 119 . 10 I 
I 

- - - 316.30 - 1162.60 - - -

I YG/10 83.96 39 - - - - - I - - - ~ I -

I 
I XG/15 83. ~·6 39 - - - - - I - 54 . 80 - - -

I HG/1.5 260 . 54 25 - - - - - - - - - -

PR'!/1/27 92 . 97 18 - 3082.50 - - - - - - - -

~iG/91 13!.. 77 10 - - . -4 . 60 - - - - -

PR!/1/6 370 . 37 20 

I 

- - - - 190.50 - 216.20 308.80 20.0 -

I PRJ /'!/5 1:0.81 2: 
. 737 . 70 - - - - 743.60 -

I PP!/:/_:_ 
- - -

110 . 61 
.,, - - - se .o -
~4 

- - - I - -



APPE1'1DIX 8 (a) 

TILED ROOFS - NAKURU 

IBlilLDING P~mrli ACE DISTRIBUTIO:\ OF :1AINTENANCE COSTS BY YEAR 

~0 AREA (N~) YRS 1974 197S 1976 1)77 1978 

~:ED/1/lA 672 . 52 2l. 378.40 - 431.60 79.25 -
\'ET I !/b S5.b8 25 18. zo - - - -

P&l/1/? 331.!.05 28 541 . 20 - 57.30 113.20 -
~'£';)/ '2 /7 3 165 .50 21 96.8) 37.50 - - 27.15 

t\GR/1 /l 219.82 32 - - 100.0 - -

YG/41 I 131.35 32 20L. . 65 36 . 15 - - 387.15 
I 

~:G/ 7 5 I 43.24 26 - - - - -

~!':,/7 7 4:.24 26 - 37 . 50 - - -

~:G/15 300.0 30 - - - - I 48.65 

~:~/135 79.23 10 - 110. so - - 235.40 

t-IG/81 7l.. 59 25 - - - 95.25 -
MG/l9 86 . 58 28 - - - - -

.-!G/82 t.O.!. 5 25 45.65 - - - -
EG/71 45.95 29 51.90 53.60 -

I 
- -

MG/79 l.o0.~.o5 26 - - - - -
I I 

(SHS) 

1979 ~980 1981 

- 1572.60 -
- - 386 . 50 

- - -
- - 125 . 15 

- . - 537.60 

- lOt •. 40 53.30 

- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- 151.15 135 . 35 

- - -
- 143.45 -

I - - -

I - - -

1962 1983 

- I 3:1. so j 
- 110? -o _,_.;) 

:? 3!. . 2 5 nos 5. so 
- -

138.60 -
lOS.OC 3:.20 

- -
- -
- -
- -

505.75 -
- I -

180.85 -
- -
- -

w 
r....:; 
Vl 



BriLDING AREA AGE 19 iL: 1975 19i6 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 ! 1 ~s: 1983 ! -
HG/58 135 . 80 30 - - - 39 . 50 - - - - - I 

I 
HG/S3 106.67 31 - - - - - - - - -

I 

HG/5g I i..35.14 2/. - - .. ·- - - - - - I ' HG/18 I 134.32 30 I 51.0 - 32.70 - I - - ' 700.55 ·- -
I 

HG/77 107.48 26 - I - - 116 .50 82.65 - - - I 

I 
-

I I 

HC/14 13L..32 30 - - -· I - - 63 . 75 
i 

- - I - -

I 
I 

HG/50 134.32 29 3i . 90 - - - - - I - - - -

HC/80 lll6 . 67 24 - - - - - - 75.80 6i5.85 

I 
- -

HG/4l, 123 . 51 30 I 30.0 35 . 10 
. 

- - - - 963.30 322.55 

I 
- -

i-!G/i8 10i.48 26 I 24.10 - - - - 240.60 I - - - -
HG/50 123 .51 31 - - - - -

I - I - - - -

!iC /4 2 96 . 13 33 - - - - - - 314 . 20 I - - -
MC/52 131.51 31 I ~ - - - - 56L.40 242.:?0 

I 
- 93 . 60 - I 

':IG/48 7i . 75 32 20 . 45 - 28.70 - - - I - ,:uo 1 
- -

LG/280 t,S. 95 'll" ~1.61') 34 .0" I - . - - 75.80 

I I 
- :o~ .oo 1 

I l _j L 



APPENDIX 8(b) 

TILED ROOFS - ELDORET 
---

BL'Ii..DH;G ?L :w;H AGE DISTRIBUTION OF N.AiNTEl\lJ~CE COST BY YEAR (SHS) 

~~0 A REi\ (lot 
2) 'iRS l97l. 1975 197o 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

t·!G/ 56 1H9.91 17 23.20 72.00 138 .00 

nG/31 96 . 4 26 73.60 80 .00 126 .401 50 . 00 3:1.95 

I 
I 

HG/25 134 . 63 29 

nG/lb 169 . 73 24 75.70 334 . 50 52.40 I :1G/':1 140 . 36 28 40 . 35 74.20 61 . 90 1:'0 . 0 

LAB/l/3 20S.S3 30 58.90 170.40 

HG/43 '11..4.77 10 
(....) 

1·lG I 1? 96 . 58 23 120 . 40 44 .40 215 .00 ~..,) 

......r 

. .NG/.:.. 6 54.L.l 17 

:·!G/ 50 101.40 17 

~!G/ St.. 101.44 17 

~~G /59 126.76 ~5 347 . .&.0 I 

!·!G j C. 3 107.43 10 I 
HG/20 134.32 31 55.70 80.00 I 1000.00 42. so I 59 . 60 32t..75 


